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·2· ·IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF

· · ·DELAWARE

·3· ·--------------------------------------------X

· · ·US DOMINION, INC., DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS,

·4· ·INC., and DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS

· · ·CORPORATION,

·5

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Plaintiffs,
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· · · · · · · · ·v.
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· · ·FOX NEWS NETWORK, LLC,
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·9· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Defendant.

· · ·--------------------------------------------X

10· · · · · ·***CONFIDENTIAL***
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12· · · VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF ELDAD YARON
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16· ·DATE:· October 13, 2022

17· ·TIME:· 9:57 a.m.

18· ·PLACE:· ***REMOTE***

19· ·BEFORE:· Rebecca Schaumloffel, RPR, CCR-NJ

20· ·JOB NO:· 2022-862360
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·3· · · A P P E A R A N C E S:

·4

·5

· · ·CLARE LOCKE LLP

·6· · · · · · Attorneys for the Plaintiff

· · · · ·10 Prince Street

·7· · · · · · Alexandria, Virginia 22314

· · · · · · · BY:· NICHOLAS BRECHBILL, ESQ.

·8· · · · · · · · ·MEGAN MEIER, ESQ.
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· · ·WINSTON & STRAWN, LLP

12· · · · · · Attorneys for Fox News

· · · · ·35 West Wacker Drive

13· · · · · · Chicago, Illinois 60601

· · · · · · · BY:· MICHAEL SKOKNA, ESQ.

14· · · · · · · · ·AMANDA STEPHENS, ESQ.
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· · ·ALSO PRESENT:
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19· · · · · · Lesley West, Esq., Fox News

20· · · · · · Juan Torres, Lexitas
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· · · · · · · Once the document is introduced,
·3· ·you can look at the document using LegalView
·4· ·and you can scroll up or down and that's only
·5· ·going to impact the document that you have in
·6· ·front of you.· It won't affect what anyone
·7· ·else sees.· So you can look at different
·8· ·pages as needed.
·9· · · · · · · Does that make sense?
10· · · · A.· · I understand.
11· · · · Q.· · Okay.· In addition to introducing
12· ·documents in LegalView, Megan will also share
13· ·her screen on Zoom and she'll scroll to the
14· ·parts of the documents that we are
15· ·discussing.
16· · · · · · · Understand?
17· · · · A.· · I understand, yeah.
18· · · · Q.· · Did you bring any typed or
19· ·printed notes or emails or text messages or
20· ·any other documents with you today?
21· · · · A.· · No.
22· · · · Q.· · Please state your name for the
23· ·record.
24· · · · A.· · Eldad Yaron.
25· · · · Q.· · Who is your employer?
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· · · · A.· · My employer is Fox News Channel.
·3· · · · Q.· · How long have you worked for Fox
·4· ·News Channel?
·5· · · · A.· · I've worked for Fox for
·6· ·approximately 16, 17 years.
·7· · · · Q.· · What is your current job title?
·8· · · · A.· · I'm a booking producer for Tucker
·9· ·Carlson's program.
10· · · · Q.· · How long have you been a booking
11· ·producer for Tucker Carlson?
12· · · · A.· · About five years.
13· · · · Q.· · What are your job
14· ·responsibilities as a booking producer?
15· · · · A.· · I book guests on the show, sir.
16· · · · Q.· · To whom do you report?
17· · · · A.· · I report to Justin Wells, my
18· ·executive senior producer and there are other
19· ·members of the team.
20· · · · Q.· · Who are those other members of
21· ·the team that you report to?
22· · · · A.· · One of them is Alex McCaskill who
23· ·is an editorial manager.· Abby Grossberg is a
24· ·senior producer.· I think that's about it.
25· · · · Q.· · And were those the same people
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· ·you reported to in late 2020?
·3· · · · A.· · In late 2020, I was working -- my
·4· ·manager at the time was Kelly McNally, who is
·5· ·no longer on the team.· She is in another
·6· ·role at Fox.· Abby Grossberg was not there.
·7· · · · Q.· · Does anyone report to you?
·8· · · · A.· · No, sir.
·9· · · · Q.· · Did anyone report to you in late
10· ·2020?
11· · · · A.· · No, sir.
12· · · · Q.· · What is the legal name of the
13· ·corporate entity that employees you?
14· · · · · · · MR. SKOKNA:· Object to the form.
15· · · · A.· · I'm not -- I think it's Fox News
16· ·Media, maybe.· I don't know.
17· · · · · · · MR. BRECHBILL:· Megan, can you
18· · · · pull up Exhibit 2022, please.
19· · · · Q.· · I'm going to show you a short
20· ·clip from the November 19, 2020 episode of
21· ·Tucker Carlson Tonight.
22· · · · · · · (Whereupon, Yaron Exhibit 2022,
23· · · · video clip from the November 19, 2020
24· · · · episode of Tucker Carlson Tonight was
25· · · · marked for identification as of this
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· ·him.· Maybe he would be a good guest.
·3· · · · · · · I don't know.· It's possible.
·4· ·Definitely not denying it, as I said earlier.
·5· · · · Q.· · Do you recall why they were
·6· ·trying to cancel him?
·7· · · · A.· · No, sir, I don't exactly
·8· ·remember.
·9· · · · · · · MR. BRECHBILL:· Megan, can you
10· · · · pull up Exhibit 626, please.
11· · · · · · · (Whereupon, Exhibit 626 was
12· · · · previously marked at a prior
13· · · · deposition.)
14· · · 
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· · · · 

·9· · · · 

14· · · · · · · Correct?
15· · · · A.· · I see that, sir.
16· · · · · · · MR. BRECHBILL:· Megan, you can
17· · · · put that exhibit aside.
18· · · ·

25· · · · · · · MR. BRECHBILL:· Megan, can you
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· · · · please pull up Exhibit 368.
·3· · · · · · · (Whereupon, Exhibit 368 was
·4· · · · previously marked at a prior
·5· · · · deposition.)

15· · · · A.· · Yes, sir.
16· · · · Q.· · And you sent this at 6:02 p.m.,
17· ·correct?
18· · · · A.· · I'm reading what you are reading.
19· ·That's what it says, yes, sir.
20· · · · Q.· · And you have no reason to doubt
21· ·that?
22· · · · A.· · I'm looking at the same thing
23· ·that you're looking.· There's a document with
24· ·my name at 6:02.
25· · · · Q.· · So this was about two hours
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· ·before the Tucker Carlson Tonight episode
·3· ·would have started, correct?
·4· · · · A.· · That sounds right.
·5· · · · Q.· · Just below the solid line, it
·6· ·says, "POV."· What does POV stand for?
·7· · · · A.· · Point of view, sir.
·8· · · · Q.· · And these bullet points are meant
·9· ·to reflect Mike Lindell's point of view?
10· · · · A.· · Yeah.

16· · · · · · · Do you see that?
17· · · · A.· · I see that, sir.
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON

23· · · · Q.· · And you sent this email to the
24· ·Tuckertroop alias, correct?
25· · · · A.· · What is the question, sir?
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· · · · Q.· · You sent this -- this email with
·3· ·your notes, to the Tuckertroop email address,
·4· ·correct?
·5· · · · A.· · I mean, you said that we're
·6· ·looking at my email, right?
·7· · · · Q.· · Do you have any reason to believe
·8· ·this is not your email?
·9· · · · A.· · Yeah, I already said I don't
10· ·think this is fraudulent.· This looks like my
11· ·email, yes, sir.
12· · · · Q.· · Okay.· And I'm just asking, this
13· ·email was to the Tuckertroop email address,
14· ·correct?
15· · · · A.· · That's what it says, yes.
16· · · · Q.· · And is Justin Wells a member of
17· ·the Tuckertroop email address?
18· · · · A.· · Yes, sir.
19· · · · Q.· · Is Tucker Carlson?
20· · · · A.· · Yes, sir.
21· · · · Q.· · Does it go to pretty much the
22· ·entire team that works on the show, Tucker
23· ·Carlson Tonight?
24· · · · A.· · Yes, sir.
25· · · · Q.· · Let's talk about Mike Lindell's
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·E. YARON
·2· ·segment on January 26th, on Tucker Carlson
·3· ·Tonight.
·4· · · · A.· · Okay.
·5· · · · Q.· · When he appeared on the show, he
·6· ·did, in fact, discuss voting machine fraud
·7· ·and Dominion, correct?
·8· · · · A.· · I don't remember that.
·9· · · · Q.· · Specifically, Mike Lindell said,
10· ·I've been all in trying to find the machine
11· ·fraud and I -- we found it.· We have all the
12· ·evidence.· I have the evidence.· I dare to
13· ·Dominion to sue me because then it will get
14· ·out faster, correct?
15· · · · A.· · I don't know, sir.· Are you
16· ·saying this is a quote from his segment on
17· ·Tucker?
18· · · · Q.· · Yes.
19· · · · A.· · I don't remember.· I don't know
20· ·what you're reading exactly; is that a
21· ·transcript of the show?
22· · · · Q.· · Do you deny that Mr. Lindell
23· ·discussed machine fraud on the show?
24· · · · · · · MR. SKOKNA:· Object to the form.
25· · · · A.· · I don't remember exactly what he
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From: Scott, Suzame </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=85BFES824750416485BDA0FTAD10943E-
SUZANNE SCO»

To: Murdoch, Rupert
sent: 11/6/2020 7:59:12AM
Subject: Re: Pols

Agreconall. §

Get Outlook for i0S

From: Murdoch, Rupert[IEE
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 6:36 AM
To: Scott, Suzanne
Subject: Polls

“Trump stil talking legal actions but in calmer voice.
Everything seems to be moving to Biden and ifTrump becomes a sore loser
we should watch Sean especially and others don't sound the same.
Not there ye. but a danger.
Turkey on now with Fox and Friends sounds prety sensible. If Biden holds Az Nevada. Georgia and Pa very hard to
credibly ery foul everywhere.
Love to hear likely House numbers
Pelosi majority halved?

Finally got Fox on here and nice 0 see plentyof breaks! Yesterday CNN had none. But so biased as to be umvatchable!

Sent from my iPhon:

CONFIDENTIAL DISCOVERY MATERIAL FNNO19_03561073
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From: Andrews, Jerry </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT) CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=00388908E 1444 1COBAABSSTEBES4BTD-
ANDREWS, JE>

To: Cooper, Meade ( Fox); Clark, David
Sent: 11/20/2020 12:36:16 PM
Subject: FW: open

From: Lauer, Tim <Tim.Lauer@FOXNEWS COM>
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 11:45 AM
To: Andrews, Jey <jerry.andrews@FOXNEWS COM>; Voit, Jennifer <Jennifer Voit@FOXNEWS COM>
Subject: open

For four years we listen to unsupported allegations of a conspiracy by a foreign government to interfere with our
presidential election... that Russia stole the election of 2016 implanting their Russian asset Donald trump as.
president of the Urited States. For four yearswewere told trump was a putin puppet

a Russian asset. And that we must do everything to get rid of him. Almost on a daily basis the democrat
minstrels in congress put on their conspiracy show as congressman fie Adam Schiff bolded portificated about
real evidence... evidence they had seen with their own eyes... evidence that required Donald trump be gone
because America and democracy were at stake.

Never ever... not once did we see a scintill of evidence, never. We were supposed to take it all on faith. They put
the president and the country through hell as the work of congress was halted and as the media everyday reminded
uswe were getting closer and closer to the big Russian reveal that fizzled much like rob Mueller did when he.
testified there was nothing.

And then the minstrels took another show down to the sub-basement of the capitol where the minstrels regaled
‘each other with fantasies of foreign interference in their medieval star chamber.

But now come the president's lawyers pointing to an organized criminal enterprise... a conspiracy by democrats
especially in cities controlled and corrupted by democrats. Come the president's lawyers with allegations of a
company called dominion which started in Venezuela with Cuban money and with the assistance of smartmatic
they allege are capable through a back door of fipping votes through software. Come the president's lawyers
alleging that American votes in a presidential election are actually counted in foreign countries.

The media has no interest in any of this but | do and you shoukd as well. 73 milion Americans voted for Donald

ATTORNEYS' EYES ONLY DISCOVERY MATERIAL FNNOO1_00001256



trump. We took seats inthe house they said wouldbewoninthe democrat blue wave that never came and so far
we have held the senate. They say the risk ofgiving faise hope shoudbeenough to stop us |saythe risk of not
lookingat what is staring us in the face is toogreatto go forward.

The president's lawyers offered evidencebyway of affidavits which | told you last week as ajudge from a legal
perspective are sworn statements of individuals signed under penalty of periury. These sworn statements are
factual allegations part of virtually every lawsuit It's how you start case. Lawyers have indicated that they have
250 affidavitsunderoath... people ready to testify... people ready to face the hate that the let has inficted upon
us from day one. And you know what I'm talking about let's not kid ourselves there's nota ot of violence going on
because they believe they got their way. | believe the only important thing is making sure that lady justice gets her
‘way. Consequences be damned. Rudy Giuiani made clear yesterday that democrat cities were targeted by
crooked democrats who stole votes. These were cities where they were comfortable with corruption, where

political compton ran through the bloodines of cites ike Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Detroit

He described election right numbers going in the favor of Donald trump but by the next morming with absurd
increases in Biden votes many reflected in ballots that came in on trucks at 4 in the morning specifically in Detroit
where 100,000 ballots and everyone for Biden with no down ticket vote. I atianta a sworn affidavituxlerpenalty
of periury the affiantafiton county observer says that she observed many boxes of absentee and mail in ballots
being counted ‘many of the boxes of balots had voted for 100% biden and 0% for trump. The balots appear to be
perfectly filed out as f they were pre-printed with the presidential candidate selected.” Another declarant who holds
dual doctorates in economics and engineering from Stanford states that Georgia uses dominion voting systems
which has a history of technical gitches that have not been fixes and in atlanta these software glitches have
effected roughly 80,000 absentee mail in ballots. There were many puzzling incidents across state fines including
Georgia where surging of votes forbidenwere observed at odd hours of the morming of November 4™. | also have
a declaration of an individual of the genesis of dominion software utiized by those whose purpose is to gain and

keep power by changing the free will of the people. He is an individual with extensive training inmiitary and
‘academic formations... a direct witness to the creation and operation of an electronic voting system in the.
conspiracy between the company known as smartmatic and the leaders of conspiracy with the Venezuelan
government On November 4'™ biden receiveda batch of 134886 votes at 630 in the moming. InWisconsin the
day after theelection biden received a dump of 143000 votes at 3:42. The upshot inthe graphs is stunning. It
suggests there was a pause and then ailing in for the needed votes to win. How did he know this? Heknew it
through affidavits, those sworn statements where you can actually go to jail if you dort tel the truth. Interesting,
how Adam Schiff and democrats can lie to us for years with terally no consequence to them but American citizens
who face the disdain, hatred and the threats of others in cases like these, essential putting everythingonthe ie. |
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know| prosecuted cases where witnesses put themselves Inthe fine of fire simply because they saw or heard
‘Something that was incredibly dangerous to speak of but abot which they chose to speak. Two individuals and
one dominion employee signed affidavits and yet there is a hue and cry by the media to see these affidavits many
of them are already on file in the lawstits across the couriry but many of these witnesses seek protection and
therefore their safetyunti the time tis necessary to testify mustbe guarded. Does anyone reall believe that they.
are exaggerating when they saytheyare in fear. Does anyone reall think thatthe group that brought us hysteria,
division, and chaos for four years while Donald trump was president andnowis unusually cali wouldn' react to a
narrative different from the only one they are comfortable with.

Task youwhat is the problem in seeking to confirm that thiselection had noirregularitieswhy have we found
thousands of ballots after the election was called, why were observers not allowed to watch which was their legal
fight and additionally to make sure that everything was done correctly. As an aside on November 5™ | tweeted that

there were complaints of voter fraud where is the FBI andthe DO. The tweet was removed because some or all
of the content is disputed and might be misleading. | asked my friend Jackie to tweet thesame thing —hertweet
was not removed, leading me to believe that ts got nothing to do with algorithms and that censorship of individual

people is in full pay.

Why was there an ovemight popping of vote tabuation that cannot be explained. Rudy Gian, Sidney powell and
Lin Wood will be here to further elaborate on their cases but the issue now is are there enough trend ines to
overturn an election in an individual state? Can a cout overthrow thousands of votes because of instances of
fraud or over voting? How can we assess whether the provisional ballots shoud be counted in other words a voter
shows up to vote andis told he or she has already voted by way of a mail in ballot how do we handle that? Howdo.
we handlethe judges in Pennsylvania, secretary of state in goergiawho unilaterally changed the election law

without the appropriate legisiative authority
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From: Andrews, Jerry (FoxNews) </O=EXCHANGELABSIOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ASB3A66C2E0041 SEA286CD28461702D3-
ANDREWS, JE>

To: Clark, David (FoxNews)
Sent: 1172012020 12:09:25 PM
Subject: FW open

From: Laver, Tim <Tim Lauer@FOXNEWS. COM>
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 11:29 AM
To: Andrews, Jerry <jery andrews@FOXNEWS.COM>; Voit, Jenifer <Jenrifer. Voit@FOXNEWS. COM>
Subject: open

For four years we listen to unsupported allegations of a conspiracy by a foreign goverment to interfere with our

presidential election... that Russia stole the election of 2016 implanting their Russian asset Donakd tramp as
president of the United States. For four yearswewere told trump was a putin puppet

a Russian asset. And thatwe must do everything to get id of him. Almost on a daily basis the democrat
minstrels in congress put on their conspiracy show as congressman ike Adam Schiff bolded pontficated about
real evidence... evidence they had seen with theif own eyes... evidence that required Donald trump be gone
because America anddemocracywere at stake.

Never ever... not once did we see a scintila of evidence, never. We were supposed to take it al on faith They put
the president and the country through hell as the work of congress was halted and as the media everyday reminded
us we were getting closer and closer to the big Russian reveal that fizzled much ke rob Muster did when he
testified there was nothing

And then the minstrels took another show down to the sub-basement ofthe capitol where the minstrels regaled
each other with fantasies of foreign interference in their medieval star chamber.

But now come the president's lawyers pointing to an organized criminal enterprise.. a conspiracy by democrats
especially in cities controlled and corrupted by democrats. Come the president's lawyers with allegationsof a
company called dominion which started in Venezuela with Cuban money and with the assistance of smartmatic
they allege are capable througha back door of fipping votes through software. Come the president’ lawyers
alleging that American votes in a presidential election are actualy counted in foreign countries.

The media has no interest in any of this but | do and you shoud as well. 73 millon Americans voted for Donald
trump. We took seats inthe house they said would be won in the democrat blue wave that never came and so far
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we have held the senate. They say the risk ofgiving false hope shoudbeenough to stop us. |saythe risk of not
lookingat whats staring us inthe face is 100 greatto go forward

The presidents lawyers offered evidence by way of affidavits which | told you last week as ajudge from a legal

perspective are sworn statements of individuals signed under penalty of perjury. These sworn statements are
factual allegations part of virtually every lawsuit I's how you start a case. Lawyers have indicated that they have
250 affidavitsunder oath... peoplereadyto testy... people ready to face the hate that the left has inficted upon
us from day one. And you know what I'm talking about let's not kid ourselves there's nota lot of violence going on
because they believe they got their way. | believe the only important thing is making sure that lady justice gets her
way. Consequences be damned. Rudy Giuliani made clear yesterday that democrat cies were targeted by
crooked democrats who stole votes. These were cities where they were comfortable with corruption, where
politcal cormuption ran through the bloodines of cities like Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Detroit

He described election night numbers going in the favor of Donald trump but by the next moringwithabsurd
increases in Biden votes many reflected in ballots that came in on trucks at 4 in the morning specifically in Detroit
where 100,000 ballots and everyone for Biden with nodownticket vote. In aianta a sworn affidavit uxler penalty
of perjury the affianta futon county observer says that she observed many boxes of absentee and mail in ballots
being counted ‘many of the boxes of balots had voted for 100% biden and 0% for trump. The ballots appear to be
perfectly filed out as f they were pre-printed with the presidential candidate selected.” Another declarant who holds
dual doctorates in economics and engineering from Stanford states that Georgia uses dominion voting systems

whichhas a history of technical gitches that have not been fixes and in atlanta these software glitches have
effected roughly 80,000 absentee mail in ballots. There were many puzziing incidents across state ines including
Georgia where surging of votes forbidenwere observed at odd hours ofthe morning of November 41. | also have
a declaration of an individualof the genesis of dominion software utiized by thosewhose purpose is to gain and

keep power by changing the free wil of the people. He is an individual with extensive training in miltary and
‘academic formations... a direct witness to the creation and operation of an electronic voting system in the.
conspiracy between the company known as smartmatic and the leaders of conspiracy with the Venezuelan
goverment On November 4" biden received a batch of 134836 votes at 630 in the moming. In Wisconsin the
day after theelection biden received a dump of 143000 votes at 3:42. The upshot inthe graphs is stunning. It
suggests there was a pause and then a filing in for the needed votes to win. How did he know this? Heknew it
through affidavits, those sworn statements where you can actualy go to jail if you dort tel the truth Interesting,
how Adam Schiff and democrats canli to us for years with iterally no consequence to them but American citizens
Who face the disdain, hatred and the threats of others in cases ike these, essentially putting everything on the fine. |
know| prosecuted cases where witnesses put themselves Inthe fine of fire simply because they saw or heard
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‘Something that was incredibly dangerous to speak of but abot which they chose to speak. Two individuals and
one dominion employee signed affidavits and yet there is a hue and cry by the media to see these affidavits many
of them are already on file in the lawsuits across the country but many of these witnesses seekprotection and
therefore their safetyunti the time tis necessary to testify must be guarded. Does anyone reall believe that they.
are exaggerating when they saythey are in fear. Does anyone real thirk thatthe group that brought us hysteria,
division, and chaos for four years while Donald rump was president andnowis unusually calm wouldn't react to a
narative different from the only one they are comfortable with.

Iask youwhat is the problem in seeking to confirm that this election had noirregularitieswhy have we found
thousands of ballots after the election was called, why were observers not allowed to watch which was their legal
fight and additionally to make sure that everything was done correctly. As an aside on November 5™ | tweeted that

there were complaints of voter fraud where is the FBI and the DOJ. The tweet was removed because some or all
of the content is disputed and might be misleading. | asked my friend Jackie to tweetthesame thing —hertweet
was not removed, leading me to believe that its got nothing to do with agorithms and that censorship of individual

people is in ful play.

Why was there an ovemight popping of vote tabuation that cannot be explained. Rudy Giuiani, Sidney powell and
Lin Wood will be here to futher elaborate on their cases but the issue now is are there enough trend fines to
overturn an election in an individual state? Can a cout overthrow thousands of votes because of instances of
fraud or over voting? How can we assess whether the provisional ballots shoud be counted in other words a voter
shows up to vote andis told he or she has already voted by way of a mail in ballot how do we handle that? Howdo.
we handlethejudges in Pennsylvania, secretary of state in goeraiawho unilaterally changed the election law
without the appropriate legislative authority.
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From: Mara Bartromo
To: Grossberg, Abby
sent: 1177/2020 6:03:30 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fu: ElectionFraud Ino

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message

From: sidney Powe!
Date: November 7, 2020 500.01 PNIEST
“To: Maria Bartromor|
Subject: Fwd: Election Fraud Info

Sidney Powell
www SidneyPowell com
Federal appellate attorney and author of LICENSED TO LIE & co-author of CONVICTION MACHINE

Lr—
From: Marlene Bourne(I
Date: Sat, Nov 7. 2020, 5:07 PM
Subject: Election Fraud Info

Dear Mrs. Powell, Mr. Fitton, and Mr. Dobbs:

Twas told to email you the following pieces of information

‘You're probably already awareof voting irregularities in a number of states, which have one common thread:
Dominion Voting Systems.

Don't you find it curious that Nadeam Elshami, Nancy Pelosi's longtime Chief ofStaffsakeyexecutivethere, and
that Richard Blum, Senator Feinstein’ husband. is not only asignificant shareholderofthat company. but in Avid
Technologies as well?

Asa point of reference ._back in 2009, Diebold sold their election machines division. An anti-trust suit was
immediatelyfiled that conveniently ensured that, in 2010, Dominion VotingSystems would acquiretheassets “in
order to restore competition”. With the acquisition of another large california election machine company in the same
timeframe, that gave Dominion an even bigger monopoly than Diebold ever had - yet no one has ever filed an
anti-trust suit againt them. Friends in high places indeed.

But the monopoly isn’t necessarily the issue- t's the software. A piece of code was inserted such that, once ballots
were fed into the database for tabulation, up t0 3% ofvotes for Mr. Trump would automatically switch to Mr. Biden;
this was capped at 3% because it was supposedly determined that anything higher than that would raise suspicions.
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but that 3% would be enough to tip atight race.

How was this done?

In conjunction with a company by the name of Scy!l, which provides election night reporting (and other online
election managment tools). You'd think that kind of hugely important software would developed and managed by a
US company (or the US government itself). but...no, it's based in Spain. Which means t's the Spanish who decide
who wins our elections and who doesn’t. Or do they? It's a bitof a corporate shell game (with hundredsof companies
involved) and while it appears that the ultimate parent company is actually British, I find it interesting that the owner
is French. Here'sa project fora curious investigative journalist to dig into

‘You might want to see what ties Scytl company executives (all the way up the shell company food chain) have to the
SSCI. Because that is the root of the rootof everything here. The base of the pyramid.so to speak. In that respect,
Daniel Jones - a Feinstein staffer - and his newly formed Penn Quarter Group, are the fulcrum.

(By the way, that magic sweet spot of 3% isn’t rbitary. That's what American Express charges merchants as a
transaction fee...and also happens to be the cut that JaredKushnergets from all donations to the GOP-which is
line-itemed in the software he helped to create - with his brother, I think it was- as a transaction fee. I thought I'd
throw that in there in the interest of faimess to both sides).

Anyway, there’salso an issue with mail-in paper ballots. Not the absentee ballots, but the mail-in ballots arbitrarily
sent to people; the ones that keep mysteriously appearing in the middleof the night. The paper used to print those
does NOT have a special watermark as is being reported: instead, the paper fibers were embedded with
anti-counterfeiting security features to detect fraud... much like how the Treasury embeds securityfeatures into paper
‘money. I'll bet it’s digital DNA - nanotechnology.

Detection is easy: simply use the same marker to detect fake $100 bills. Orat least, that's ONE of the anti-counterfeit
features in place. Either way. it was done by the US military. In fact, I'm told that Lt. Gen. Thomas McInerney
briefed Mr. Trump on this last year.

Mr. Fitton’s FOIA lawsuits to gain the kind of information he does is certainly helpful. but I think everyone at this
point knows that the Department of Justice will do nothing. I mean, when they re handed the complete NSA database:
(what was it? 600 million pagesofwho, what, why, when, where, and how... terabytes of information on dozens of
hard drives)...T suppose it takes a whiletosort throught all Or, maybe not. Ask Mossad and Shin Bet. They have a
software backdoor into every intelligence database in the US...and around the world

Besides, as I've pointed out to the FBI myself (on an entirely differentmatter that is now proving to be related).
technically. this is a matter in which the Pentagon - the US miliary - has original jurisdiction.

Along those lines, 1 always thought it curious how Mrs. Powell's case with General Flynn seemed more like a court
martial, than a regular civilian court process

As for Mr. Dobbs. ..are you award that Mr. Ailes, Mr. Murdoch, and the handfulofother (non-US) owners of the
‘major US media outlets secretly huddle most days to determine how best to portray Mr. Trump as badly as possible?
“The global hatred of the man has everything to do with the fact that, as a political outsider, Mr. Trump has disrupted
a well-giled global money laundering operation: one that revolves around the congress criters, lobbyists, and public
relations firms. There are trillions at stake. never come between a thiefand his money. The recent COVID relief
bills are simply one mechanism to try to feed money they ve lost out on over the past 4 yearsback into that system.

Asan aside, Tl throw this out there just because it’s so interesting...and related... SCOTUS Justice Scalia wasn't
accidentally shot duringa hunting trip on John Poindexter’sTexas ranch. He was purposefully killed at the annual
Bohemian Grove camp...a club for members of the Mega-Group, during a weeklong human hunting expedition.
NEVER accept an invitation to be a guest at that camp. Ever.
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“That being said. Who am I? And how do T know all of this?

spent most of my career (15+ years) as a successful technology analyst; an expert in the field of nanotechnology,
which touches on everyrhing. | was superbly accurate with myforecasts and ideas. | always thoughtI was just a
reall gifted that way. but t'stumed out to bea bit more than that

Pve had the strangest dreams since I was a little girl. Most were just odd - others were clearly predictions. Over time,
they became more. vivid... and more. . interactive. About ten years ago, an event took place that seemed to amplify
these abilities, by vastly more than an orderofmagnitude.

Although the most vivid “dreams” take place while dozing they re not normal dreams; but I'm not sure the Native
American term “visions” really fits, either. It's more like time-travel in a semi-concious state: and all senses are
involved. Butthat'snot all - when I'm awake, I see what others don’t see. and hear what others don’t hear.

‘There'samovie, Thunderheart, in which the Native American sheriff explains t best to an FBI agent whos just
Teaming to tap into his Native American heritage... he tels him to “listen to the wind”. That makes sense to me.

Stranger still, Twas in a car accident in 1992; and something took place that I've never been able to explain. For all
intents and purposes, I was intenally decapitated. and yet, I live. I breathe, I shop, I laugh, Iget old, I walk the earth

“The Wind tells me I'm a ghost, but I don’t believe it. Although it appears that was shot in the back shortly after
submitting a tip to the FBI two years ago. at the time, I thought I just tripped and fell during a walk and bruised my
sibs.._but1 had a vision abouta year later in which I stood in the same spot and felt my soul leave my body. It was
like havinga band-aid being rippedoff your skin. And yet, I continue to walk the earth.

Despite that, the wind tells me that no one can harm me; it protects me and keeps me safe

Anyway, P've gotten a litleofftrack, and Ill be the first to admit that while the last bit is pretty wackadoodle, it's
relevant...and I can tell you this about everything else above:

Time always... eventually... proves me correct

Kindest Regards,

Mars
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Brom: essen JY G—To: Mudoch, Rupert
sent: 11/19/2020 6:01:13 PM
Subject: Re: Watching Gilani

Sweaty, crazy and alienating

CC
1211 Avenueofthe Americas
New York, NY 10036

On Nov 19, 2020, at 5:05 PM, Murdoch, Rupert <cre@fox.com> wrote:

Really crazy stuff. And damaging. Might even lead to double loss in Georgia

Then Biden. Sill can’t adlib a whole sentence!

Sent from my iPhone

“This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. I is intended solely
for the named addressee(s). Iyou are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of
the message to an addressee). you may not copy or deliver this message of itsattachments to anyone. Rather, you
should permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any
content of this message andits attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this
email or its attachments are without defect

Tris message and fs attachments may contain legally privileged of confidential informatio. It i intended solely for the
named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for deery of the message to the
addressee). you may not copy or deliver this message or ts altachments to anyone. Rather, you shoudpermanentlydelete
his message and fs altachments and kindly notily the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of th message and ts
attachments that does not relate to the offical business of News Corporation of is subsidiaries must be taken nt have
been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is mado tha this email ors aftachments are without defect
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From: DanaPerinoSNDonbehat of DanaPerinoEN
Tor Kaminsky, Ross
Sent: 1122020 8:23:12 PM
‘Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: what do u think is upwiththese attacks on Fox by Breitbart and other

Tumpkins?

Hal Yeah the dominionstuff i otal bs. Oann had to delete its tet.

1 have tomorrow off. Gonna not look at my phone!

On Nov 12, 2020, at $:21 PM, Kaminsky. RossEY- otc

Great answer.

Unfortunately| tink the Arizona calls a fairy big factor. Given how close its at his point, in hindsight twas an
error to cal t. That dosn't mean that Strewat sn’ the best politcal analyst | know, though
Are you watching the spread of tis baseless stuf about Dormiioris election compte system? I'm tweeting that
I'm willing to bet money that 1) the allegations will never be proven and 2) Trump will not end up winning the
election. m offering oddson the latter. So many bigmouhs out there...nobocywil put heir money where heir
mouths are. Id bet “Dana Perino money” on the ater

OK, 1, just ke you, am going to go watchtheColts-Titans game. ©

|]

Ross Kaminsky
Host, The Ross Kaminsky Show
“Best Nows/Talk Show”

by CO Broadcasters Assn
Weckdays 6AM-104M Mountain Time
TalRadio 630 KHOW (Denver)Web: itp rosskamisiy com
Titer @rossputn & @620khou
Facebook @RossKamnsky
image001 png

America's #1 Audio CompanyReaching 9 out of 10 Americans Every Month
Radio | Digital| Social| Podcasts| Influencers | Data | Events.

From: Dana PerinoSent; Thursday, November 12,2020 6:17 PM
To: Kaminsky, Ross[ISubject: [EXTERNAL] Re: what do u thik is Up ith these attacks on Fox by Breitbart and other Trumpins?
1 find tneuitabie, predictable. pitiful, skh amusing, somevhat concern. They dont ie facts. But that had
been building forawhile. And they are angry about “news division”. Trump never accepts blame. It always has to
be someone sise’s faut
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On Nov 12, 2020, at 8:03 PM, Kaminsky, Ross <RossKaminsky@iheartmedia com> wrote:

Ross Kaminsky
Host, The Ross Kaminsky Show
“BestNewsTalk Show”

by CO Broadcasters Assn
Weekdays 64M-10AM Mountain Time
TalkRadio 630 KHOW (Deer)
Web: hp:/rosskaminsky.com
Twitter @rossputin & @630khow.
Facebook @RossKaminsky
<image001 png>
America’s #1 Audio Company
Reaching 9outof 10AmericansEveryMonth
Radio| Digtal | Social | Podcasts|Inflencers | Data| Events

(CAUTION: Tris message originated from ousideof the company. Please take all precautions when opening attachments
or links from outside sources.
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From: ‘Shah, Raj </O=EXCHANGELABSIOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/C=33ATECO8BF14ACB1B30DISA3DTCDE-RAJSHAH>

To: Murdoch, Lachlan; Dinh, Viet; Scott, Suzanne
Sent: 11/23/2020 11:48:30 AM
Subject: Tucker/Sidney Powell Update

Lachlan/Suzanne/Viet,

After criticism from social med i L
outlandish voter fraud claims|

‘That escalated on Saturday night when she gave a pretty wild interview on Newsmax

ANAYTICS SUMMARY

Social media interactions were decidedly negative since his initial segment from online conservatives
from Thursday night to Sunday aftemoon, with 70% of Tucker-related tweets about the subject matter
being conservative attacks, and just 3% being defenses.

These mentions have moved to significantly less negative, though still negative: since last night, the
ate of positive social media interactions per hour from conservatives has increased 28% and the rate
of negative social media interactions per hour has decreased 60.6%

While mentions are trending in Tucker's direction, this isn't an audience that can easily be persuaded
and are willing to believe just about anything.

PLAN FORWARD

Will keep you aware of any developments

Thanks
Raj
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Brian E. Farnan, hereby certify that on March 7, 2023, a copy of the 

foregoing document was served via LexisNexis File&Serve on the following: 

Blake Rohrbacher 
Katharine L. Mowery 
Angela Lam 
RICHARDS, LAYTON & FINGER, P.A. 
920 N. King Street 
Wilmington, DE 19801 
 

John L. Reed  
Ronald N. Brown, III  
DLA PIPER LLP (US) 
1201 North Market Street, Suite 2100 
Wilmington, DE 19801 

 
       /s/ Brian E. Farnan      

Brian E. Farnan (Bar No. 4089) 
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President Trump plans to brandish

obituaries of people who supposedly
voted but are dead — plus hold

campaign-style rallies — in an effort to
prolong his fight against apparent

insurmountable election results, four

Trump advisers told me during a
conference call this afternoon.

‘What we're hearing: Obits for those

who cast ballots are part ofthe "specific

pieces of evidence” aimed at bolstering.

the Trump team’s so-far unsupported.
claimsofwidespread voter fraud and
corruption that they say led to Joe
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From:
To: evski, Megan (FoxNews)

sent: 1172012020 12:39:43 PM
Subject: Tor

<Show: TUCKER CARLSON TONIGHT>
<Date: November 19, 2020>
<Time: 20:00.00>
<Tran: 111901cb.260>
<Type: Show>
<Head: Trump Team Lays Out Election Challenges; Media Continues to Ignore Legitimate Instances of Voter
Fraud; Defunding the Police has been a Disaster, G.O.P. Needs to Protect our Constitutional Rights; Caifornia
School Calls Student's MAGA Hat Offensive; Teachers Union Demand More Money but Refuseto Go Back to
Work: Senate Report Confirms Hunter's Foreign Ties>
<Sect: News; Domestic>
<Byiine: Tucker Carlson, Greg Gutfeld, Rick Leventhal>
<Guest: Heather Mac Donald, Adam Carolla, Libby Emmons, Sean Davis>
<Spec: Election; Donald Trump; Joe Biden: Goverment; Politics; Police; Law Enforcement; Hunter Biden;
California; Schools>

MARTHA MACCALLUM, FOX NEWS ANCHOR: Backhere tomorrow right at seven. Tucker Carlsonis up next
Have a good night, everybody.

TUCKER CARLSON, FOX NEWS HOST: Good evening and welcome to TUCKER CARLSON TONIGHT.

Rudy Giuliani and a number of the President's other lawyers held a press conference today onthetopic of voter
fraud. If you didiit actually see it youve probably heard about it by now.

Giuiani along with a former Federal prosecutor called Sidney Powell and a number of others allege that the 2020.
election was stolen from Donald Trump. To demonstrate that, they exhibited some of what they found after two.
‘weeks of investigating.

“The presentation went onfor90 minutes with many different threads,whichwe will tell you about in a moment. How
you viewed it dependent largely on who you voted for.

Trump voters seemed hopeful that it might change the election resus. The left and virtualy every single person in
all of the news media immediately dismissed it as an embarrassing clown show, as wel as a threat to the Repubic.
“The very samepeoplewho swore that Vladimir Putiris agents controlled the U.S. goverment called it a
conspiracy theory. Of course, we wil have moreonthatin a minute.

But first and more important, there is another way 10100kat what wesaw this aftemoon, andyoudorithaveto be.
a partisan or even interested in the election to understand it.

Alot of Americans believe this election was rigged. They're not saying that because they are crazy. They're not
just saying it because they're mad. They meanit. And that's a potentaly fatal problem for ths country.

Elections aren't merely quote, “certral to democracy.” Elections are democracy. Voting istheway the public
expresses is wil. Its al people have.

If elections dorit work, our entire system doesrit work Everything in this country depends on fair elections, and itis
obvious even now that we dorit have them.

When access to basic informations restricted and weaporizedby a partisan billionaire class, and tis, you carit
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have a fair election. By definition, itis not possible.

Google and Facebook are far greater threats to our system than Russia has ever been and we need to fix that
immediately

nthe meantime, though, the votingitself whichwas the topic of today's press conference ~ t's assess what the
Presidents lawyer said about it today.

Their allegations matter regardless of whattheeventual outcome is. Rudy Giciiani began by saying the Democrats
stole the election and they did it witha coordinate fraud in a number of states,

Giuiani did not conclusively prove that as every newsreader on television promptly informed you, but he did raise:
legitimate questions and in some cases, he pointed to what appearedto be real wrongdoing.

At one point, Giuliani hed up an affidavit from a worker from the City of Detroit called Jessy Jacob. The affidavit
alleges fraud in Detroit's poling places. Here's part of Giuianis explanation.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

RUDY GIULIANI, PRESIDENT TRUMP'S PERSONAL ATTORNEY: She was assigned to voting duties in
‘September, and she was trained by the City of Detroit,in the State of Michigan. She was basically trained to cheat

She said that, "I was instructed by my supervisor to adjust the mailing date of these absentee ballot packages to
be dated ear than when they were actually sent in. The supervisor made that amouncement for all workers to
engage in that fraudulent practice.” That's not me saying that. That's just American citizens saying that, under oath

(END VIDEO CLIP)

CARLSON: The City of Detroit has deried that specific allegation, surprisingly or not. But what Rudy Giukan said
is correct This is the sworn statement of an American citizen, apparently, an eye witness to it, made under oath
underthe penalty of perjury, so you cannot dismiss it out of hand.

Jacob goes onto say that her supervisor told her not tocheck the photo IDs of voters when they arrived. She says
She saw city employees coaching voters on who 10 vote for as wel as voters voting more than once.

Is any of that provable? Is it true? Well, we should find out and not because Michigan is a swing state. Voter fraud
is a direct attack on our democracy. But the media dorit want to know. They are not interested.

If you watched the coverage after the press conference then you sawcredentialed reporters, some of whom we.
know and ike actually refused even to acknowledge it No mention whatsoever of the contents of what they
described as quote, "What he says are sworn affidavits.”

What he says? Well, why dorit you check? Giuiani says that this affidavit from Detroit has been made public, but
they cant be bothered to check Instead, they launched into editorials about how dishonest and crazy Rudy Giuiiani
is, as if thei job was to rebut Rudy Gani

But that's not their job. Their ob is to explain what just happened, preferably vith some detail So that viewers at
home can make up their minds. They didit do that,

Behavior ike this does not help anyone. It diminishes the news media's tiny remaining reserve of credibility. It
certainly doesnt inform the public.

On somes, of course, informing the public is last on the list of concerns. Watch one of the most reckless people on
televisiongo back to the Putinwellandaccused Giuliani yet again, of being a puppet of Russia.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

NICOLLE WALLACE, MSNBC HOST: A quick reminder, Rudy Giciiani now at the heim of Donakd Trump's election
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delegitimization effort was singled out by U.S. Iteligence agencies last year as the target of a likely Russian
disinformation effort.

And earlier today, he hekd a wild news conference filled with falsehoods on voter fraud

(END VIDEO CLIP)

CARLSON: Russian disinformation. Sometimes you wonder if there's anything the Democrats dorit ike in
America from acid reflux to termite damage that they won't blame on Russia.

At some point, maybe five years from now, we all wakeupfrom ths stupor, a lot of people are going to be deeply
embarrassed by a tape like that, so be sure to save it.

Infact, there was nothing Russian about a lot of what Giuliani said today. He claimed that voters in Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh wereallowedto change ther ballots afterthe fact, cure the ballots, as itis known, by the Democratic
Secretary of State and Republican counties were not

That's checkable. He said dozens of Republican voting inspectors of Pennsylvania werent allowed near makin
balots and have signed affidavits saying so. That another concrete checkable claim.

Giuiani said that mail-in votes are easier to falsify and harder to verify than traditional voting is. That's clearly true
Everyone knows t's true, and its a majorproblem. Pretending otherwise is a fie.

AndthenGiiani got to the way votes are counted.

Inthis county, the process is mostly electronic. Gian suggested that electronic vote counting is an invitation to
fraud, and he is ight. That's why Canada for example, doesnt do it

Allof which brings us to the bombshel at the center of today's press conference that was delivered by former
prosecutor Sidney Powell, who also serves as General Mike Flynn's lawyer.

For more than a week, Powell has been all over conservative media with the following story. This election was
stolen by a collection of international leftistswho manipulated vote tabuating software in order to fip milions of
Votes from Donald Trump to Joe Biden.

The other day on television, Powell said of Trump thatwhenthefraud is finaly uncovered, quote, “I think we'l find
he had at least 80 millon votes.” I other words, rigged software stole about seven millon votes in ths election
Here's some of what Powell said today about the software.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

SIDNEY POWELL, MEMBER OF TRUMP LEGAL TEAM: One of its most characteristic features is its abilty to
ip votes. It can set and run an algorithm that probably ran al over the country to take a certain percentage of
Votes from President Trump and fipped them to President Biden,whichwe might never have uncovered had the
Votes for President Trump not been so overwhelming in so many of these states that it broke the algorith that
had been plugged nto the system.

And that'swhatcaused them to have to shut downinthe states they shutdown in.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

CARLSON: That was afew hours ago. But Sidney Powel has been saying similar things for days. On Sunday
night, wetexted her after watching one of her segments. What Powell was describing woud amount to the single
greatest crime in American history. Milions of votes stolen in a day. Democracy destroyed. The end of our
centuries’ old system of self- government, not a small thing.

Nowto be perfectly clear, we did not dismiss any of it. We dort dismiss anything anymore, particuarly when ts
related to technology. We've taked to too many SiliconValley whistleblowers. We've seen too much
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After four years, this maybe the single most open-minded show on television. We literally do UFO segments, not
because we'e crazy or even been interested in the subject, but because there is evidence that UFOs are real, and
everyone ies about it.

There's evidence that a lot of things that responsible people used to dismiss out of hand is ridiculous, are in fact
real, and we donit care who mocks it. The louder the Yale Political Science Department and the staff of “The
Atlantic” magazine scream conspiracy theory, the more interested we tend to be. That's usually a sign youre over
the target

Alot of people with impressive sounding credentials in tis country are frauds. They have no idea what theyre
doing. They are chien posing as authorities and when they are caught, they ie and then they blame you for it

We see that every day. Its the central theme of this showandwill continue to be.

So that's along way of saying we took Sidney Powell seriously. We have no intention of fighting with her. We've.
always respectedherwork. We simply wanted to see the details. Howcoukd younot want toseethem?

So we invited Sidney Powell on the show. Wewoukd have given herthe whole hour. We woud have given her the.
entireweekactually and listened quietly thewhole time at rapt attention. Thats a big story.

But she never sent us any evidence, despite a lot of requests, polite requests, not a page. Whenwe kept pressing,
she got angry and told us to stop contacting her.

Whenwecheckedwith others around the Trump Campaign, people in positions of authority they told us, Powell
has never given them any evidence either nor id she provide any todayatthe press conference

Powel did say that electronic voting is dangerous and she is ight, we arevithher there. But she never
demonstrated thata single actual vote was moved legitimately by Software from one candidate to another, not
one.

Whyarewe teling you this? We're tellingyou tis, because its true. And in the end, that's al that matters — the
th. Its our only hope. Its our best defense. And itishowwe are different from them. We care what's true, and
we know you care, too. That's why we told you

Maybe Sidney Powel will come forward soon with details on exactly how this happened, andpreciselywho did it
Maybe she will Weare certainly hopeful that she vil

What happened with the vote counting this morth and at the poling places in Detroit and the poling places in
Philadelphia, and 50 much else actually matters. It matters nomaterwho you voted for, it matters whether or not
Youthink this election is already over.

Until we know the answers to those questions conclusively, and we can agree on them, this country will not be:
ited

Greg Gutfeld is the host of "The Greg Gutfeld Show and we're happy to have him on tonight. Weirdly incurious
media today about some of these allegations.

GREG GUTFELD, FOX NEWS HOST, THE GREG GUTFELD SHOW Yes.

CARLSON: Some of them wererit proven, that's true. Some of them seem ike pretty good leads. Why is no one
following up?

GUTFELD: Yes, infact, evenif ths stuff washes out, | dont see the problem in actually letting the process unfold. |
mean, we were kind of at the mercy of a four-year process andwewere pretty patient

Soif you~ifwe gave you four years to undermine the democracy, i.e. an elected President, maybe give us four
‘weeks, and | think that's what this story is really about for the voters.
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Its not just about voter fraud. Its about the trust in a system that was underminedby the Democrats and the media
forfour years. They had the collsion hoax tha they basically pummeled us with every day, then they damned the
candidate as like a version of Darth Vader and Hitler combined into one package.

And we forget, ike they sowed suspicion that he would manipulate the election using the Postal Service, which of
course, that kind of just disappeared.

So no matter what, people have a right. This is what bugs me, peoplehave a right to be suspicious right now
because they've been treated like crap for four years

So don't ridicule the viewer. Don't look down upon them because you think that this is absurd, and stupid, all right,
because youve got to get in their shoes first and realize that they thought what you were doing for four years was
a damn waste of their time that you made their ives miserable.

And so you know what, I'm smal enough to admit that | wart to make your fe miserable for a couple of weeks, just
a couple of weeks. That's al. Let's do this. See how it goes?

Because this by friends, was a diferent election. This wasn't Bush-Gore. ThiswasritRomney-Obama. This wasnt
‘even Reagan and that other guy. It wasn't Democrats versus Republicans.

This was a movement versus aresistance to a movement. And wha was part of that resistance? You had media,
you had tech platforms, you had the entertainment industry, you had the elite class, academia. They were all
workingtogetheras partof a resistance against a movement, against 70 plus millon people. And you tirk that
maybe we might think youd throw an election? Because you hate this guy so much.

Youthink he is Hitler. Hell, you we got rd of Gaddafi for less because we tink Trump is worse than Hitler. Why
‘wouldrit we?

I mean, my God, we've undermined elections in other countries for less. So why can't webe a ite skeptical?

Andthefacts, everybody hated this guy for four years. Why woukdn't they do it? So thats my thing.

You know? No, you nailed it. Right? It's almost kind of right now, let's seehowthis process goes. Let's see what
the evidence is. But I'm not going to take anybody seriously about being impatient over this. What's the rush?

(CARLSON: Well, letmeask you a question. since youre in the media. Why wouldn'tpeoplewho are smart enough
to have paying jobsinthe news media— not that it takes a super high IQ or anything — butwhywouidrit they
understandthatthe center of their job is credibility?

So if you thinkthe country is too volatile, | think all of us do think that. | certainlythink that it is way too volatile. It's
unhealthy. Whywouldn't you do all you can to assuage people's fears by giving them facts as credibly as you
possibly coud. | dorit see anybody trying to do that.

GUTFELD: No, | guess, maybe they fee! they donthaveto because they al are — instead of speaking truthto
power, they are speaking truth to the bubble. Its not like their peers are expecting themtodo it

Now, theviewers would expect you to do it. ke, you know,maybedo a special onwhat s election fraud? Does it
exist? Where has it happened before? And wha can we ook forward to inthe future if we havemalinballots or
electronic ballots? That's something that, you know, reporters and investigators, investigative journalists could do.

Butno one is puttingany — they are going to go into hibernation again, Tucker for four years. They did a lot of
work writing those Trump jokes. And now, they dorit want to do the work. All they want to do is say, hey, come on,
its Joe. Everything is going to be fine.

CARLSON: Totaly.

GUTFELD: You know, now| can finally getto sleep. No more Trump tweets. |can finally sleep. Never mind that
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there are no body bags coming home from foreign wars. We had a tremendous economy, low unemployment

He created - invented the moonshot for vaccines, which years from now will be looked back upon, as probably
ane of the biggest modern achievements. Al things are happering. But thats all canceled out because | was up at
night, you know, anudous overthesetweets.

Sothat'swhereweare. The media alowed Trump to get to them emotional. And I'm saying that as part of the
media. | et him get to me emotionally early on whenhewas uring.

1 was ike, | couldnt befieve tis guy. And then| earned to separatethe deeds fromthe words. And onceyoudo
that, you see something prety special, a phenomenon.

CARLSON: 1 thnk thats right. Greg Gutfeld. Great tosee you. Thark you or that.

GUTFELD: Greatto see you Tucker.

‘CARLSON: So all tis stuf is going on and befind it, a ot of other things aregoing on. They are not covered at
al. For example, Joe Biden has been making some high level hires that coud change the way we enforce the law
for along time.

Gan you walk to the end of your block without fearing getting kiled? That hangs in the balance?

HeatherMac Donald is here to explain how Police Departments shoud respond, next

(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

CARLSON: You dont hear t00 much about Mimeapois anymore. That's kind of weird. Justa few months ago, it
felt lke every reporter inthe country was there vith the story of the century.
A man called George Ford, a convicted felon, had died and the world's Fortune500companies collectively found a
culprit. It wasnt thfatal levels of fentanylin Hs system with a blocked artery. It was systemic racism.

So naturally, Mimeapoiis bumed for days. Democrats called for defunding the police. Thenthe media moved on

Now, weknowwhy they moved on and have never real retuned. Defuring the police has been a disaster for
every person in Minneapolis.

According to the Mimeapolis Police Office, 100 cops have already left the force this year. Thats more than double
the usual umber. Meanwhile, mudiers in Minneapolis are up 50 percent, 500 people have been shot in
Minneapolis so far in 2020. Thats the highest number in a decade.

Those numbers tell you alo of things including why Demacrats fost House seats across the county and
particulary in Wester Mimesota along with six State Senate races there.

People want security, it tums out. They want above all and they willvote for any political party they think will
provide it That's why Richard Nixon won the singe biggest landslide in American history in 1972, forty nine states.
Itwasrit because of his personaity.
Nixon one because he promisedwhat is opponent refused to promise: aw and order. Not repression, not
fascism, law and order. Simple concepts upon which al human civiization is but.

Local politicians in Mimeapols didit understand that concept. lt was t00 sophisticated for them. So ths summer;
we retreated to interviews like this one, which feels more ike performance art that was accidentally somehow
broadcast on television. Watch this.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

ALISYN CAMEROTA, CNN ANCHOR: Do you understand that the word dismantleo police free also makes.
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some people nervous. For instance, whatif inthe middie of the right, my home is broken into. Who do |calf?

LISA BENDER, PRESIDENT, MINNEAPOLIS CITY COUNCIL: Yes, | mean, | hear that loud and clear from a lot
of my neighbors. And |know — and myseH, to0 ~ and I know that that comes from a place of privilege because for
those of us for whom the system isworking, | thinkwe need to step back and imagine what it woud feel like to
already live in that reaitty, where caling the police may mean more ham is done.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

CARLSON: So only people with a certain sort of frivolous, overpriced education tak that way, as you well know.
Butmore to the poit, as a practical matter, if you want peopleto flee your Gty, that's exactly what you say.

Weknowthat for certain50years ago, half of Brooklyn moved to Long Islandwithin a year. Why? Because crime
rose, so normal people spit. Crime is the only thing ~ not global warming, not systemic racism, not any other
problem we may face itsthe only thing that will make people leave the neighborhoods they grewup in, the
neighborhoods they raise their chikiren in, where their friends are, their churches are. Theyl leave if thir ives are
threatened. Period.

And normal people are leaving. Its happening again all over New York

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

"UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: First came the pandemic and hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers reportedly fled the
city temporarily. Now, even more are leaving, this time permanent, saying they don't feel safe inthe city anymore.

Hairstylist Jodie Usher says she was harassed twice on her commute, so she moved her Family to Florida.

Others are following amid spikes in gun violence. Shootings up 177 percent tis July compared to last July.

Then public displays of junkies shooting upin Midtown. People who work inthe area say they caled police, but
their calls went unanswered.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

CARLSON: Yes, |wonderwhy people are leaving. Maybe its the tax rates, right? No, is the junkies and the
muggers. That's the one thing people will not putupwith.

So if you watched that video, youmight conclude the Democratic Party is inept. They don't understand thei job is
10keepcitizens safe. Butts not just them. We hate o tell youthis, but is tue.

On Monday, the Repubican House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy of California, admitted to his party, too, has
no idea what's going onin his country. None. Here's what McCarthy wrote ina tweet, quote, “Twelve Democrat
incumbents lost thir re-election to the House. Every one of them lost to a Republican woman, minority andlor
veteran. The Republican Party is stronger because of our diversity.” End quote.

Not against diversity, butwe need to find thepersonwho decided that tweet was a good idea and fire him
immediately. If the Republican Party becomes the party of identity, any identity, that party wil fail and it wil deserve
to fai

The Republican Party a ts core exists to defend the founding promise: fe, iberty and the pursuit of happiness.
And order is a prerequisite for all ofthose things.

‘The Republicans that Kevin McCarthy was taking about who won because of their diversity, their great strength,
they understood that.

Carlos Gimenez picked up a seat in Florida. That's how. Michelle Steel, we talked to yesterday managed to winin
Califomia. That's how. She beat an incumbent bythe way. Its how Nicole Maliotakis flipped abluedistrict in New
York She marched with police officers when Democrats abandoned the police. This is not complicated.
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Inthe State of Indiana, Victoria Sparks defeated her opponent the very same way, runing ads ike ths one.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

"UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Liberal Christina Hale stands with radicals that want fewer cops on our streets. Hale is
bankrolled by groups who want to defund our police. She even marched with dangerous extremists.

How did Hale describe their radical anti-poice agenda? Productive.

Christina Hale. Too iberal, too extreme. She wonit keep us safe.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

CARLSON: What's the last ine of that spot? She woritkeepus safe. Done. Its done.

If someone is not going to keep you safe, it doesn't matterif its your dad or your congressman. Youre notforthat
person. Its super simple. This is Human Nature 101

And by the way, they're not keeping you safe. They're working agaist your safety. Oregon just decrininalized
heroin the middle of an opioid epidemic. Ha? George Soros is funding district attomeys who refuse to enforce
thelawand punish people whotryto protect themselves.

What is the Republican Party doing about this? Nota lot. Theyre busy tweeting about the chromosomes of their
newest members.

Two of Joe Biden's picks for senior White House roles are in favor of something called mandatory gun buybacks.
What's that? Well itis gun confiscation. Gun confiscation ata time when people are buying guns in ever larger
numbers, historic numbers. Why? Because they love guns. They're crazy. No. Because theyre afraid.

And theyre trying to take them away. They're letting gun criminals out of jail. Butplanningto disarm law-abiding
Americans. Chew on that for an aftemoon and see what you conclude.

Jenvifer O'Maley Dion, for example, said last year that she wants to confiscate quote, "15 or 16 millon firearms.”
‘Another incoming White House adviser, Cedric Richmond, uttered one of the most ching quotes youll ever hear
from a politician. And we're quoting, “If its a mandatory buyback, | tink that you may run into some complications,
butt sounds like something | could support” Gun confiscation? Okay.

And by some complications, you mean, of course that some law-abiding gun owners might get shot. But atthe end
of the day, Cedric Richmond can ive with that.

Whois allowing tis to go unchecked? Gun criminals are getting out of jal. Democrats are letting them out. Onthe
other side of their mouth, they are teling you they're worried about gun violence and you who have never
committed a crime must give your gun, which you use to defend yourself from the people theyre leting out of jail
for gun crimes in order to reduce gun violence. This is insane. Andalmostno Republicans understand it.

The Govemor of Florida, Ron DeSantis understands it. It is one of the reasons people are moving to Florida.
DeSantis is now pushing legislation that allows store owners to shoot looters.

Itwould also make ita felonyto block trafic during a protest. So let's say ambulances coud get by. Remember
ambulances? Yes, they were one of the many casualties of BLM this year.

If the Repubican Party wants to keep existing, it needs that kind of legislation. Tweetsliketheonewe read, we
dont want tobe mean, but that doesnit keep us safe. Our constitution rights keep us safe. And f DeSantis keeps
talking like this, he has gota future.

Inthe meantime, Heather Mac Donald has thought more aboutthe subject than maybe anyone in America. She's a
fellow at the Manhattan Institute. We're happy to have her on tonight
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Heather, thanks a lt for coming on. Give us without scaring us 100 much, give us some sort ofsenseof what
might be coming from the pro-crime lft.

HEATHER MAC DONALD, FELLOW, MANHATTAN INSTITUTE: Wel, the Biden criminal justice plan, Tucker,
reads like a Black Lives Matter wish st. Among its most notable features, is going to revive the Obama-era
practice of slapping crippling costly Consent Decrees on Police Departments without any credible evidence that
they're engaged in Civil Rights violations.

Its going to expand the Obamarera practice of Consent Decrees by going after prosecutorial offices if they
actually prosecute crime. What'stheagenda here? In Biden's own words, ifs to efminate so-called racial
ispariies inthe law enforcement system.

Wel, sadly the only way you can eliminate racial disparities in law enforcement to eiminate law enforcement
itsef. The police cannot go where people are most being victimized by mindless drive-by shootingsand homicides
without having a disparate impact.

Blacks die of homicide inthis country between the ages of 10 and 43 at 13 times the rate of whites. That's a
disparity that you would thirk Black Lives Matter activists and Biden and Kamala Harris woud care about. They
dont say word about it.

Whydo blacks die of homicide at 13 times the rate of whites? Theyre not being kiled by the cops. Theyre not
being kiledbywhites, they're being kiled by other blacks. Blacks’ homicide commission rates are equally
disparate.

Now, the ulimate solution to that s to rebuild the black family, but short of that, we need the police,andwhenthe
poice back offas youve seen. as youve brought up in Minneapolis and acrossthe country, crime is going up. Its
spreading

Republicans have to start telling thetruth about crime and above al, Police Chiefs have to because this narrative
that policing is racist meraly by going afte criminals is goingto sen this country into an anarchy that is going to
be very hard to pull back from.

CARLSON: | couldrit agree more. Defund the police is the most decadent slogan I've ever heard and I've heard a
lot. Heather Mac Donald, wewil see you again. Thanks for coming tonight

MAC DONALD: Thanks, Tucker.

CARLSON: Big news out of Martha's Vineyard ths week, a wel-known Netfx producer called Barack Obama sat
inthe stuio and talked about himself for 28 hours straight, possibly a work record

‘Adam Carola dict stento all of it, but he has thought through what you coud do with 20 hors and hel tel us
after the break.

(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

CARLSON: Wel. poltical intolerance is now the rue in schools, but some examples of it stl manage to get our
attention and shock us a te bit. Rick Leventhal has one for us tonight. Hey, Rick.

RICK LEVENTHAL, FOX NEWS SENIOR CORRESPONDENT: Hey, Tucker. La Jolla Country Day, one of the.
most prestigious private schools in the San Diego area. Tuitionis amost 17 grand for fist radeup o 37.000 for
igh school

Studentsare alowed to wear hats on campus and there are no res against poical atte in the Parent-Student
Handbook, but Make America Great Again hats, not okay.

The Head of School Dr. Gary Krahn sent an e-mailto all parents tolet them know there woud be no on campus
classestheweekafter Thanksgiving. And then he added, "We also had a student weara MAGAhattoday. | have
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talked with that student who now understands why that hat is offensive to our community. He will not wear it again."

Inaddiion, .. his mom said that she was embarrassed by his actions. She willfufilher role as a parent. Wewill
continue to grow as a community that sees and values the dignity of all people.”

So called Dr. Krahn and asked im aboutwhyhe thinks thathat s offensive to his community? In what way it
violates school policy? And why an e-mail to all parents was necessary? He dictpickup. | lfta message. And
Tucker, | havent heard back from him yet.

CARLSON: Amazing. This was nota setup. | actually didnt see that story coming. I'vebeenwriting all afternoon. |
actuallywentto that school,La Jolla Country Day anditwas less expensive and more tolerant when| was a litle
Kid there. Sad.

LEVENTHAL: Yes?

CARLSON: Sad to hear it. Rick Leventhal, thanks 50 much.

LEVENTHAL: News we didnt know before.

CARLSON: And | dict know it either. Amazing.

Well if you had a few days of uninterrupted free time to do literally whatever you wanted,howwoukl you spend it?
We're not fe coaches. We're just talk show hosts. Butwe do have a humble suggestion

You might want to consider istening to Barack Obama tak about himself in hs second autobiography for 29 hours
straight. That sounds a tte crazy. But listento this sample from thisnewaudio book, and try to ask yourself, are
you not rresistibly attracted to that idea? Here itis.

(BEGIN AUDIO CLIP)

BARACK OBAMA, FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES: She generally avoided talking to me
about the horserace aspects of the campaign, which is why | was surprised wheninbed later that right she tumed
to me and said, "Youre going to win, arerit you?" “A lot can still happen. But yes, there's a pretty good chance |
wit”

11ooked at my wife. Her face was pensive as if she were working out a puzzle in hermind. Final, she nodded to
herself and returned my gaze. "Youre going to win.” she said soft. She Kissed me onthe cheek, tumed off the.
bedside lamp and pulledthe covers over her shouders

(END AUDIO CLIP)

CARLSON: Wasrit he supposed to be a great witer? Well they always tell you he is a great witer. Really? Too
many adverbs. Too stited. Reads like a PG-13 versionofa Stacey Abrams Soft core novel, whichwestrongly
prefer.

Adam Carolais the host of “The Adam Carolla Show.” He has some ideas about how you might spend 26 hours
for ree time. He joins us tonight. Hey. Adam,howwould you spend 26 hours? Not that you ever have it?

ADAM CAROLLA, COMEDIAN AND AUTHOR: Well first off, let me tell you how big this book is. | downloaded it
today and my phone got heavier.

CARLSON: Just on the ones and zeros? Thats crazy.

CAROLLA: Yes. Yes. | think ts 19 bucks at Amazon, but shipping is $1,700.00.

CARLSON: What? Look. he is not that much older than either one of us. He was President. ll give him that, for
two terms. That's great.
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But two autobiographies before youre 607 | think we can say he doesrit have a self-esteem problem.

CAROLLA: No, you know, as | was sort of thinking about this subject, | thought its interesting. So our current
President, everyone accuses of being an insane narcissist. Everyone thinks he's an egomaniac narcissist

But the reaity is, is Obama is a bigger narcissist than Trump. Trump comes in a narcissist package. Trump comes
inat narcissist package you can see from outer space. And Obama is kind of like a stealth fighter jet. But he's
much more of a narcissist than Trump is

And Iknow a lot of people would go, how's that possible? Its. | believe that if you took those guys and you
squeezed them, and you got every drop of narcissism out of them, that Obama's beaker woud be much more full
of narcissism than Trump's.

CARLSON: Its a disgusting image. Its interesting, though. | mean, | wonder inthe 29 hours, does he
acknowledge that his mismanagement division that he caused within the country over eight years, pavetheway for
Trump. Does heever take credit for tha, | wonder?

CAROLLA: | dorit know. | was only able to listento the first 17 hours onthe toilet this moming. So | haverit gotten
to the rest of the book.

CARLSON: Okay. Are you clearing your schedule out?

CAROLLA: Yes, | am. The tring about Obama is nobody is better at saying nothing than Obama. If there was a
Hal of Fame for people that deivered no message,butin a fantastic package, | think that's Obama

CARLSON: | thik that’ right. But there was anger at the center of tha. | think we're ust starting to figure out
Obama. Its taken a while. He's not stupid, | will say that.

Adam Carolla, great to see you. Thank you.

CAROLLA: Thanks, Tucker.

CARLSON: So kind of an amazing story. New York City shocked everyone including the Governor of New York
‘apparently by shutting down all public schools this week. Now, no one was happy about that except forthe teachers
unions. They planned it

No work, ful pay. Wel tell you how they did it, just ahead.

(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

CARLSON: So New York City, the largest school district inthe country shut downits schools this week with less
than 24 hours’ notice. They did that even though New York Public Schools have tested over 140,000 students and
staff and as of Monday, they had a positive rate of 0.2 percent.

This is a bizarre story that affects a huge amount of people intheworst way. So what's going on here? Why did
they doit?

Well it ums out, teachers unions engineered itandthey re not just doing that in New York. Libby Emmons has
been ontop of this story. She's a senior editor at the "Post Milennial” and she joins us now to explain.

Libby, thanks for coming on. This is one of those stories that hast gotten enough attention, but it really huts
people. Please tellushowwould happen.

LIBBY EMMONS, SENIOR EDITOR, "POST MILLENNIAL': So yes, so in New York City, they shut down the
schools with ess than 24 hours’ notice. And | had to tell my kid that he coukiit go to school the next day. He'd only
been going to school two days aweek anyway.

Andwhen told him,hewas just ikethis ~ you know, this really sucks.
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What's going on basicaly, though, is that the powerful teachers unions in this country are holding our kids’
education hostage to their special interest. An they are demanding $175 bilion for everything from raises to
social justice curriculum and they're refusing to go back to work.

CARLSON: In New York, the teachers urion apparently just endorsed the Black Lives Matter platform, including
dismanting the nuclear family. Its all so perverse and sick and dark. Its hard to thnk this can continue.

I mean, Ive got to ask youa macro question. A couple years ago, affluent liberals seemed to decide after they.
‘werewaiting for the “Superman” movie thatcameout that they were skeptical of teachers unions, and that they
were going to reduce their power. Whatever happened to that? They dont seem less power

EMMONS: | dorit thik they're actually interested in reducing their power. And in fact, affiuent liberals kids are in
school The private schools are open. The daycares are open.

The public schoolsareclosed and the difference isthe teachers unions. And nowthatwe have, you know, Biden
and Kamala Harris who are looking to take over the White House, the teachers urions are coring to colect. They.
have endorsed Biden fora ong time and they released their lst of demands today. They call it a playbook

But what it really has is a bunch of money that's being demanded from the Federal government, a bunch of
oversight for curriculum, and all kinds of other things that they want to enforce at local levels to deny parents
control. They want to take away charter schools. They wantto take away private schools. They wart the only
option to be public schooling.

And theyknow that if they have any competition, they're just not going to measure p. And that's - you know, thats
why they want to doit.

This is apowerthing and we've seen this before with unions. The teachers union s the largest unioninthecountry
with about three milion members. And already, we've seen that either the head of the UFT or the head of the NEA
is going tobe the head of the Department of Education

Andthenwhat? Thenwhat happens to al of thekidswho actually need an education?

CARLSON: If youre a Democratic politician ike the Governor of Caiforia and youre sending your chirento
private school, because you know its beter for them to be in cass, and youre shting down or allowing urions to
shut down the public schools, | think you have to answer for that on some moral level. | tink that's really wrong,
dort you?

EMMONS: think so as well Yes. | called around yesterday. So my sonsinfifth grade. And you know | called
around yesterday to see what was going onwith the private schools, the ones that cost $50,000.00 a year. Theyre
allopen.

A couple of them when | called to say, "Are you open?” They were like, yes. Wait, who are you?Why are you
caling?

CARLSON: Exacty.

EMMONS: Because | want to know, why is my Kid not getting educated?

CARLSON: That's true. | mean, | guess the good news, from your perspective is a lot of those $50,000.00 a year
schools are reall, really bad. Really bad. Trustme.

Libby, its great to see you. Thank you for coming on

EMMONS: Tharks so much.

CARLSON: Well Senate Republicans released a report today about communications between Joe Biden's son
andthe Communist Party of China. Other media organizations buried this story, we're not going to buy it. Wel tell
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Youwhat's inthat report. Some of this is very interesting, next.

(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

CARLSON: The social media companies and corporate media ied to bury the story for weeks, bu its not going
away because its real

Yesterday, Senate Republicans released a report on Hunter Bideris comection o a Chinese tycoon inked to the
Communist government of that court

According to the report Biderrs business partner made $6 milion in two wire transfers from a Chinese entity tied
1o the Commurist Party in 2017. What does this amount o exactly?

‘Sean Davis s the co-founder of "The Federalist.” He has followed the story from day one. We're happy to have
him tonight Sean, tharks for coming. So whatcanwe take from this report? What shoud we know?

SEAN DAVIS, CO-FOUNDER, "THE FEDERALIST: Wel, | think you it the most fascinating and interesting
aspect of it, which is that Hunter Bideris business partner, who is also the spouse of Jil Bideris former top aide in
the White House, got himselftwo 3 millonwire transfers from a Communist Chinese linked energy company, and

thiswas donein 2017.

‘And youl probably recall having, you know, beenaconsumer of the news forthe past couple of years, all the
accusations of colusion and treason because Donald Trump, J. had a 20-minute meeting with a Russian who was
actuallya cient of a Clinton campaign contractor

So if a 20-minute meeting is necessary and suficiet to have a muliyear investigation, | think is time to have a
pretty big investigation about the milions of dollars fueled to Hunter Biden and his friends.

CARLSON: Andthepartnerwho got this money wiredto imknew Joe Biden. | mean, we puta pictureonthe ai
of them playing golf together. Hewas at the meeting between Biden and Tony Bobuinski in Los Angeles at the
Miken Conference. | mean, this is someone who is not separated by too many degrees of separation from Joe
Biden

And presumably he was getting the money because of his connections to Biden. s there any other reason? Was
he an energy expert?

DAVIS: Not that can tell. | mean, we know Hurter Biden certaiiy is not an expert in intemational energy or
commodities markets. | think ts obvious to anyone who has a lick of commonsense what was going on here is
that they wereusing Joe Biden's name, the Biden familynameas bait for getting access and money from these
people who wanted their hooks into the U.S. government anditworked for them.

CARLSON: Its nota small thing since, | mean, China and the Urited States wil intersect inrealy profound ways
over the next four years without question

DAVIS: Right and you really have to wonder, again, looking at Biderts China policy. He certaiy thinks Chinais a
friend of ours, he wanted Trump to go easy on the.

Youhave to wonder, given al of this Chinese money that was flowing to Hunter Biden and hs friends whether that
as animpact on the Biden foreign policy with America's number one geopolitical foe in the world right now.

CARLSON: Yes, thats exactly right. A virus mysteriously emerges from Central China. Totaly rearrangestheentire
westem economy. And Biden and fiends first response is, dont cal it Chinese. That's racism

1 mean. | dorit know. Maybe some effect.

DAVIS: Yes, its ike leave China alone. Its not ike they control awhole bunch of money andor antagonistic
towards ou foes, dumping products here to put our companies ou of business.
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CARLSON: Right

DTSSousesbine tcvnlersht beBT Sovenitstiom ntwhst fe Sicess Bove on ia Sri ot
s poi

CARLSON: Yes. Where does all the fentanyl come from that's kilinga hundred thousand Americans?

‘Sean Davis, great tosee you tonight Thank you.

DAVIS: Thank you.

CARLSON: We appreciate your watching tonight. Thanks for trusting us. We appreciate it

Sean Hannity fromNewYork this evening.

SEAN HANNITY, FOX NEWS HOST: Hi

CARLSON: Ladies and gentlemen, Sean Hanity.

END

END
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From: Dara por on vet o Daa ornEETo froyoSent: WrR02073208Sect: Fed XCLUSIVE SIONEY POWELLONSUNDAY MORNING FUTURES (11/1)

This is nuts

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Sherwood, Caroline” Caroline Sherwood@FOXNEWS COM>
Date: Novamber 16,2020 t 725.10 AM EST
To: Dana Perino <danaperino@me.com>
Subject: FW: EXCLUSIVE SIDNEY POWELL ON SUNDAY MORNING FUTURES(11/15)

From: Grossbr. Abby <Abby Grossberg FOXNEWS COMSets Sond. Nopambr 15,3030 1047 40
Subject: Re: EXCLUSIVE SIDNEY POWELL ON SUNDAY MORNING FUTURES (11/15)

Sine Powel spk stuvcly wi Mi Boston on Sug Moning Fotos” Thy discussed the stonKerman ts Dominion Nig sen. wed 1 lh tr i 120usin 1 30 snc onlin doy. and
EE ,

42 ATTENTION- THIS 1S AN AUTOMATED TRANSCRIPT PLEASE VERIFY ACCURACY BEFOREAIRING +
150 10: 27523550
SHOW 1. 27136775
42+ ATTENTION-THIS IS AN AUTOMATED TRANSCRIPT PLEASEVERIFY ACCURACY BEFORE AIRING ++
SIDNEY POWELL ON SWARTMIATIC PRESIDENT PETER NEFFENGER
Nr Burromo 1017-46] Weisthe shout ht svar deb Samat fom Radic Ad vant ge our keia on opr to a Toke Shh J Fo inc and ht gman named Por None
Tellme how ho lo loi.Sid Powel [1:18:15] Yo, well be i td its omeradi, Peter Niffnggor, or miied Adi Pet Effin
Ie prsdont ad othe bodofdic of Swat. And jo 50 hppe hs on i den prs taneonom Tint grate ovement bapea st maim oeofSto raph cs
Frid Tramp womb ot Js aed of hssofvo. bt billions afvis tht re Sind his uve
twindead expres forth popes We Bo wom iesfsa ofi sofia was dened wos
aed epee. wre Bl acd or 2 gion Ittconto. wos roam rlsEE ET I,
Gok lo Me Foe idence om ty con in Calf We 50 mich vince. 1c he 5 coma
SIDNEY POWELL ON WHY SHE CAN PROVE ELECTION FRAUD BY DEC DEADLINE
Nai Bromo 1019.7] Tht cectionsar Supposed1 be cri ca Deeember Do su ble that you canresent hs fe cots amd bc steel wih hs J 3 couple ofnee’
Sidney Powell [10:20:03] Well. let me put it this way. firstofall. I never say anything I can't prove. Secondly. the evidenceDE Ey.
rans hoe ppd Toward with heldrm cxprents ofvoir oud, Bot tt +. cue lion Fa. And
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Tm ery concemed and involvednotonly Dominionand its Smartmatic software. but thatthesoftware essentially was used
byotherelection machines. Also. it’ the software that was the problem. Eventhir own manual explains how votes can be
wiped away. They can put is like drag and drop Trump votestoa separate folder and then delet that folder. I's absolutely
brazen how people bought the system and why they bought this system. Infact. every state that bought Dominion for sure
should have a criminal investigation or at easta serious investigationofthe federal ofthe officersin the states who bought
the software. We've even got evidenceofsome kickbacks, essentially kickbacks

SIDNEY POWELL ON ALLEGATIONS GOV'T OFFICIALS GOT KICKBACKS FOR USING DOMINION
Maria Bartiromo [10:24:21] Before we went to the break. we talked about how you said that there may have been kickbacks
10 some people who accepted the Dominican software. Tell me what you mean.
Sidney Powell [10:24:38] Well I mean. we are collecting evidence now fiom various whistleblowers that are aware of
Substantial sums of money being given (0 family membersofstat officials who bought the software. I mean. we're talking
about a hundred-million-dolar packages for ew voting machines suddenly in multiple sates and benefits ranging from
financial benefits for family members o sortof what I would call election insurance. because they know tht they can win
the electionfthey are using that software. Is really an insidious. corrupt system. And I can tll you how livid Lam with
our goverment for not paying attention to complaints even brought by Democrats Carolyn Malone. Elizabeth Warren. Amy
Klobucharoverthe last several years in witen letters with expert reports and some documentationofhow cormpt the
Software is. And nobody in our goverment has paid any atention 0 it. which makes me wonder how much the CIA has
used it for its own benefit in diffrent places and why Dana Haspel is stil there. And the CIA is beyond my comprehension.
Ste should be fired immediately:

SIDNEY POWELL ON CIA & FBI'S ROLE IN DOMINION INVESTIGATION
[10:26:41] Well the CIA and the FBI and other goverment organizations have received multiple reportsof wrongdoing and
fuilures and vulnerabilities in this company’s produc. heir own manual. Iyou satdown and read. it would explain how and
why no honest person would use the system. And is not just dominion. There are other companics in the voting machine
business in this county. too, that may very well and are likely using the same software. We've detected voting invgulariies
that are inexplicable and along with these problems in other tats that think they have valid systems. But the people who.
bought the Dominion system for sure knew exactly what they were getting. It should never have been installed anywhere.
And we are going 0 show the public exactly how roten the entire: state is.

SIDNEY POWELL ON IF THERE ARE BACKDOORS IN DOMINION SOFTWARE.
Maria Bartiromo [10:27:39] Now. Ihave spoken witha few whistleblowers myself tis weekend. and one source wh is an
LT. the specialist old methatheknowsthe softwareandspecifically advised people in Texas, officials in Texas. not 0 use
it. And vet he was overruled. He said tha there was an unusual patch that was put ino the software while it was live. And
is highly unusual to put a patchinthere. Is that what you're refering to? Tell me how i's don and how these back doors
work.
Sidney Powell [10:28:20] OK. thas part ofit. they can stick a thumb drive in the machine or upload software (0 it. even
from the Intemet, they cando it from Germany or Venezuela evenifthey can remote access anything. They can watch votes
in real-time. They can shift votes in real-time. We've identified mathematically the exact algorithm they used and plan 0 use.
rom the beginning fo modify the votes. inthis case. to make sure Biden won. That's why he said he didnt eedyourvotes.
Now he would need you later. He was right | mean. in his demented state. be had no iter and he was speaking the truth
mor than once. including when he said he had the largest voter organized voter fiaud organization ever. Well. its massive
election fraud. I's going10undo the entire lection. And they candoanythinthey want with thevotes. They can havethe
machines not read the signature. They can have the machines not ead the down ballot. They can make the machines read
and catalogue only the Biden votes. Is like drag and drop. whatever you wan, wherever you want. Upload vores. Yeah In
fact, we've got math and Michigan and Pennsy ania, | think i is that all of a sudden. hundreds of thousandsof votes at a
sisty-seven percent ratio for Biden. Twenty-three percent for Trump were uploaded maltipl times into the system.

SIDNEY POWELL ON POTENTIALLY GAME-CHANGING DOMINION WITNESS AFFIDAVIT
Maria Bartiromo [10:29:46] And Sdn. you say you have an affidavit from someone who knows how this system works.
and was ther withthe planningofit you believe you can prove this”
Sidney Powell [10:29:56] Yes. Oh. Oh. yes. We haveaswom statement fiomawitness who knew exactly how it worked.
from the beginning. why it was designed to work that way. And so when things started shutting down and they stared
stopping counting the votes here, that was the same play that had worked in other counties

‘This message and its attachments may contain legally privilegedor confidential information. Itis intended solely
for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for deliveryofthe
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message tothe addressee), you may not copy or deliver this messageor its attachments to anyone. Rather, you
should permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any
contentof this message anditsattachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation is made that this
email or its attachments are without defect
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From: ‘Shah, Raj </O=EXCHANGELABSIOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/C=33ATECO8BF14ACB1B30DISA3DTCDE-
RAJSHAR>

To: Wells Justin (FoxNews): Peier, Alex (FoxNews)
sent: 1172112020 11:15:47 PM
Subject: Re: NewsmaxTV- Sdney Powel interview 11/21/2020 9:15:40 PM.

Wedef shouldn't engage. This is anopto discret her. since is totally insane. Im moving this stuf aroundto get
more questions raised. Its just MIND BLOWINGLY NUTS

From: "Wells, Justin” <justin. wells@FOXNEWS.COM>
Date: Saturday, November 21, 2020 at 11:14 PM
To: "Pfeiffer, Alex (FoxNews) <alex pfeiffer@foxnews.com>
Ce: Raj Shah <Raj Shah@fox com>
Subject: Re: Newsmax TV - Sidney Powell interview 11/21/2020 9:15:40 PM:

We shoud absolutely not engage. If we're now put in a position to engage with “Newsmax” then there is an
obviouslya significant aikue at the media relations level at FNC. Id behappyto help fixit but | suspect answering
Justin Baragonawon't help. We do that and I'm still not sure why.

On Nov 21, 2020, at 10:59 PM, Pfeiffer, Alex <Alex.Pfeiffer@foxnews.com> wrote

But not in 2016 general! They were playing the long game.

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 21, 2020, at 10:14 PM, Shah, Raj <Raj Shah@fox. com> wrote:

One more thing: she claims that Dominion was used in 2016to beat Bernie by the Hilary camp. So nuts!

From: Raj Shah <Raj. Shah@foxcom>
Date: Saturday, November 21, 2020 at 10:08 PM
To: "Wells, Justin (FoxNews)<justinwells@foxnews.com>, "Pfeiffer, Alex (FoxNews)"
<alex pfeiffer@foxnews. com>
Subject: Newsmax TV - Sidney Powell interview 11/21/2020 9:15:40 PM:

Sidney Powell was on Newsmax tonight, just wrapped up a bit ago. She called Tucker ‘abrasive’ and
“disrespectful” in text messages and claimed he had a “tantrum.” The rest of the interview is totally
nuts. She's claiming she's already submitted “irrefutable” and “hardcore” evidence (whatever that is).
She's claiming thousands of people were involved in this conspiracy to steal the election.

She claims Brian Kemp was paid off to use Dominion voting machines, and the GA filings they re
planning to file will be “biblical.”

Check it out

Newsmax TV - Sidney Powell interview 11/21/2020 9:15:40 PM:
hitps/mms veyescom/transeript.asp?StationID=19340& DateTime=11/21/2020%209:1540%20PM&
layclip=true&phe=search®3a%2bitucker)
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ANCHOR: all right we now have city pal on the phone. we got the littl. gremlins out of the system there
whatever the problem was i it i you can hear its great to talk with you tonight- how you doing and in the end its
‘200d talking was always i want to start off with just the ruling the biggest news out tonight is this pennsylvania
ruling from this. a federal district court judge what you makeof that

SIDNEY POWELL: yeah well you know eachofthe district court judges has their own particular perspective on
things and i think that judge was appointed by president obama we really don't expect to win a lot of the district
court cases but ultimately the courtof appeais and the supreme court are will have to get it right we're very clear
on the law and the facts on multiple issues and we haven't even begun 2% the big fraud case yet thati am stil
working on. and its going to be a blockbuster.

ANCHOR: i mean it's interesting obviously i mean you guys said the news conference this week there was
alot of compelling stuff in there it sounded like you guys were. making progress going down a road of
investigation but as i think anybody understands when you're trying to lay out a case it takes time. to find
out what you have you had a bit ofa rubbed with- with tucker carlson thisweek- who basically said you
didn't have any evidence when they ask you to come on what is the truthofthe matter is that made a lot of
news- yeah.

POWELL: well he sent me some very. abrasive and- disrespectful. emails or text messages. and i responded
politely offering him into. a different person as a witness who could explain it not simply didn't have time
10 do it then and i sent him a copyofoneofthe- compelling affidavits. that we have and the k. apparently
that wasn't sufficient for him he was havinga litle bit ofa tantrum. but i didn't see or hear what he said
and i haven't had time to listen to what he said after that i'm just perceiving on my courseofgetting the
case ready to prove in a court which is where we prove cases of law. not in the media how

ANCHOR: what is your timeline as as you look at this you know what's the timeline you think before you can
you can put out someofthis evidence that can really. you knowifyou wanna if you wanna shut the media but
they say that you guys have nothing when we have some of the stuff that'sthats this hard core. evidence and
paper writing

POWELL: frankly the affidavits we've already introduced or hard core evidence there firsthand testimony of
witnesses who saw. how and why the system was created and how it works to accomplish the objective for hugo
shabeelle. theyre people who saw ballots being destroyed we've got evidence from people it's al. thank ballots
being created. we've got all kinds of different evidence and then we've got the tatistical and- mathematical
evidence that. absolutely irrefutable. i mean the coin doesn't land on the same. side when you flip it a hundred
ninety six thousand times. you can't just inject eighty six thousand biden votes and expect anybody to believe
those are real and they're not when we send it only to delhi no matter how you analyze the statistics whether its a
predictive model or the actual. dataas they come the youngit it doesn't hold water and we've got other
testimonial evidence that appears to be coming in now to indicate the democrats literally added. thirty five
thousand votes to every democratic candidate.

ANCHOR: to begin with thirty five in in in in any particular state or you say thirty five thousand where.

POWELL: we've got it definitely all over one state and i would be willing to bet it happened everywhere. and
when you when you lay all this out and youre gonna dothis in court- it

ANCHOR: do you have what you think is irrefutable evidence that wil that will make up the minds of millions of
american people.

POWELL: well the burden ofproofincourt is only a preponderance of the evidence. it's not beyond a reasonable
doubt that the criminal standard but frankly and with everything we've got. these shoulde criminal prosecutions.
ata significant level for fraud and conspiracy to defraud beyonder provable beyond a reasonable doubt there are
hundreds of thousands of people in our criminal system right now in present. who were convicted on far less
evidence of gilt then we have here city power
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MARK HALPERIN: wanted to react to something that the scene ths is republican senator from pennsylvania pat
toomey just said in reaction to the district court judge's decision the district court judges someone very close to
pat toomey center to me says. the president trump has now quote exhausted all pausible legal options to
challenge the results of the presidential race in pennsylvania is that true.

POWELL: no that's not true at all.

HALPERIN: can you explain why

POWELL: foreigners gun to fight can you explain the what why the senator wrong- well is wrong because:
transylvania was oneof the hot bed of many varietiesoffraud and criminal acts that the departmentof justice
frankly should be in there prosecuting. and we're gonna dump a whole lotof them and the evidence in our fraud
case that we're going to found pennsylvania

HALPERIN: why do you think the justice department isn't being more aggressivein following up on what you
see.

POWELL: think the justice department has known about this issue for a long time and tured a blind eye tot.
why then i wonder how much the cia. actually had a role in in. starting this kind of. program to begin well why we
used on other countries

HALPERIN: why would donald trumps justice department not be interested in this.

POWELL: well you knowi wish donald trump as much control over the justice department's people thank you
doug i's taken on a lfe of ts own i don' think even bill barr has the control over the justice department that he
would like to hang out. because there are so many lawyers and so many different places doing whatever it is they
want to do and ignoring the standards and practices that. historically created the justice department to seek justice:
not convictions when i read a book about that back in twenty fourteen. i mean we've been on the- increasingly
bad past four decades now and it's done nothing but get worse because nobody's told the truth. and stood up for
the truth but americans are now. livid about there. and they could see it everybody thought election lightly
thought. both being subtracted from president trump and appearing on the buying side of the scale and that's
exactly what this dominion system was designed to do. and witness testimony to its entire creation for that very
purpose. there have beenimean

ANCHOR: there have been warnings about this system we were talking about it earlier sydney i mean you had
senators warning chlo bashar- is that that made ab ig sink about the twenty eighteen mid term sayng that they
don't trust opinion. that they saw evidence that that votes could beswitched using the systems these are
democrats. who ran bright resident what i don't understand is how how is how does this get ignorwed i mean this
is a- this is a nationwide this is a democracy shocking scandal. if it i true itis and i's it i so big i can't wrap my
head around. it just wonder how does this happen.

POWELL: well that's exactly it happens because its so big nobody wants to wrap their head around it nobody
wants done. on hi al the litle knocks that go into it but we have toif we're going to be a constitutional republic
this cannot 20 on our votes must be counted fair in true every legal vote. is entitled to be counted in every illegal
vote nullfies the voteof an american citizen and our our public will once we the people it’s absolutely counter to
everything this country was founded on. so we have got t0 get this fixed now we can't can't unsee itil ell you
that im certainly cannot unsee what its thing and fm gonna make sure everybody else knows everything up
thing 100. because we've £ot to hold our goverment institutions accountable and do better than deaths by each
other and it does cut across both political partes it cuts across generations now or ever police multiple decades.
ofthis kind of corruption it’s got increasingly more sophisticated has anybody given you much the edge ofa
balanced again through the machine and at the ballot would be rejected. but now they can literally drag and drop
hundredsofthousands of votes wherever they wanna. i mean in the end that they everybody knew when i bought
the system and that was one of the featuresofthe system. we caught people lying now and saying the- things that
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happens that brand people. outof vating areas and- we've got tons of them after is some it's hard pull it off
together

hitps/mims tveyes com/transeript.aspStationID=10340& DateTime=11/21/2020%20924:22920PM&
playelip=true&phe=search®3a%2bitucker

ANCHOR: has had the i mean how big ofa you knowifthis happen how big ofa conspiracy how many people
would have had to been in on something like this

POWELL: oh gosh. probably of thousands including the people running the machines at each of the poem. that
the polling centers we know for example that one of the higher ups of dominion went to detroit. the nightofthe
election term. to handle things and self. and we also have evidence that there were any number of. zpn lines open
10 the internet for foreign actors to meddlingin that

ANCHOR: has anybody given you an explanation and that that. as to why they had to tum the machinesoffyou
talk about how the machine

POWELL: our witness from venezuela who saw it all created and how it worked. said that he knew as soon as
the machines were turedoffand that's key straight it was because we the people in voting on. trump adding for
trump in a landslide election is officially broken algorithms that have been pre programmed into the machine. so
they had to stop countingin thosestates and areas and back filled the boat. with fraudulent mail in ballots or
whatever means they used to doit whether they just injected numbers are trashed. those for trump otherwise and
change the numbersi don't know exactly howthey did it right now ina spot but that's essentially the way it
worked

ANCHOR: let me ask you about the stateofgeorgia obviously yesterday you know the governor there. he-
certified the election for joe biden its about twelve thousand votes in what you see will georgia switch.

POWELL: yeah that's a total farce. george is probably going to be the first state {m gonna blowup and mister
camp in the secretaryofstate need to 20 with it because they're in on the dominion scam what they're last minute
purchase we're award ofa contract to dominion ofa hundred million dollars the state bureau of investigation for
‘george ought to be looking into the financial benefits received by mr campaign. and the secretaryofstate stanley
about that tom and another benefit dominion was created to award is what would call election insurance that's
why hugo chavez had it created in the first place but also wonder where he got the technology where it actually
came from because i think it’s hammering scorecard from the cia

HALPERIN: just to claify your saying the govemor kemp who's been a longtime ally of the president is itis
directly involved because the financial benefit in the conspiracy to defeat the president in georgia

POWELL: we have certainly been told that there is evidence of that and what warren an investigation ifanybody
were actually going to do an honest investigate

HALPERIN: what more could you tell us about about alleged conspiracy a his the governors.

POWELL: can't. yeah i can't give you any more details on that now but that would certainly warrants and
investigation orders have been reported to me as a law enforcement officeri would be investigating t steadfastly

HALPERIN: you know i know you say you want to be arguing in court you are an attomey united press secretary.
but you all did have a press conference last week. jordan sekulow said that there's gonna be a filing soon in
‘georgia that would be explosive can you tell us anything can you make some news with us here tonight. tellus
anything new that you're gonna present in that filingin georgia.

POWELL: well im i think and i can't say that yet. but hopefully this week we will we will ge it read to. ile city
what's init it will g0 it will be biblical
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ANCHOR: what is the state where you it where was it the worst from what you see in what you're alleging what
state but was it will switch the most-

POWELL: that's really hard to say georgia is extremely bad- we've got ballots being shredded ballots being
thrown out in trash bags. whining people working in the center- the vote staying switched the algorithms being
run. you name the manner of fraud and it occurred in georgia these are the only land area. counties those counties
fulton the k. on deal and i think i tink the algorithm rand most probably across the country can i say that for sure
yeah noi can't say that for sure yeah but it looks that way. and it looks like it thirty five thousand votes were
added to every democratic candidate.

ANCHOR: you also talked about this abilityofthe system and i thought this is so interesting when you said that it
could take a vote. and it can make a vote for biden worth more than a vote for tramp do you think that that
happened or is that another part ofthe system that maybe wasn't used

POWELL: noi think that definitely happened i think that was the frst step with the system. to wait the vote said
thata biden vote is worth one point two three say. and a and a trump vote is worth the restof the out. of and of
the tramp voters about threequarters and. biden both this one and a quarter. what in that way that's the can see
the roof said recordof fresh. numbers for the vote. yeah it's no. it is | mean the everything you're

ANCHOR: everything you're alleging frankly is not which is why i think you're getting so much scrutiny and so
much criticism but if it’ true and we don't know and that's justa simple thing s that we don't know yet ifs true
because we can't see what you've seen. i want to ask you abou this again- michigan's a bigger margin than the
rest of them it's like a hundred and maybe hundred fifty thousand- what are you seeingin michigan.

POWELL: we're seeing official who find things in michigan except larger number ofballots. being stuffed in it
the old fashioned stopping the ballot box they're just doingit by computer instead of by paper. that's really a it is.
they're dragging and dropping files the votes from one person to another instead ofjust stuffing paper ballots on
the ballot box. you can use this you know corruption elections have been going on forever i'm remember bj
saying you know if and some guys down to the cemetery because those people if they were allowed to voted for
me. and they take the and the birth date and that's what they do yet

HALPERIN: 50it's saturday night committed. can you prince are can you preview for isis bispecific lazy can't
what's going to happen this coming week starting monday morning tell us where you're going to file. what you
expect to happen by friday.

POWELL: well i don't personaly i don't expect to follow anything on monday. from hoping we can get it ready
by wednesday if not it should be ready by friday. but i's a massive project to pull ths fraud claim together with
the evidence that i want to study onso you very saying well they're going to file member i's not. this is a
summary judgment motion where we actually have to produce any evidence nowyour typical lawsuit you just
filed a statement of what the charges are without any affidavitsor anything what do you think they're gonna find
this maybe it's going about this is absolutely ridiculous and unreasonable to expect us to put evidence found right
now. although we are we know election issue there on an expedited schedule that i could wait a month to fall the
fraud case and everybody to have to undo their certifications because it'sso bad

HALPERIN: when you say you're gonna fall the same cases in multiple jurisdictions or in one jurisdiction the- h.

POWELL: one wasa ltle bit different. depending on what happened in the state. the death manner means the-
aspects that support each one. no got different affidavits from different witnesses in each ofthe states. so they're
‘going 10 be some differences between them. but they're going to be claims that ours are. identical someofthe
legal claims are going to be identical for example in a in a number of sates the- there were modifications to the
‘machine after the statutory cutoff date. that should invalidate every vote cast on the machine. i mean georgia
cannot they're not white georgia can proceed to have a election using this machine for the runoff canada. that's
absolutely absurd.
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ANCHOR: as we aswe wrap this up city i think everybody at home right now that wants to see this. they want to
see what you say you've seen is that going to be possible at any point are we going to be able to see some of these
problems and someofthese issues the way these

POWELL: the system isworking the way this the dominion works. yeah then there's actually evidence on on. line
now i mean we need to try to get our website up to date with the complaints that have already been filed. but
exhibits are attached for example to in was complaint in georgia. that are all remarkable and stunning including
the affidavit of the young man from venezuela who saw he go shabeelle. create how they- did the software hire
people todo it and get it done and then how it workedof make sure he won every election there after. so that's
what it’s designed to do better and better at their own. yeah handbook tells you that these things are features of
their system are we supposed to think they didn't use the features. they use them. and then they use them aginst
their own candidates the democrats used to against bernie sanders in two thousand sixteen and somebody even
told him what had been done to him one hillary clinton won that primary and he didn't and insteadof standing up
for the american people on the right to vote he sold out
ANCHOR: you're saying the million that the smartmatic dominion system was used in twenty sixteen when
hillary bernie in the primary.

POWELL: yeah wow i don't think we heard that yet thats thats that's in india it’s an incredible developing right
there and you say he knows that bernie sanders knows that yes the person who sent me the data tell me that they
inform bemie sandersof a their findings and he didn't do anything except get enough money to buy another
fabulous south. well im telling you it's been used for both parties oneof the big problems is that we don't know
who was selected by buying their election through dominion. m sure it crosses party lines. im not that's not an
accusation against every politician it certainly not maintenance today but it means we don't know. which one. got
elected that way and how much they knew about how it was being used for or against them certainly not against
them but fm reasonably certain at this point that john james was ripped out of his state. and he was entitled to
have won that election by the real vote confined i think history for doug collins in georgia. and there's no telling
how many congressional candidates should have won that lost by the additionofthirty five thousand votes for
democrat or the algorithm that they were running against whoever they want to target i mean you can doit
canada by canada. that is something else the minutes this just i's mind blowing city

https /mms tveyes com/transeript asp?StationlD=19340& DateTime=11/21/2020%209 35 13%20PM&
layclip=true& pbe=search®3a%2btucker)

ANCHOR: what what you're- i cant i can' even imagine andi hope that you'l join us again to talk about what
You continue to find as you continue to invest now

POWELL: will do that and i1l try and get more stuffup online this week we've got some well just emailing to
escorts people are trying to hack us and everything else but- democratic congresswoman carolyn maloney wrote.
of the trailer the treasury secretary about this very issue. in two thousand three i think it was. seventy seven
people have been complaining about it in the government's done absolutely nothing except. whatever it wants to
do. so whois really pulling the strings here. and shooting the american. the president officials pursuant to this
system. not the people of the united tatesof america and that's supposed to be who it is. it's just somethingelse
and like you said prominent democrat politicians have complained about the usage ofthe system in this country
city power

ANCHOR: thank you so much for joining us tonight on the phone-iknow how busy you are and we appreciate
the time.

POWELL: thank you my pleasure okay.
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This message and is attachments may cortain legally privileged or confidential formation. Its intended solely
for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of
the message to an addressee). you may not copy or deiver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather,
you shoud permanently delete this message an tsattachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any
content of this message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its
subsidiaries mustbetaken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this.
emailo ts attachments are without defect

‘This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. I is intended solely
for the named addressee(s). I you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of
the message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message orits attachments to anyone. Rather, you
should permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any
contentof this message anditsattachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by anyof them. No representation is made that this
emailor its attachments are without defect
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From: Bland, Joseph (FoxNews) </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP.
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTSICN=8FS61ECAF2834608908679360249608-
JOSEPHBLAN-

To: Schlageter, Mary (FoxNews); Reynokis, Emly (FoxNews); Davs, Andrew (FoxNews); Escherich,
John (ForNlews)

ce: Lowell Tom (FoxNews)
sent: 12/11/2020 3:28:58PM
Subject: RE: Smartmatic Confidential Queve Question

Sounds good!

From: Schiageter, Mary <Mary.Schiageter@foxnews com>
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2020 3:26 PM
To: Reynolds, Emily <Emily.Reynolds@FOXNEWS COM>: Davis, Andrew <andrewdavis@FOXNEWS.COM>;
Bland, Joseph<Joseph Bland@FOXNEWS COM>; Escherich, John<John Escherich@FOXNEWS. COM>
Ce: Lowell, Tom <TomLowel@FOXNEWS COM>
‘Subject: Smartmatic Confidential Queue Question

HAIL

I received this question ust now from Tom Lowell, cc'd here.

FOX is looking at a potential legal dispute with Smartmatic. (Dominion voting-related )

‘We need to look at all the times Rudy Giuliani, Sydney Powell. Alan Dershowitz and Rona McDaniel came on
FNC/FBN and addressed the questions that were raised about Dominion voting and Smartmaic machines.

“The potential legal dispute is claiming that we did challenge the namative being put out by Giuliani, Powell etal
that the Dominion vote machines / Smartmatic were responsible for switching votes andor producing inaccurate
resus. Sometimes we didi. ButwearelookingforthetimesweDIDchallengethisnarrative, It won't be
shows like Dobbs,Hamity.etc. We ned to specifically look at straight-er news shows.

“This will have happened November 4-30.

My suggestion:
1 Pull all the times the aforementioned individuals were on FNC/FBN.
2 Pull transcriptsof those segments
3. Keyword search “Dominion”. “Smartmatic”, “smart” and “machine

PLAN OF ATTACK:
« Emily~If you can start compiling air dates tonightif ime allows, that woud be great.
« Andrew— Please have you andor the weekend team finish compiling al theair dates for the people below
by the endofthe weekend and compile transcripts for those dates.

+ Joe & John — Andrew will send you a completed lst of dates and transcripts. Please go through each of
these transcripts and seeing which interviews weci challenge the narrative.

Andrew: Once you and the weekend team are don, please email myself, Joe Bland and John Escherichthe
complete st of dates and tranascipts, and Slack us once youre done emailed t, sowehave an extra notification.

Joe & John: Please pick one of you'to compile and send to Tom.

THANK YOU ALLY
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From: Brian, rns <EETo Scott, Sanwa; Cooper, Meade Walace, Ja (FoxNews): Petterson,Lawn (Foxtiews)
cc: Walsh, Adreanna

Sent: 1212021 6:22:30 PM
Subject: RE is there any sound or silenceto support 1s?

Phase se below forth instances myteam and | pulled tasterfiomtrnscipts ofDobbs. Bariromo, Pro. Hannity &
Levin postlection Excl example is satogorized under th ant ho made th remarks and notes uch showy they
oscuned. There ae also break outs for Newt Gingrich and GrJet as we same across a fw examples fomth as
well. Everything is in the google doc below
ps. docs goog sm document 1500s FINS] 1 NALQ7MORL IqURIOHSHFpSeok cit usp hing

LOU DOBBS
1009720- Lou Dobbs Tonight
Lou Dobbs: “Th radical Dems sr aso working withthe corporate-onned lefwing tional media doing di vey best to
uli th votes of71 million Trump voters. And acs b very dire, many are tying to seal this lection from
President Trump. There i no doub abou i.

10/1020- Lou Dobbs Tonight
Lou Dobbs. “Good cnn. r<rsbods. Tt has beena week since the radical Dems rid to seat an election from
President Trump or so appears. And fll ther i a signal of fc coming fromth DepartmenofJustis
An to coms outwithcute wordsa the nd of i. | wish Republicans. particular Republican faders at th: RN C. level,

he govemor, wish they ould fut sat calling it ikei is. because thi s an election that people know the Democrats
really. realy want to steal.
1011720 - Lou Dobbs Tonight
Rudy Grain: “No. no. Fm Sugacsting wedo shatwe usuallydowhene'sdecent American. put criminalsinal and
ey ae bunch of criminals. Not nl in ths vay the caicd out the lection ad ths way they ook money. milo. bt
ov. this i probably th: most crook lection evr rn anywhere. | man its impossible. Lou. that in 10 diffrent
Jurisdictions tht al ae crooked Democrat machincs hey did sac the sam thing. | can the didnt think of it
selves. Somcbods told them. put the Republicans in corals. Steal th ots. We have another station in Michigan that
is horendous.
Lou Dobbs: “Ruds. | can't — can with we save that for tomorrow night?

Glin: “Sure, There wil bs more witheses by tomenow igh

Dobbs: “Because we as at th cd oft broadsast ight no. Thank you.
Gialiani: “Just 100,000 vtes they stole.
Dols: “Ves, si. Rudy Giuliani charsforbeing with us and thanks for cue hing sou: doi

10/1320- Lou Dobbs Tonizht
Lou Dobbs: “Up met. fe: ltest regarding those Dominion voting machines tt Kayleigh mentioned and what role they
have played in the radical e's plot o steal an lection. Sid Powell is among the President's foremost atoms on
thei legal cam. She oins us tight af these ick messages. Sh as som fascinating sscltions fo us. You dor nant
10 miss hem
117120: Low Dobbs Tonizht
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Lou Dobbs: "Well, it's now been two weeks since Election Day, and the battle for the White House is undenvav and 
intensifying. President Trump keeping up his legal challenges and pointing to a number of developments across the country. 
Evidence mounting, backing up claims that the Democrats tried to steal the election." 

12/01/20 - Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Lou Dobbs: "All right. The Attorney General is a smart man by all accounts, and not smart enough to be honest, but a smart 
man. It would be akin to a nice way in which you were excusing him, it would be like saving, I'll only steal $900.00 from 
each person. That way, you won't have grand theft over $ I,000.00 and you can make quite a bit of money that way, couldn't 
you? The fact of the matter is that this is a crisis in our nation. We know that this is wrong. We know that the American 
people have been assaulted, maybe even by foreign entities at work in this as well as the radical Dems and the Deep State. 
But we do know this, we have as a nation have been violated. The electoral system that is supposed to work has been 
absolutely defaced by the scum who have decided to steal this election. What should we do now?" 

12/02/20 - Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Lou Dobbs: "We're joined this evening by some of this country's great Americans who are fighting for President Trump, 
fighting for a free and fair election. One of them is Dr. Linda Lee Tarver. She has seen how the radical Dems have worked 
to steal this election in the State of Michigan, how they've worked to steal elections over the past 25 years in her home 
state." 

12/10/20 - Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Lou Dobbs: "Our first guest tonight has new information regarding electoral fraud in the radical left's efforts to steal an 
election, and she charges four individuals as authors of what she calls a Pearl Harbor-style cyberattack on the 2020 
presidential election." 

12/14/20 - Lou Dobbs Toni 
Lou Dobbs: "Republicans' last chance to challenge the electoral votes in each state will be January 6th when a joint 
session of Congress convenes to tally the electoral votes, although the White House says that they would be able to 
contest right up until January 19th." 

12/15/20 - Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Lou Dobbs: "Also breaking, seven states have chosen a slate of electors for both Joe Biden and President Trump. They are 
Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan, Wisconsin, Arizona, Nevada and New Mexico. Now, if the House and the Senate cannot 
agree on which electors to accept. an untested constitutional procedure could result in each state being given one vote which 
they would allocate to either Biden or Trump. And since the Republicans hold 26 of 50 statehouses, there would exist at 
least the mathematical possibility that President Trump could be named the constitutionally President. However, if 
the electoral process isn't completed by January 20th -- get ready -- House Speaker Nancy Pelosi would be sworn in as the 
new President. Quite a mess we have on our hands, is it not?" 

1/04/21- Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Lou Dobbs: "Good evening, everybody. Happy New Year. It is great to be back voth you on this week in which the fate of 
the Republic actually hangs in the balance. Two Senate races in Georgia will determine which party controls the U.S. 
Senate, and dozens of Republicans in Congress are expected to stand up for President Trump and to challenge Electoral 
College votes, at least some of them for Joe Biden. The events of this week are not borne out of a single campaign season. 
It is important for us all to remember that. All of this. all of these events are part of an ongoing. substantial and vigorous 
conspiracy that has spanned more than four years in an effort to block and overthrow President Trump. And of course, the 
radical left's thirst for power driving much of those efforts. The radical Dems, the RINOs, the left-wing national media, the 
Deep State, corporate America, politically corrupt judges, Wall Street and the tech titans of Silicon Valley all joining forces 
to undercut, to undermine this President for more than four years. Whether it was his campaign. whether it was Robert 
Mueller's special counsel investigation, the months of investigation that preceded that special counsel, a sham impeachment 
proceeding, or this -- the latest effort to steal a presidential election. Today, 174 of this country's top business leaders 
joined together -- as if they were not already joined -- to urge Congress to certify the Electoral College results in favor of 
Joe Biden. Aren't you astonished that the business establishment wants Joe Biden to be President? Arguing that "Attempts 
to thwart or delay this process run counter," in their words, "to the essential tenets of our democracy." Doesn't it an absolute 
effort to steal an election run counter to the tenets of this great democracy? Shouldn't that be considered as well? Not 
apparently in their opinion. An Obama-appointed judge today also rejected another lawsuit challenging the election results 
in five battleground states. Judge James Boasberg made that ruling. Judge Boasberg is serving still as the presiding judge of 
the FISA Court. Yes, the very* same courts used -- and I do mean used -- to spy on President Trump, his 2016 Campaign and 
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members of his administration. The action of Judge Boasberg and the words of those 174 business leaders serve to suggest 
there was no election fraud, to move along, there is nothing to see here. About 60 judges have made that ruling, but of 
course, all of us know there was fraud. The questions are, how big, how important was the fraud? Can it be proved? And 
did it in effect, steal an election? Seventy four million Americans voted for President Trump, 10 million then voted for him 
only four years before. That's more than any President had ever received before. The evening of November 3rd was 
shaping up to be a humiliating defeat, you may recall for Joe Biden, and it all turned around overnight. And almost 
simultaneously, it turned around in five battleground states. Hundreds of sworn affidavits attest to midnight ballot drops 
and democrats strongholds including Detroit, Philadelphia, and Atlanta. Ballots were reportedly scanned numerous times 
through machines, and video shows what appeared to be election workers pulling out -- pulling out -- suitcases stashed 
beneath their desk, filled with ballots, and that occurred in Atlanta, Georgia. After Republican poll watchers were told to go 
home, and the counting was over. It turns out the counting was far from over. Whether in Atlanta, Maricopa County or 
Detroit, Wayne County, Michigan. All of those claims have been ignored by investigative Federal agencies and by courts, 
state and federal. That has prompted 11 Republican senators to announce their support for a challenge to certain 
Electoral College votes for Joe Biden. That challenge will come Wednesday. Senator Ted Cruz and 10 other 
Republicans said they would object to the 2020 election results. They are standing up for law and order and the 
Constitution. They want an emergency 10-day audit of the election results conducted and conducted straight away. Senator 
Josh Hawley, the first to stand up and demand -- demand -- integrity in our election of 2020 has separately announced his 
plans to object to the certification of certain states' electors, but the RINOs in Congress are baying at the moon all of a 
sudden, they've come out in opposition to the effort to ensure free and fair and accurate election counts. 

1/05/21 - Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Lou Dobbs: "The radical Dems went after President Trump with their so-called Russia collusion fictions, you'll remember, 
and then the F.B.I. investigated Trump for 11 months. Then they proved the radical Dem accusations again baseless, and the 
radical Dems who would hurl those accusations absolutely conspiring to overthrow the President. Then the radical Dems, 
with the help of the Deep State invented that special counsel, the Mueller special counsel that wasted 50 million taxpayer 
dollars, again, proving only that their charges were baseless and fraudulent and that the President was innocent of all their 
scurrilous charges. And what happened then? Well, the only person to have been under Federal investigation throughout his 
nearly entire first tern as President, he faced the radical left's pitiful impeachment efforts as well, their phony charges, the 
ridiculous pretense of an offense of abuse of power, and in one telephone conversation with the Ukrainian President, which 
turned out to be nothing. He was absolutely exonerated, and again defeated the radical Dems, who have only proved that 
this President has had nothing that could be proved against him by our Intelligence services, our law- enforcement services, 
the radical Dems who control the House of Representatives. They have been outrageously wrong and exposed 
themselves as the liars and cheats and thieves they are and have been throughout the past four years. It is their 
nature, and there is no equivocation on my part, because the evidence is clear. The proof is staring everyone in the face. The 
Democrats are what they are. They lie, they cheat, they steal, and they did their worst trying to unseat this President. It 
is their nature. It is who they are. It is their pattern of conduct, as the criminologist would say, or, as we would say here, 
their pattern of misconduct throughout." 

1/08/21 - Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Lou Dobbs: "The supposedly inclusive Cabinet with a notable exclusion, and that is those who constitute half of the 
country, those who voted for Donald J. Trump for President. In a tweet today, President Trump reassured those 75 million 
Americans who voted for him in November, that he will not allow their voices to be silenced, saying, quote, 'The 75 million 
Great American patriots who voted for me for America First and Make America Great Again will have a giant voice long 
into the future. They will not be disrespected or treated unfairly in any way, shape, or form.' The President's message 
provides some much needed assurance to those millions of Americans who remain mightily frustrated with the swamp and 
the Democrats. Working men and women in this country who see Washington as a vessel used to boost and enrich the 
privilege left, a town filled with self-serving government workers who conspired to steal an election in order to 
silence their voices. President Trump may soon have a new address, but he will remain a dominant force in the Republican 
Party. And among the great shames is this. Two instances for President-elect Biden to reconcile any differences have 
escaped his grasp. Biden today did not denounce his party's calls for President Trump to be removed from office by using 
the 25th Amendment, nor did he put an end to any silly talk about a second round of impeachment. Instead, the 
President-elect told Democrats to do as they see fit." 

MARK LEVIN 
12/06/20 - Life, Liberty & Levin 
Mark Levin: "And one way or another, Congress will have to resolve it on January 6th. But the U.S. Supreme Court 
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shouldn't just sit there and take a pass, when in fact, it is time for the U.S. Supreme Court to intercede, which is exactly 
what the petitioners are asking it to do." 

12/20/20 - Life, Liberty & Levin 
Marls Levin: "One more thing. I hear earlier -- earlier in the week, oh, the electors have met and the electors have voted. It's 
over. They don't even understand how the process works. It's not over. January 6th is when Congress meets jointly, the 
House and the Senate. It's the new Congress, the newly sworn in Congress that's sworn in on January 3rd by statute, and they 
sit and they count the electors from every state. A House member can object, a Senate member can object. This is under 
federal law then they have a debate. Depending on how the vote turns out, the matter can be thrown to the House of 
Representatives to choose a President. The Senate can choose the Vice President. fin not saving it's going to get to that 
point, but this idea that the media first proclaim the winner, and then, oh, now we count the electors and then we don't even 
wait for Congress to meet. Again, nobody has sat down in any newsroom on any Sunday show and explained to the 
American people how this process works." 

1/03/21 - Life, Liberty & Levin 
Mark Levin: "Hello, America, I'm Mark Levin and this is LIFE, LIBERTY & LEVIN. We are going to do something that we 
don't normally do on this program, although they do on others. I am going to start the program with a very important 
monologue. Our Declaration of Independence and Constitution are being destroyed by the Democratic Party and the media, 
and they want to destroy what is left of it. We know this because the Democrats have announced their intentions. lithe two 
neo-Marxist Democrats running in Georgia are elected to the Senate, it will be 50/50 and then the neo-Marxists. they hope, 
the purported Vice President of the United States Kamala Harris -- she is not there yet -- but they hope she will be the 51st 
vote for the Democrats. So by the slimmest of margins, they are going to destroy our judiciary. They are going to destroy 
separation of powers. They are going to destroy the United States Senate by packing in the United States Senate. We are 
going to have a rogue legislator that will pass whatever it wants any time it wants and fundamentally alter every aspect of 
this society. Finally; they want to destroy the Electoral College so Republicans can never wain and Republican areas of his 
country have lost it affect their franchise and their representation. That's how serious this is. 
We are standing at the precipice and we are looking into the abyss because this is the target. This is the target. The 
Democratic Party never much liked the founding of this country. They never much liked the Declaration of Independence 
and certainly not the Constitution. Early on in our history, it sought to destroy the Constitution. That is what the confederacy 
was all about: slavery, nullification, segregation and they carried that through well into the 1900s and now, it is the part}- of 
the neo-Marxist. They have never liked Americanism. They've never liked the founding. They've never liked the limits 
placed on them by the United States Constitution. If we don't win at least one seat or both seats in the State of Georgia, 
which is supposed to be Republican State, this country will be changed forever. If we don't fight on January 6 on the 
floor of the Senate and the House. That is the joint meeting of Congress on these electors, we are done and I want to 
explain this very, very clearly. We have Republican Members of Congress who are going on CNN and MSNBC and 
anywhere else they can be heard saving this is an attack at the heart of democracy: Ben Sasse, Adam Kinzinger and others 
who should know better, Comvn, Thune, McConnell and there are more. And of course, the media promote to them. The 
media say, look at this, look at this. They are trying to reverse the course of the election. They are trying to take the 
franchise away from the people. Let me be abundantly clear about this. I wrote a piece about this the other day and 
you may want to check it out: "On January 6, we learn whether our constitution will hold and whether the 
Republicans care." Let me be clear, Article II, Section 1, Clause 2 of the United States Constitution and we have talked 
about it here before has been intentionally violated, eviscerated by the Democratic Party and the United States Supreme 
Court, which is sitting on its pens. It is sitting on its quills. "Each state shall appoint in such manner as the legislature thereof 
may direct." Listen to this language. It's black-and-white. "The legislature may direct a number of electors equal to the 
whole number of senators and representatives to which the State may be entitled in Congress in relevant parts." So what had 
the Democrats done? Well, they knew in Pennsylvania the Republicans controlled the legislature. They knew in Michigan 
the Republicans controlled the legislature. They knew in Georgia the Republicans controlled the legislature and they knew 
in Wisconsin the Republicans controlled the legislature. So what did they do after 2016? First of all, they were trying to 
remove a constitutional elected President who they had spied on, who they had leaked on, on a phony outrageous fraudulent 
impeachment, an outrageous criminal investigation all fabricated by the Hillar Campaign and the Obaina administration and 
I might remind you that Joe Biden was part of that administration. And so, Donald Trump, despite all his amazing 
achievements, even* step of the way they were trying to kneecap him and destroy him with their friends in the media and the 
Democrats who are so-called journalists. What a joke. Now Article II, Section 1, Clause 2, Ijust read it to you. So what 
happened in Pennsylvania? Between 2016 and this election? The Governor of the state, the Secretary of State of the state, 
two left-wing Democrats, the majority on the Supreme Court elected, five out of seven Democrats, all of them conspired to 
change state law that was passed by the state legislature to eliminate signatures, to eliminate signature comparisons, to 
eliminate deadlines on county mail-in votes, to eliminate postal marks, to prevent Republican observers in Democratic cities 
and it goes on and on and on. They destroyed the election laws in Pennsylvania to accommodate Joe Biden and the 
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Democratic Party particularly in the metropolitan areas. That is what happened in Pennsylvania and I don't have to find one 
damn fraudulent ballot to make the point that what was done in Pennsylvania by the Biden Campaign, by the D.N.C., by the 
state Democrats and by their officials violated the Federal Constitution. Period. Whether there is fraudulent votes or not --
and there are, and a lot -- but they violated the specific language of the Federal Constitution because they had a Republican 
legislature and they needed to go around them. The same thing happened in the State of Wisconsin. The same thing 
happened in the State of Michigan. Non-legislature public officials, Secretaries of State and even worse, in Wisconsin local 
officials in Milwaukee, local officials in Madison, local officials in other large Democrat states in the city, they made their 
own decisions. The Republican legislature had no say. hi Michigan, the left-wing Democrat Secretary of State sent out seven 
million mail-in ballots unsolicited. Specifically violates state law where you have to request these ballots. What else did 
they do? In some of these states, they encouraged people to violate the law that they did not have to have IDs and other 
things that were taking place. That is four battleground states where the electors must not be counted if we are to uphold the 
Constitution and the franchise of the rest of the American people in this country, otherwise the electoral system is utterly 
lawless. They just read the legislature out of the Federal Constitution in that section where they are specifically mentioned." 
The legislature shall direct," not the Governor, not the Secretary* of State, not the Attorney General, not a State Court, not a 
Federal Court, no court. Where was the Supreme Court? You hear former prosecutors who don't know any of this stuff, 
professors, eggheads, who know none of the stuff because they don't like the Constitution. What did the Supreme Court do? 
Well, in the Michigan case, there was an appeal and a Federal Judge interfered with what was going on there and the 
Supreme Court said, you know- what, Federal Judge, you can't do that. Gorsuch wrote that. State legislatures decide, not 
State Courts, not Federal Courts, not Governors. It says "legislatures shall direct." This is not even confusing. This is black 
and white. Even Joe Scarborough can read it and understand it, which is a very, very* low level. Okay. that's what it says. So 
then we come to Pennsylvania, the Republican Party of Pennsylvania brought a lawsuit and said that the Supreme Court of 
Pennsylvania and the Governor and the State -- Secretary* of State are all destroying the section of the Constitution and 
undermining the legislature. The legislatures actually objecting to this. So the Supreme Court does what? Nothing. John 
Roberts decides -- the Great Chief Justice of the United States, John Roberts says -- we will ask the Supreme Court of 
Pennsylvania, and maybe they can do these things. Is that what the Constitution says? I mean, even John Roberts, Mr. 
Obamacare, you would think he would be at least literate in the Constitution or maybe even English, that would help. It 
doesn't matter if it's a State Court or Federal Court or State official or Federal official. The state legislature, Mr. Chief 
Justice, decides. But he has gone Hollywood. He has gone political. He wants nothing to do with any of this. So, Sam Alito 
twice orders the Secretary of State to segregate those votes. That is any of those votes that are mail-in votes, segregate 
those votes. So you have people going on TV saying. well, that would not change the outcome of Pennsylvania. It's 
unconstitutional. What they did is unconstitutional and the Supreme Court, which uses judicial review- to get involved in 
ever* damn aspect of our society, every single piece of it, we are not going to get involved in this. And so what do they 
say? Nothing. Nothing. So they've contributed mightily to the plight that we are in today. So there are two bodies under the 
Constitution then who are supposed to deal with this. In the first instance, it is the state legislature. The Democratic Party 
systematically attacked the Constitution and our election system successfully. Attacked it. Attacked it. They attacked it 
through lobbying their Democrat officials. They attacked it through litigation and so forth and you might say, well, look at 
Georgia. That was a Republican Secretary of State, I don't care if he's a Republican. I don't care if he's an Independent. I 
don't care if he's a communist or libertarian. It doesn't matter to me. He did not have the power to enter into a Consent 
Decree with Stacey Abrams' group and change the signature requirements, but it did not have an effect. Of course, it had an 
effect, but that doesn't matter. They violated the Constitution. People are violating an unconstitutional process as a result of 
what these Democrats pushed whether it is legislation, whether lobbying or whether it is RINOs, it doesn't matter. It doesn't 
matter. So right now; the baseline is for our next election, all this lawlessness and even though the Constitution says the 
legislature shall direct. The legislature now has no power because the State Court will decide or a Governor will decide or 
at least other states. hi Wisconsin, bureaucrats will decide. Boards of Elections were deciding. They were changing the rules 
on COVID, oh COVID. Nothing to do with COVID. This was Nancy Pelosi's dream to turn the country into California when 
it comes to voting, so the Democrats can't lose, so they build supermajorities and then when they get in, what do they do? 
Do they play fair? Of course not. Remember, we can't comply with any of this unless we want to. No, we reject our 
founding, we reject our history. Remember the 1619 Project? Anything goes. We are progressives. We are neo-Marxists. We 
are statists. We are whatever they call themselves or whatever we call them. So this means nothing to them. They've told us 
what they intend to do if they win these Georgia seats. So I want to talk specifically to the people of Georgia. You are our 
last line of defense when it comes to the United States Senate. You are it. If you have any inclination to sit at home, you 
better stand the hell up. I'm not asking you to go to war. We are not asking you to put your lives on the line. We have brave 
young men and women who do that every* single day. We are asking you to vote, not just for Georgia, but for the rest of us. 
We are asking you to vote for the rest of us, whether you like the Republican candidates or not, it doesn't matter. I would 
vote for an orange juice can over these radical left-wing coots particularly this guy, Raphael Warnock who is an anti-Semite, 
who is a race baiter, who clearly hates this country and the idea that he is going to serve in the United States Senate. Then 
you have the other kook who is basically a trust fund candidate. He is 33 years old. He is looking to run for offices. His 
financial activities with Communist China, he wi ll not reveal, even went to the left-wing kook newspapers, I forget if it was 
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"The Post" or "The Times" who said, hey, you know; this could be an issue. Do we have to wait until after the election to 
find all of this stuff out? And Joe Biden and Kamala Harris are going into Georgia and campaigning for Warnock who is an 
anti-Semite, who has said outrageous things about Jews and the State of Israel. They are campaigning for them because the 
Democratic Party has an anti-Semitism problem, but they don't want to recognize it, and of course, the papers are going to 
defend them. I want to talk to the Republicans, particularly in the United States Senate, but also in the House. Any 
Republican who does not stand up to this on January 6, win, lose or draw, it's the principal, it is the issue and the 
American people need to understand you are serious about defending the Constitution. You are shredding the 
Constitution along with all those Democrats and the Democratic Party who put the nation in this position. Do you 
understand me, Mitch McConnell? John Thune? John Cornyn? The republican leadership in the Senate has been utterly 
pathetic. We're not taking election from anybody. They destroyed the election laws and are destroying the Constitution and 
you have taken an oath to uphold it. You need to protect that Constitution and you need to protect the American people and 
you need to stare down the left-wing media in this country and you need to stare down the people in that chamber who have 
done this to us. That is what you are required to do as far as I am concerned. And the House, you not need to listen to 
people like Adam Kinzinger and others who put out YouTube videos about how righteous they are. Or Ben Sasse, even 
worse. These people do not understand the Constitution and they are not defending it or supporting the Constitution. We 
have a chance in this country. It is left to Congress. Despite what the media said on Election Night, their 
announcements did not choose the President, despite what the media said when electors were chosen by the states 
that does not choose the President. What happens in terms of choosing the President is on January 6 when both 
chambers of Congress meet jointly and determine which electors to count and which ones matter. I understand it's a 
high hurdle. I understand that Congress has passed a statute a long time ago in the 1800s where it's a big hurdle for 
Republicans to get over because they don't control House and God forbid, I hope they do control the Senate. But that 
doesn't mean you don't fight for the Constitution and the country and for a President of the United States who, in 
my view, was re-elected, otherwise why would these Democrats do all the things that they have done? It was a 
strategic attack on the American people, the Constitution and our electoral system. It is time for everybody to stand up and 
be heard. Up next, do you see this? This is Joe Biden's plan for the future. I called it his Socialist Manifesto. It smells 
awfully like Stalin's Soviet Constitution. 

12/18/20 - Mornings with Maria 
Maria Bartiromo: "I think you make such an important point, Herschel, because we all want to see accountability in terms of 
the perpetrators who broke the law because they did not like Donald Trump." Christian, I want to play something that you 
posted on Instagram this week. I loved it. I played it over and over again. You posted this following the Electoral College 
vote. Let's take a watch. 

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 

CHRISTIAN WALKER SON OF HERSHEL WALKER: Let me break this down for any liberals who are being a little 
boisterous and out of control today. Article Two Section One of the Constitution, check into it. The electors might have cast 
their votes today. They're not counted until January 6th, when Congress meets. 

And for your information, seven states sent their GOP electors to vote for Trump today, Pennsylvania, Georgia. Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico. This preserves President Trump's right to remedy the fraud with his own 
electors. This isn't over yet. 

(END VIDEO CLIP) 

Bartiromo: "I just love that. Christian, tell me about that. The president agrees, this is not over yet. How do you see this 
playing out? And what are you looking for, Christian, in terns of more information about uncovering fraud?" 

C. Walker: "Well. I think it's really important for American citizens to understand that the Electoral College votes aren't 
certified until January 6th when Congress meets for a joint session with the vice president. The vice president then counts 
the votes. I think a lot of Democrats think, the election is finalized and totally over and it's simply not over. We have to 
finish the process. A lot of American citizens are concerned with the integrity of this election. So it's important that we go 
through the process and see how things playing out. This election is far from over." 

Bartiromo: "Yes, that is absolutely right. And that's why there's so much concentration right now, Herschel, on Georgia, 
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because people are wondering, is there going to be fraud there? You're going to be campaigning, and you have been 
campaigning with Senators David Perdue and Kelly Loeffler. What's your take on where we are with the presidential 
election and what you're expecting in Georgia come January 5th, Herschel." 

H. Walker: "Well, to be honest with you, I expect this president to be president for four more years. I think there's going to 
be a lot of things that's going to be brought out and I think a lot of people are going to -- I think they need to go to jail. I 
think there shouldn't be two laws, a law for the people and a law for the people in Washington that seem to be bad players. 
But T think this president here, one of the greatest legacies he can leave, it will leave us with a good -- good electoral 
system, meaning that everybody have a right to vote, a right to vote. And I think that's one of the best things he can leave for 
us is that because I think taking away our right to vote is the worst thing you can do. But this election in Georgia right now, 
Pm ashamed of what's going on in Georgia. Pm ashamed that the leaders decide not to be leaders but decide to hide and not 
protect the people. Right now this election's going to be tight, but even-one just has a legal vote to vote, need to get out and 
vote and not worry about what's going on in Washington. Let Washington take care of itself because I do trust in this 
president and I do think he's going to bring the bad players to justice. And I will be right there with him and I'll fight along 
with him as long as I need to fight with him because he's right, there was something that was done wrong. People need to be 
punished for it because I think that's the only way we can make this country free." 

12/20/20 - Sunday Morning Futures 
Maria Bartiromo: "And, Christian, you have also been talking a lot about the presidential election. I saw- your post on 
Instagram, which I thought was great. You were basically underlining Section 1, Article 2 of the Constitution. Tell us 
about it." 

C. Walker: "Well it's imperative that Americans understand that our Electoral College votes aren't certified until January 6, 
when Congress meets for a joint session, both the House and the Senate, with the vice president. A lot of Democrats right 
now are acting rather boisterous, braggadocios, arrogant that the election is over It's not over until it's over. January 6, 
the vice president will count the votes. I know a lot of Americans are concerned with the integrity of this election. I am. 
And so I'd like to finish the process out before anyone is bragging about it and - - yes." 

Bartiromo: "Yes, and that's pretty much what you said on Instagram, which was great. It went viral." 

12/21/20 - Mornings with Maria 
Peter Navarro: "So the bottom line here, Maria, look, if Joe Biden won this election with legal votes, rm going to be the first 
one to congratulate him." 

Bartiromo: `Yes." 

Navarro: "But fve -- I've looked at the -- look, I got a Harvard PHD in economics, done a lot of legal research --" 

Bartiromo: `Yes." 

Navarro: "Poured through thousands of documents, done the homework that the media out there has not done. My 
conclusion is that this election was likely stolen from Donald J. Trump." 

Bartiromo: "Yes." 

Navarro: "And the people of America are not going to put up with that. Remember, Maria, in 1960 --" 

Bartiromo: `Yes." 

Navarro: "Mayor Richard Daley stole the election from John F. Kennedy for -- for John F. Kennedy on behalf of Nixon." 

Bartiromo: `Wow." 

Navarro: "History books are going to show that this was a much bigger, bigger effort. Bend, break the rules." 

Bartiromo: "So extraordinary." 
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SEAN HANNITY 
1/18/21 - Hannity 
Sean Hannity: "Now big tech's blatant abuse and bias is on full display again tonight, because while the platform has 
banned President Trump and other prominent conservatives, it has no problem letting the far left activists charged last week 
in the Capitol riots continued to tweet freely. Where is Mr. Free Speech c' Jack now?" 

Sean Hannity: "Even so-called moderate Democrat, Joe Manchin, he's caved into the mob pressure. He -,rants to consider a 
plan to remove Senator Hawley and Senator Ted Cruz from Congress. He wants to use the 14th Amendment. In other words, 
bypass the will of the people in Texas and Missouri. Just totally ignore what they want, and again, all because they 
supported what was a perfectly legal audit of the election results as part of an electoral challenge, something the 
Democrats themselves did in 2000, 2004, 2016." 

1/7/21 - Hannity 
HANNITY: An important speech and as is the president's signature style, he fought as hard as he possibly could. After the 
actions of Congress last night, pretty much any remedy he had and what he's been fighting for have been exhausted. 
President's right to do it. Law and order must alvya}s prevail. Calm must be restored. We must get on with the business of 
America, all true, and an important part of that business is fixing flaws in our election process. Every state legislature needs 
to get busy. 

MATT GAETZ: You know what? Josh Hawley and Ted Cruz are patriots, because they saw something was wrong, they said 
something about it, we made our objections and now we all have an obligation to make sure we run clean elections in the 
future because it is still my belief, the people who actually showed up and voted, among the people who had identification 
tied to their ballot, Donald Trump won this election in a landslide. 

1/6/21 
HANNITY: At the same time, on the Senate floor, Senator Ted Cruz was leading an effort to force a 10-day emergency 
audit of the election results. Why? To address the concerns -- to, for example, look at the Gallup poll, 83 percent of 
Republicans, almost 30 percent of independents, millions of Democrats that saw irregularities and their strong belief the 
election was, in fact, fraudulent. 

There are also serious claims of fraud in Wisconsin. In other words, the law in Wisconsin, a place like Michigan, well, state 
law, well, expressly prohibits early voting. Well, how come it occurred? Well, we had a powerful dissent in that 3-4 
decision. 

We do need an investigation into irregularities, fraud. We do need a way forward together. We need election security 
reforms. 

1/5/21 
HANNITY: Make no mistake, tonight's two races could not be any more important. As we speak, all eves are on DeKalb, 
Fulton County, which were wrought with irregularities, claims of fraud and abuse during the general election. 

And in that election, there were, just like this election, serious allegations of voter fraud in three states, in Florida, in 
Louisiana, and South Carolina. 

And what did Congress do in 1877? Congress didn't throw up its hands and say, we have no solution here, we can't do 
any thing, we've got to ignore these allegations of voter fraud. No. 

12/24/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Now they want to lecture all of us, around 75 million, about the 2020 election. They want you, they want 
everybody to ignore any and all claims of fraud and abuse. That would mean they want you to forget about -- well, we've 
proven the case, state laws were absolutely not followed. They were broken in many cases." 

12/15/20 - Hannity 
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HANNITY: "Journalism. I said it in '07, is dead. They don't care about facts, they don't care about truth, they only care 
about Democrats winning elections, and even if they have to cheat. That's it. That's the mission. Fake news CNN, 
MSDNC, ABC, CBS, NBC, "The New York Times," Washington compost. That's Erik Pimple's paper. He's obsessed with 
us.

12/14/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: Now they want to lecture all of us, around 75 million, about the 2020 election. They want you, they want 
everybody to ignore any and all claims of fraud and abuse. That would mean they want you to forget about -- well, we've 
proven the case, state laws were absolutely not followed. They were broken in many cases. 

12/11/20 - Hannity 
RUDY GIULIANI: In the case of -- for example, of the state of Georgia, there's the videotape that in and of itself shows the 
election stolen right in front of your eves, live on tape. You can't just discount that. 

RUDY GIULIANI: Eight hundred and eighty -two thousand seven hundred and seventy ballots were counted in Philadelphia 
and Pittsburgh without a single Republican observer. I mean, that's outrageous. That's -- I mean, that's a landslide election 
stolen. President Trump, if you were to look at Pennsylvania, won Pennsylvania by 300,000 to 400,000 votes. It's been 
stolen from him and his people have not even had a chance to have a hearing to prove that. Well, we believe it's been stolen 
from us. We believe we have facts that allege that and we are not being given a chance to have a hearing on it. . . . And this 
is going to leave a terrible, terrible division among the American people because there's no question that these allegations 
have not been resolved, they're wide open, they draw a line right in the middle of this election. We're talking about millions 
of votes, hundreds of thousands and millions of votes that were stolen. A hundred thousand votes driven into an arena in 
Detroit at 4:30 in the morning, taken off the truck with garbage pails and counted all for Biden. 

HANNITY: How about the suitcases under the table after you kick out the media and you kick out observers and then you 
start counting when you say no more counting is going happen? 

GIULIANI: I mean, listen to the facts, what are you so afraid of? What are you so afraid of? 
Listen to the facts. Let us play the tape. Let's show you how 70,000 votes were stolen that actually in of itself changed the 
result in Georgia. We can show that to you on tape. 

HANNITY: All right. So, we just heard from Rudy. You have these pending state cases. The clock is obviously now a big 
factor on all of this moving forward. And -- but, you know, I will tell you and I agree with the 83 percent in Gallup and 77 
percent in Quinnipiac, and I think. FOX had a poll out today, 70 whatever percent, what percentage of Democrats, I think 
even Democrats see the irregularities that you and I pointed out on the show pretty much every night. 

HANNITY: All right. This is a Fox News alert: the Supreme Court has rejected the Texas Lawsuit, huge blow not only to the 
president but yeah, 83 percent of Republicans and 26 percent of independents and even 10 percent of Democrats that have 
watched and witnessed whistle-blowers and evewitnesses and evidence and video and have concluded this election was 
never done fairly, and more on that. I stand with them. I have more on that. 

Make no mistake, few- exceptions -- there are no journalists at CNN, NBC, MSDNC, the media mob, an«yhere -- they are 
all Democratic operatives. They're all an extension of all things Democratic socialist and Biden press operations, the same 
partisan liars, the same people that spread the Russian hoax almost four long years of lies and conspiracy theories, they've 
covered -- the same people who covered up for Hunter Biden when it mattered the most, and now, finally, telling you the 
American people to sit down and just shut up and accept the very* flawed election results. 

12/10/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: Let's break down why this Texas election challenge is so important and gaining momentum. This is the latest 
poll. It's out of Quinnipiac, 77 percent of Republicans believe they are in fact was widespread voter fraud, 77 percent. 
Gallup has it higher. They put the number over 83 percent. And to be very clear, I agree with all of you, all 77 and 
all 83 percent. I stand with you. 

12/9/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Look at this Marist poll, 24 percent of Republicans have confidence in election results, 62 percent, they don't 
even want the president to concede the election after this mess. A huge majority of Republicans -- well, they now see that 
the election was fraudulent and corrupt." 
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12/8/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: `2 had no idea hiding Biden was that popular. fm having a hard time getting over that he got 15 million votes 
more than Barack Obania. I don't know -- I'm kind of suspicious. I'm suspicious he got 15 million more votes than 
Hillary, too. I don't know. He couldn't get 1,000 people for his virtual Thanksgiving message to sign up. Nobody on the 
campaign trail would go to any event that he did.And, of course, in every major city, except for Atlanta, Milwaukee, Detroit, 
Philadelphia, and out in Nevada, oh, it seems that Joe Biden underperformed with minority voters, but overperformed in 
these very, well, how conveniently happening cities T mentioned." 

12/7/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Tonight, once again, we are tracking developments in multiple states where claims of this election 
irregularities, they just stack up, stack up, all whistleblowers." 

NEWT GINGRICH: "But also remember, as you know from this recent video, which they're trying to explain away, they 
have a security camera watching four Democrats after they sent all the Republican observers home open up these suitcases 
pull them off and open up these suitcases, we have no idea to what degree that they were stealing votes. But it's very 
strange how big the margin was for Joe Biden out of these suitcases." 

12/3/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Tonight, we are tracking multiple stories, serious allegations of election irregularities all across the country 
tonight, a lot of news tonight. In Georgia, look at this new surveillance footage we'll be showing you. Mysterious suitcases 
potentially filled, we believe with ballots rolled out from under a table after partisan election observers were asked to leave 
the room." 

HANNITY: "For weeks, the mob, the media, the Democrats, and everybody in one voice have been saving, there is no 
evidence of widespread election irregularities. Night after night, on this program, we've been telling you about all the 
affidavits. We told you about what the affidavit said. We've told you partisan observers could never observe and now, we 
are getting to the mountain of evidence and you're hearing directly from the witnesses. That's called evidence." 

12/2/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Now, the president is right. We have a duty to investigate every legitimate claim of fraud and abuse. 
Every American should be shocked by what we heard to the core from witness after witness these last few days.
Total, completely ignoring what are very serious allegations of election fraud and abuse. It's not just Michigan, it's Nevada. 
We're now told that the 15 deposed witnesses will be coming forward with their allegations in the next day, including claims 
over 130,000 votes in that state were counted illegally." 

12/1/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Tonight, we're going to do things on the show a little bit differently. Coming up, you're going to hear a little less 
for me in our opening monologue, more from your fellow American citizens. In other words, whistle-blowers from around 
the country who are now speaking out and coming forward and sharing what are their first-hand accounts of election 
irregularities. . . . The irregularities that they brought to light are unacceptable and, by the way, there are hundreds 
and hundreds and hundreds of sworn legal affidavits. The American people in every state, we deserve better. All the 
states that got it right, we have full confidence in the integrity and the vote in the outcome. Well, they deserve a fair vote for 
their -- in every state for them too. In order to find a solution, we need to know what went wrong." 

11/30/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: They arc nothing more than a glorified overpaid wing of the Democratic Party. They're the propaganda arm. 
They'll spread lies, conspiracy theories, have temper tantrums, give us the lectures, and I think we can take a few- weeks to 
investigate election irregularities. 

According to a poll, new "Politico" survey, nearly 80 percent of Trump voters believe this election was tainted with fraud. 
And you have every right not to have faith and confidence. . . . Howe come all these other states got it right? We have a right 
to be concerned. We'll follow the facts, we'll highlight concerning allegations and irregularities. 

So, yeah, I actually agree with "The New York Times." They highlighted the vulnerabilities and fraud that come with mail-in 
voting. I also agree in 2005, we had a report, James Baker, Jimmy Carter. It concluded absentee ballots remain the largest 
source of potential voter fraud. 
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HANNITY: So, all of you in the media mob, oh, this is a threat to democracy, asking questions about election irregularities 
--save us your phone B.S. lectures. They are meaningless to the rest of us. You dragged this country through hell. You did 
it again with your phony Ukrainian impeachment witch hunt. 

HANNITY: Quite frankly, the Georgia governor and Georgia secretary of state have been awful. They need to do more, like 
calling session of legislature and instill confidence in the voting process. For Georgia, this impacts the whole country. 
Serious questions need to be answered regarding valid irregularities in places like Fulton County. Why does the judge say, 
OK, we're going to not erase the Dominion machines, OK, you can erase, no, you can't erase them? What?" 

11/26/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "And, now, all of a sudden, we are supposed to submit to their power without being able to ask a legitimate 
question as people come forward and say, by the way, I wasn't allowed to follow the law and observe the vote counting and 
how this election was conducted, or just supposed to forget their vicious, vile attacks over the past four years. Well, excuse 
me, I'm sorry, that's not how this is going to work, at least not in this program, during this hour and other hours of friends of 
ours here. I won't and cannot -- we cannot be intimidated into silence. We're not going to be lectured by the same media 
frauds and Democrats, you know; the ones that called us chumps, irredeemable, deplorable, sexist, racist, Islamophobe, 
homophobes, smelly Walmart shoppers, yeah, we cling to our God, our guns, our Constitution, our religion, and bibles --
while they have been fueling a blind rage every second, every hour, of ever- day." 

11/19/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Democrats, the mob and media, they refused to care, instead continue to dismiss, downplay any real evidence, 
real Americans talking about voter irregularities, election law violations. . . . Where are you, Senator Warren? Senator 
Klobuchar? No longer care about election irregularities, as long as you get the result you want? You think the media mob 
would be doing it right now if thousands of uncounted ballots this week turned up in a close date for Joe Biden? Do you 
think the media would be silent? Do you think they would care at all? They don't seem to care at all." 

11/18/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Now, the president wants to take a few weeks, count every legal vote, investigate every claim of fraud and 
abuse, and the media acts like the world is ending. Obviously, with amnesia the last four years. They don't care about the 
thousands of previously uncounted votes we're discovering just this week in Georgia. They don't care about the two men 
charged in California. Why? Submitting 8,000 ballot applications for fake or dead voters. Don't seem to care about the 
impending possible recounts in Wisconsin after allegations over voter fraud they are carried by election officials in two 
heavily Democratic counties. In fact, breaking tonight, Democrats are trying to change -- get this -- the state's recount rules 
in Wisconsin to actually make it more difficult to review mail in ballots, after the vote. Clearly, they don't care about the 
validity of any of those ballots. They don't care about partisan election observers blocked from polling locations. They don't 
care about the chaos causing widespread made in voting, and by the way mail-in voting. And they don't care about outdated 
voter rolls and the lack of voter ID. And that leaves states vulnerable to fraud and to abuse and how can anyone have 
confidence in any of this? They don't care about security, they don't care about the accuracy of voting machines that they 
themselves and "The New York Times" and Princeton professors, and the "A.P.", all criticized. They don't care about any of 
it because they got the result they wanted. And for them, that's all that matters." 

11/13/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Even legal vote counted, and accurately. What happened to Speaker Pelosi? She now sounds like Donald 
Trump. Where are her cries for election integrity now? Instead of counting every legal vote, which she said she wanted to do 
then, Pelosi wants to take the election chaos now a step further with a so-called election reform bill, that would make it even 
harder to verify votes, even more mail-in ballots, less voter identification, and as we have documented for nearly two weeks 
on this program, there has been widespread reports of irregularities, arbitrarily discarded election laws, dead people -- oh, 
that's my favorite -- casting ballots. Millions of mail-in votes susceptible, as "The New York Times" reminded us, to fraud 
and abuse." 

TAMMY BRUCE: "It is about knowing that our families will be safe, stopping this obscene use of a crisis and suffering, 
including the coronavirus, instilling fear, so that they can try to steal an election, all because they are embarrassed, because 
he's the holder of the secret, because with even success of his, he exposed their failure. Even to the point of the vaccine, 
Cuomo saying, we11, it came out two months too early, in fact, no matter the suffering, they do not care, because Donald 
Trump showed everybody, not just the Democratic Party, what failure and frauds they were, but the entire system." 
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HANNITY: "And meanwhile, down in Georgia, we have an ongoing hand recount. There is only one election monitor, 
apparently, for every ten table vote counting. Now, does not inspire confidence in you? It doesn't to me. North Carolina, 
surveillance footage, you'll love this, showing the husband of a local Democratic candidate repeatedly escorting voters 
inside the polling location, to cast their ballots. One video actually shows him marking a voter's ballot. Oh, but we were told 
there is never any fraud." 

11/12/13 - Hannity 
HANNTTY: "Tonight, we did reach out to Dominion and they were claiming that this was caused by a human error. Tt had 
nothing to do with their operating system. But according to several reports, there may be -- there may be a lot more to this 
story. For example, back in June, during Georgia's primary, there were a lot of serious issues surrounding the state's 
Dominion voting machines. According to "The New York Times", quote: In some cases, the new machines require too much 
extra power for aging polling locations, blowing fuses and never powering on. In others, workers who are still being trained 
just days before the election, they struggled with the set up. Then, "The Times" goes on to write, quote, the electronic poll 
books, also new were plagued by freezing software and user error. Now keep in mind, during the presidential election, 
Dominion voting machines, they were used in all of Georgia's 159 counties and as we all know. that is a state with a 
razor-thin margin. So, the question must be asked -- by the way, don't expect the media mob to ever ask it, are Dominions 
systems prone to human error? Seventy-two million Americans voted for Donald Trump. All of them, all of us deserve an 
answer, and that's not the only concern being raised. In 2018, let's go to the liberal "A.P." reporting that Dominion, quote, 
long skimped on security in favor of convenience making it more difficult to detect intrusions. In fact, Dominion voting 
systems were rejected three times by data communications experts for Texas secretary of state and attorney general's office 
for failing to meet basic simple security* standards, once rejected in 2013, twice rejected in 2019. That would be last year. In 
2018, a prominent tenured Princeton professor who specialized in election machinery, policy, security, his name is Andrew 
Appel, he issued an op-ed blasting Dominion over security* concerns. And according to the professor, quote: The Dominion 
ImageCast Evolution looks like a pretty good voting machine but it has a serious design flaw. After you mark your ballot 
and after you review your ballots, the voting machine can print more votes on it. Yeah, that's a big problem. He then goes 
on, quote: Of course, the legitimate software installed by Dominion won't do that, but the machine is physically capable of it 
and fraudulent software can exploit that ability. And during a hearing on Capitol Hill 2017, Dr. Appel, remember, a tenured 
professor, Princeton, I would assume a pretty smart guy, explained how fraudulent software could be used to seriously alter 
elections. Wow, just two short years ago. Take a look." 

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 

ANDREW APPEL, `PRINCETON UNIVERSITY: Each voting machine is a computer running a computer program. 
Whether that computer counts the votes accurately or makes mistakes or cheats by shifting votes from one candidate to 
another depends on what software is installed in the computer. Installing software is how you hack a voting machine to 
cheat. I wrote a vote stealing program that shifts votes from one candidate to another. Installing that vote stealing program in 
a voting machine takes 7 minutes per machine with a screwdriver. The software I built was not rocket science, any computer 
programrner could write the same code. Once it's installed, it could steal elections without detection for years to come. 

(END VIDEO CLIP) 

HANNITY: "Now, am I saying tonight this happened with Dominion in this cycle? No. How would I possibly know?" 

11/10/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "Coming up, we are going to show you examples of serious irregularities, also bring your report out of the state 
of Georgia tonight where the authenticity of certain absentee ballot is now being called into question. Let us be clear, with 
razor-thin margins in multiple states, we, you the American people, have a right to investigate every- single claim of fraud 
and abuse and have a duty to count every single legal vote. And after years of being lied to, smeared, slandered, and frankly 
censored now by America's most powerful institutions, bureaucrats in the deep state, the hacks and the media mob, the 99 
percent, we're not just going to take their word for anything. We know we can't trust them." 

11/9/20 - Hannity 
HANNITY: "But tonight, the mob that you know is, what do I say, the 99 percent media mob, the Washington swamp, Joe 
Biden, all desperate -- they want to just call it a day and stop you from asking legitimate, tough questions about the election, 
about the process, about your vote even as a razor-thin margins still separate the candidates in key important battleground 
states. And, oh, and people are actually saying things that say impropriety they witnessed and were part of, and people --
they watched it with their own eyes. Should they not be listened to? The president and his campaign -- they are vowing to 
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ensure every legal vote is counted and ensuring that we have free and fair elections, ensuring that all the laws of every state 
were followed. That is the basis of this great democratic republic. Democrats, their sycophants, the extension of their press 
room, the media mob, they just want to try and block any and all audit of what are now growing examples and, frankly, 
affidavits of ballot irregularities and outright illegality. Now, because, coming up, we have even more evidence of 
suspicious ballot counting, whistle-blower accounts of what has happened behind the scenes, Republican observers being 
blocked for monitoring vote counting which by the way we will show you is a violation of state election laws." 

JEANINE PIRRO 
1/6/21 - Justice with Judge Jeanine 
JUDGE JEANINE PIRRO: Happy New Year and welcome to the first show of JUSTICE this year, 2021 I'm Judge Jeanine 
Pirro. Thanks so much for being with us tonight. We've got a packed show and a lot of news. But first, my open. It may be a 
New Year, but I'm not so sure much has changed from 48 hours ago. The left's hypocrisy continues to know no bounds. 
January 6, when the Electoral College vote will be formally counted is just a few days away. Yet how much do you 
even know about January 6th, and the congressional mechanism in place? The mainstream media doesn't talk about 
it. They prefer that the Joe Biden presidency be considered a done deal. Move on, you truth deniers. 

We're being told that it is futile, disruptive, an exercise in lunacy to even question the Joe Biden is the legitimately elected 
President of the United States. Almost laughable, given the left's refusal to accept Donald Trump as legitimately elected, 
even after their Russian collusion nonsense fizzled $40 million and three years later. And Hillary Clinton, well, she's still 
moaning to anyone who will listen that she was robbed in 2016. But let's analyze the significance of this day, which follows 
every presidential election. This Wednesday at one o'clock in Washington, D.C., there wi11 be a bicameral meeting of the 
new Congress. They will meet in this highly unusual joint session to count the electoral votes from the presidential race. 
Vice President Mike Pence will chair the roll call on this Electoral College certification process. The process begins with a 
call state by state. If there is a challenge by any House member and any senator claiming that something was wrong in the 
way the electors of that state were counted, the session is immediately halted. 

The House and the Senate then go to their separate chambers and debate for two hours, after which they return and vote. 
Both chambers must agree to remove electors from that particular state in order to sustain an objection, and for it to even 
matter. Now the power to invalidate electors rests solely within this joint session. If by chance, there is agreement of an 
irregularity and the Biden electoral count is reduced to under 270, then Congress elects the President. The House votes for 
President, the Senate votes for Vice President. The House votes by state. There are 30 Republican states and 20 Democrats. 
Now, this is nothing new. It's been the law since the 1880s. But to hear the Democrats you would think that the process itself 
is made up, unconstitutional, illegal and just plain unethical plot. The only thing that is new is the venom used to attack 
anyone tvho seeks to use this procedure in the manner in which it was legally intended. Now Senator Josh Hawley has 
already announced that at this electoral certification process, he will object to specific states failing to follow their own 
election laws. 

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 

SEN. JOSH HAWLEY (R-MO): My view is this, that this is my opportumtA- to stand up and say something, to stand up and 
point out that there wyere irregularities in this election, and that there was fraud. 

(END VIDEO CLIP) 

Hawley is within his right to do so in spite of the fact Democrats claim that the Republicans are the disruptors, yet, it was 
the Democrats in 1969, in 2001, in 2005, and in 2017 who challenged the electors. Following the 2004 presidential election, 
California Senator Barbara Boxer objected to and delayed ratification and then enter the real disruptors, the Democrats, the 
ones that we all know and love, starting with hypocrite on high, Nancy Pelosi. She defended Boxer's objections. Take a 
listen. 

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 

REP. NANCY PELOSI (D-CA): Today we are witnessing democracy at work. This isn't as some of our Republican 
colleagues have referred to it sadly as frivolous. This debate is fundamental to our democracy. 

(END VIDEO CLIP) 
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PIRRO: And good old, get in their face, Maxine Waters charged at the Ohio election was stolen, saving, quote, "I'm ashamed 
to say an African-American man failed to pursue voter intimidation." Jerry Nadler, the bozo, the one who says that Antifa is 
a m}th said in 2005, part of his objection to the electors was, quote, "The right to vote has been stolen from qualified 
voters." And vet we're the crazy- ones. We are the truth deniers. We are the disruptors. Separate from Josh Hawley's 
objections, though, hours ago, a different group of G.O.P. senators led by Texas Senator Ted Cruz indicated that they will 
object to the Electoral College certification and demand an emergency audit. He is joined by the following senators: 
Senators Ron Johnson, James Lankford, Steve Daines, John Kennedy, Marsha Blackburn and Mike Braun as well as 
senator-elect -- senators-elect Cynthia Lummis, Roger Marshall, Bill Haggerty- and Tommy Tuberville. Now, these senators 
believe that the November 3rd election featured an unprecedented allegations of voter fraud and illegal conduct, 
whereas Senator Josh Hawley will object to the failure of some states to actually follow their own election laws. 
Now you know the states where laws were changed by partisan State Supreme Court Judge and Secretary of State. Nov,-, it 
matters not which side of the aisle you sit, there are certain things which we, as Americans all believe: elections must be 
free of corruption even if there's a pandemic. No one has the right to intimidate us, shut us down, marginalize or threaten us 
as we fight for issues both the Constitution and the laws of Congress have actually permitted. You know, it was on New 
Year's Eve, on the frozen banks of the Delaware River. 245 years ago, the General George Washington soldiers were 
freezing cold. They were hungry -without pay, facing almost certain defeat and no longer interested in fighting. They had one 
more day of their commission before they could go home. They weren't interested in fighting and they weren't even 
interested in the pay that Washington offered them. So Washington dismounted his white horse, looked them in the eve, and 
talked about their moment in history and fighting for freedom and justice. With three percent of the population fighting for 
independence against tyranny, domination and control, these hungry, tired, cold, defeated soldiers knew that it was their 
moment to stand up and fight for freedom. To many, January 6th is such a moment. It cannot be denied that all the 
bellwethers were upset, that the irregularities were beyond minimal, as we are all being told to simply shut up and move on. 
January 6th will tell us whether there are any in Congress willing to battle for the America that those soldiers fought 
for, the one that you and I believe in. 

12/12/20 - Justice with Judge Jeanine 
JEANINE PIRRO, FOX NEWS HOST: "Hello, and welcome to JUSTICE. ri Judge Jeanine Pirro. Thanks so much for 
being with us tonight. Let's get right to my open. If you aren't convinced there's a Deep State after witnessing the antics of 
the mainstream media, Big Tech and the Democratic Party-, so determined to destroy President Trump and get him out of 
office and prop up Joe Biden to get him into office, then come along with me. They didn't just steal the election from 
Donald Trump, they stole it from all of you. There was a fraud in their inducement of all things Biden in order to 
con you. They conned you and they conned America. They wanted to win no matter what. Win at all costs. You 
didn't matter. You never mattered because it was never about you. It was about power, their power, the kind of power 
that corrupts absolutely. People in office too long, so long they have a sense of entitlement. So convinced of their 
superiority, there's supremacy, they justify to themselves and occasionally to us, like when Speaker Pelosi in office for far 
too long admits she held off getting you PPP money so that Donald Trump wouldn't get credit. She was willing to have us 
suffer as she waited for Biden, because somehow she knew he would win. In spite of the fact President Trump wanted to 
give those hurting $2 billion. She would have none of it. She stole that from you. The Deep State controlled the flow of 
information, the bad and the ugly about the Biden's as they made up information, bad and ugly about the Trump's. They not 
only hid the dirt that many of us were telling you about the Biden crime family, disgusting, ugly and treasonous. They made 
up lies and breathed never ending life into them to destroy a President fighting for us." 

12/5/20 - Justice with Judge Jeanine 
Jeanine Pirro: "More from President Trump's -- more from President Trump's raucous rally for Georgia's G.O.P. Senate 
candidates in a few minutes, but first, my open. When 100 million people vote before an election and a huge portion are 
mail-in ballots, extraordinary regulatory oversight is required. When election laws are changed for a presidential election on 
the eve of that election in violation of the Constitution, extraordinary regulatory oversight is required. Extraordinary times 
call for extraordinary= measures and leaders. Unfortunately, the Attorney General Bill Barr has proven himself to be anything 
other than extraordinary. This week, Barr commented that he has not seen fraud on a scale that could have affected a 
different outcome in the election. Really? It's curious, Barr, the head of the D.O.J. would affirmatively make a statement 
regarding a pending investigation. As a former prosecutor for over three decades, L and virtually everyone similarly situated 
know that D.O.J. guidelines do not allow comments on investigations. They neither confirm nor deny the existence of any 
investigation, yet Barr actually goes beyond that and takes it upon himself in the midst of a presidential election before 
some states have certified as affidavits alleging fraud continue to come in before electors have even voted -- that there is 
not sufficient evidence. So why would Barr do that? Why would he not continue an investigation as the evidence continues 
to come in? Why would he even share information on a pending investigation? It's just not done. Now before you made that 
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blanket conclusor statement, did you determine the answer Bill to these allegations? On Election Night, with the president 
comfortably ahead in many swing states, why was the counting stopped? Why were observers not permitted to reasonably 
observe ballot counting? Why were observers removed from counting areas? Why did counters cheer when Republican 
observers were removed? Why were windows boarded up in Detroit so that observers could not observe? Why when 
observers were allowed to re-enter was there an unusually large number of ballots with an unusually high percentage of 90 
and above for Joe Biden? And why was there a failure to match signatures on mail in ballots? Why was there a destruction 
of mail-in ballot envelopes, which must contain signatures? Why does a Voter Integrity Project in Georgia estimate that over 
20,000 people who no longer meet residency requirements were casting ballots in Georgia where Biden's margin is only 
12,000 votes? 

Why are there statistical anomalies in the chain of custody breakdowns? Why are there record numbers of dead people 
voting? How is it that ballots in pristine condition without creases suggesting they have not been in mail-in envelopes as 
required by law? Why is Joe Biden the first candidate to lose Florida and Ohio and still become President? Might it be 
that Florida and Ohio have safeguards in place, which the other states do not? Why are 18 of the 19 bellwether counties 
historically indicative of a presidential win won by Trump and not Biden? How is it that Biden underperformed Clinton in 
New York, Chicago and LA, but won in the swing states cities of Milwaukee, Atlanta, Detroit and Philadelphia, each known 
historically for voter corruption? How is it that Joe Biden underperformed with African-American voters everywhere 
but in those swing states? Why were ballot watchers in Pennsylvania not allowed to meaningfully observe to the point 
where they had to get a court order, and yet when they got one they still were not allowed to observe? How is it that "The 
New York Times" and Jimmy Carter and James Baker and all agree that absentee ballots are the largest source of fraud, 
allowing for changing votes, but now are suddenly secure? Bill, did you really have an answer to all those questions before 
you made your premature comments? Have your U.S. attorneys even finished their investigations? Nov,-, you know many 
were impressed with you, Bill because you were unflappable. And you said all the right things, but you haven't done 
anything that makes you any different from your predecessor, the one who spent two years hiding under his desk, Jeff 
Sessions. And where is the Durham report? Where are the prosecutions of individuals referred to you by the Inspector 
General like James Convey for perjury and Andrew McCabe for perjury? How was it that as soon as you became Attorney 
General, you will affirmatively came out protecting Barack Obama and Joe Biden?" 

11/21/20 - Justice with Judge Jeanine 
Jeanine Pirro: "The President's lawyers alleging a company called Dominion, which they say started in Venezuela with 
Cuban money and with the assistance of Smartmatic software, a backdoor is capable of flipping votes. And the President's 
lawyers alleging that American votes in a presidential election are actually counted in a foreign country. These are serious 
allegations. but the media has no interest in any of this. But you and I do as we should, because 73 million Americans voted 
for Donald Trump. Republicans took seats in the House they said would be won in a Democrat blue wave that never came, 
and so far we've held the Senate. They say the risk of our giving false hope should be enough to stop us two weeks later. I 
say the risk of not looking at what is staring us in the face is too great to not stop us. Now, the President's lawyers offered 
evidence by way of affidavits, which I told you last Saturday as a Judge, from a legal perspective, are sworn statements of 
individuals signed under penalty of perjury. meaning they know they face the penalty of prosecution and five years if they 
lie. These sworn statements are factual allegations are part of virtually every lawsuit. It's how you start a case. The 
President's law-viers have indicated that they have 250 such affidavits under oath, people ready to testify. People ready to 
face the hate that the left has inflicted upon all of us from day one. And you know what I'm talking about? Let's not kid 
ourselves. There's not a lot of violence going on right out there now because they believe they got their way. Forgive me. 
But I believe the only important thing is making sure that the American people and Lady Justice get their way, consequences 
be damned. On Thursday, Rudy Giuliani made clear the Democrats cities were targeted by crooked Democrats who stole 
votes. These were cities where they were comfortable with corruption, where political corruption ran through the bloodlines 
of cities like Pittsburgh and Philadelphia and Detroit. He described Election Night numbers going in the favor of Donald 
Trump, but by the next morning, absurd increases in Biden votes. Curious so many mail- in ballots for Biden with no down 
ticket vote. In Atlanta, a sworn affidavit under penalty of perjury. The affiant, a Fulton County observers says she observed 
absentee and mail-in ballots being counted, many of the boxes of ballots had voted for 100 percent Biden, zero Trump. The 
ballots appeared to be perfectly filled out as if they were pre-printed with the presidential candidate selected. Another 
declarant, who holds dual Doctorates in Economics and Engineering from Stanford states that Georgia uses Dominion Voting 
Systems, which has a history of technical glitches. And in Atlanta, these software glitches could have affected thousands of 
absentee mail-in ballots. On November 4, Biden received a batch of 134,886 votes at 6:30 in the morning. In Wisconsin, the 
day after the election. Biden received a dump of 143.000 votes at 3:42 a.m. The upshot in the graph is stunning. It suggests 
there was a pause, and then a filling in the needed votes to win. How do we know this? We knew it through affidavits, those 
sworn statements where you can actually go to jail if you don't tell the truth. Interesting, though, isn't it? Adam Schiff, and 
the Democrats can lie to us literally for years with no consequences to them. But American citizens who put themselves on 
the line and face the disdain, the hatred and threats of others, in a case like this, essentially, get prosecuted and witnesses are 
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putting themselves in the line of fire simply because they heard or saw something that was incredibly dangerous to speak of, 
but about which they chose to speak. Two individuals and one Dominion employees signed an affidavit, and yet there is a 
hue and cry by the media to see these affidavits, many of them are already on file in lawsuits across the country. But these 
witnesses, many of them are seeking protection and therefore their safety until the time that it is necessary for them to 
testify. Does anyone really believe that they are exaggerating when they say they are in fear? Does anyone really think that 
the group that brought us hysteria, division and chaos for four years while Donald Trump was President, and now is 
unusually calm? Wouldn't react to a narrative different than the one that they are comfortable with now? I ask you, what is 
the problem in seeking to confirm that this election had no irregularities? Why have we found thousands of ballots after the 
election was called? Why were observers not allowed to watch? Which was their legal right. And additionally, to make sure 
that everything was done correctly? As an aside, on November 5th, I tweeted that there were complaints of voter fraud. 
Where is the F.B.I. and the D.O.J.? The tweet was removed because some or all of the content was disputed, and might be 
misleading. I then asked my girlfriend, Jackie, to tweet the exact same thing. She did and her tweet has not been removed, 
leading me to believe that it's got nothing to do with algorithms, and that the censorship going on in this count!' is the 
censorship about individuals. Censorship of people is in full play now. Why was there an overnight popping of the vote 
tabulation that cannot be explained for Biden? The issue now is, are there enough trend lines to overturn an election 
in an individual state? Can a court throw out thousands of votes because of instances of fraud or over voting? How 
can we assess whether the provisional ballots are to be counted if a voter shows up to vote, and is told he or she has already 
voted by mail? How do we handle that? Hon do we handle the judges in Pennsylvania and the Secretary of State in Georgia 
who unilaterally changed the election law without the appropriate legislative authority? Should these states be able to certi . 
when there is a constitutional issue, that clearly only the legislature can change the election rules? How is it that Biden 
underperformed Hillary in every city except before that Rudy accuse them -- the four cities that Rudy accused of being 
corrupt Democrat strongholds. These are the questions that aren't going away. For the sake of our Republic, we have an 
obligation to get honest and truthful answers, in fact, demand them. Stay tuned. And that's my open. 

11/14/20 - Justice with Judge Jeanine 
PIRRO: "We believe in free speech. We believe in accepting winners and not being sore losers. That still holds true. But 
anyone who says this election doesn't deserve a closer look is a hypocrite. If you want a free and fair election, there 
must be a resolution of the issues that so many people are swearing to in affidavits. A primmer by the way, in the 2000 
presidential race, the Democrats took their case in their candidate to the United States Supreme Court. The presidency then 
wasn't resolved until December 13th of that year, a month from where we are now. In 2016, Hillary may have conceded, but 
there were recount efforts in Wisconsin, and efforts in Pennsylvania and Michigan where Democrats challenged the votes. 
Certifications were not filed until December 13th, a month from now. Look, folks, under the cover of COVID, rules were 
changed, providing opportunities for wrongdoers. COVID cannot be used to run heard on our Constitution. COVID is not a 
prophylactic that prevents us from exercising our constitutional fundamental right to vote. And Joe Biden, well, he had his 
own view of the opportunity it presented." 

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 

JOE BIDEN (D), PRESIDENT ELECT OF THE UNITED STATES: We have put together I think, the most extensive and 
inclusive voter fraud organization in the history of American politics. 

(END VIDEO CLIP) 

PIRRO: "So I ask, why were rules and procedures changed just before the election in Pennsylvania and Georgia because of 
COVID? There are affidavits and c-mails that prove that voters in Democrat counties are treated differently than voters in 
Republican counties. Whether the poll watchers who have a legal right to view were forced out, pushed back as far as 60 
feet or not even allowed in to do what they have a legal right to do. Why would the Democrats want to ban election 
observers as they count the ballots? Do they not think they could win honestly? Why were there so many unsolicited 
ballots without verification signatures? Ballots without postmarks? Why did a judge in Pennsylvania go outside his power to 
extend the deadline to receive mail-in ballots after the legislature? The only constitutional body permitted to do so refused 
to do so? And why did a Trump-hating Secretary of State in Georgia agree with Stacey Abrams? And there is a lawsuit by 
Lin Wood in the United States District Court in Georgia contesting those decisions. Why were signature requirements 
loosened and mail-in valid signatures not required to match voter registration rolls? Pray tell. Now I believe in the 
resurrection, but dead people voting? I don't think so. Like the mother who swore that her dead son was indeed dead, but 
that he voted twice. I don't think so and neither did she. 

And those voting machines created by Dominion, stay tuned. The best is yet to come. Now, the left talks about bringing the 
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country together after they created four years of chaos, accusing Trump of sowing doubt in our democracy, saying that his 
questioning of this election is a danger to America as if the election process being changed in the middle of an election is no 
big deal, as if a little fraud is okay. And they lash out on any voting challenge, casting it as a temper tantrum by us. Really? 
We are the ones having the temper tantrum? The question ultimately is, will any of these allegations affect the sufficient 
number of votes to change the result of the election? Maybe yes, maybe no. If the answer is President Trump did not 
vin, then on January 20th, Joe Biden will be my President. But until then, President Trump is my President because 
America has only one President at a time. And in the meantime, please don't tell me that we cannot examine the ballots. 
Please do not tell me that we cannot pursue these irregularities. That's laughable. The left didn't stop on Election Day in 
2016. And with all due respect, the left boycotted President Trump's inauguration. They marched in Washington in their 
pussy hats and had a hissy fit for four years." 

NEWT GINGRICH 
11/11/20 - Mornings with Maria 
Newt Gingrich: "Look, if you back all the way out and look at the statistical basis of this. Biden didn't do very well, 
everywhere except he's stealing it." 

11/17/20 - Hannity 
Newt Gingrich: "So, I just want you to know Pin extremely concerned that this will be stolen no matter how good the 
campaign is." 

11/18/20 - Mornings with Maria 
Newt Gingrich: "So I think the president owes it to the country. Forget not just his re- election, the president owes it to the 
American people to ensure that we understand how much corruption there has been and what -- and how the left has rigged 
the game and how they've tried to basically steal the presidency. And T think if they're allowed to get away with it, will 
try to steal the two seats in Georgia." 

1/06/21 - Mornings with Maria 
Newt Gingrich: `Well, look, I mean I think Vice President Pence is in a tough situation he presides but he doesn't control. 
And I think if he were to make a really bold, radical decision, he'd be over ridden by the Senate instantaneously. So he's got 
to figure out what -- what is his honest, constitutional duty and do it, whether it makes the president happy or not. Second, I 
think, that what Ted Cruz is doing is actually basically right. The Constitution is very clear. The Federalist Papers explaining 
the Constitution are very clear. The Congress -- the founding fathers were terrified that a foreign government would 
manipulate our system to control the president. We see this very clearly. And I think they saw the Congress as the last place 
to judge, not just to be a clerk who receives, but to judge. In 1877, the Congress created a commission. Both in Jefferson's 
election and in John Quincy Adams' election, they took over a hundred days to decide ultimately on the electors. So this is 
not an automatic rubber stamp. And I think, to say, couldn't we have 10 days without in any way affecting the date of the 
inaugural. So Biden can go ahead and draft his inaugural. Trump, who's a (INAUDIBLE), will go ahead and draft his 
inaugural. But one of them will give an inaugural on the 20th of January. Now, why can't we have -- wyhen we have 
about 39 to 40 percent of the country believes this election's fraudulent, why can't We have some sort of time-out period 
here to get a commission to review the evidence and help the country come to grips with itself" 

GREGG JARRETT 
12/22/20 - Lou Dobbs Tonight 
Gregg Jarrett: "We begin this evening with two critical battles that will define the future of the country. President Trump's 
Chief of Staff, Mark Meadows, tweeting about White House meetings with Members of Congress saying, `Several or 
members of Congress just finished a meeting in the Oval Office with President Trump preparing to fight back against 
mounting evidence of voter fraud.' Stay tuned. Those meetings come ahead of a critical January 6th meeting of 
Congress where they will vote to certify the Electoral College votes. If a senator joins with a Member of Congress in 
challenging states' electors, there is the potential those states' votes could be tossed out." 

From: Scott, Suzanne <Suzanne.Scott(afox.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 12:02 PM 
To: Briganti, lrena <h-ena.Briganti'a,FOXNEWS.COM>; Cooper, Meade ( Fox) <meade.cooper'afox.com>; Wallace, Jay 
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<jay.wallace'a;FOXNEWS.COM>: Petterson, Lauren <Lauren.Pettersonld;FOXNEWS.COM> 
Cc: Walsh, Adreanna ( Fox) <adreanna.walsh1dfox.com> 
Subject: is there any sound or evidence to support this? 

Is it "unarguable that high profile Fox voices fed the story that the election was stolen and that January 6th an 
important chance to have the result overturned " 

Please send specifics if so. 
S 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely 
for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of 
the message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you 
should permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any 
content of this message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its 
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this 
email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: Murdoch, Rupert </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=6F0571 C63E7B49769B4A58009B115570-CRC> 

To: Scott, Suzanne 
Sent: 1/21/2021 11:34:41 AM 
Subject: Thursday! 

Big morning with McConnell meeting with Graham and other anti-impeachers. 

Still getting mud thrown at us! Is it "unarguable that high profile Fox voices fed the 
story that the election was stolen and that January 6th an important chance to have the 
result overturned "? 

Maybe Sean and Laura went too far. 
All very well for Sean to tell you he was in despair about Trump but what did he tell his 
viewers? 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Scott, Suzanne </O=EXCHANGELABSIOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)CN=RECIPIENTSICN-85BFE6824750416436BDAOFT8D10843E-
SUZANNE SCO»

To: Murdoch, Rupert
sent: 11/18/20205:09:38PM
Subject: Re. Glan.

yes Sean and even Pirro agrees.
spoke to Hope will update you tomorrow.

From: Murdoch, Rupert<cre@foxcom>
Sent: Thursday, November 15. 2020 5:08 PM
To: Scott, Suzanne <Suzanne Scott@fox com>
Subject: Giuliani

Teriestdamaging cverybodh. | Rar.
Probably hurting us too. Seems chaotic.
Talk tomorrow 1hope.

Sent from my iPhon
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From: Scott, Suzanne </O=EXCHANGELABSIOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)CN=RECIPIENTSICN-85BFE6824750416436BDAOFT8D10843E-
SUZANNE SCO»

To: Murdoch, Rupert
sent: 1/5/2021 1:57:28 AM
Subject: Re: Resul.

ve been told privately that has all happened.
Happy to discuss further.
Georgia may take many days to resolve.
s

From: Murdoch, Rupert<cre@foxcom>
Sent; Tuesday, Jancary 5, 2021 11:48 AM
To: Scott Suzanne <Suzanne Scott@fox com>
Subject: Result.

It's been suggested our prim time thre should independently or tother say someting like “th election is over and Joe
Biden won. We anc all disappointed. but it append. We Tove America and have to tum the pags.
“We wil now be the loyal opposition criticizing every liberal mistake the new administration makes. Their declared
policies on domestic and forcizn policies are mie at best. or worse. rtreadsofthe filed Obama years
“And first. c's wear masks ard unite 0 defeat the COVID plague”

Not those words. but refinement would £0a long way 10 stop the Trump myth that the clction stolen. And the basis of
his 2024 campaign.

Incidentally, Tucker was very good last night

No need to respond but we can alk tomorrow when we will have real
figures from Georgia

Sent from my iPhonc
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE 

US DOMINION, INC., DOMINION 
VOTING SYSTEMS, INC., and 
DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS 
CORPORATION, 
 
   Plaintiffs, 
 
     v. 
 
FOX NEWS NETWORK, LLC, 
 
   Defendant. 
 

  
 
 
  
  Case No. N21C-03-257 EMD 
   
  CONSOLIDATED 
 
 

US DOMINION, INC., DOMINION 
VOTING SYSTEMS, INC., and 
DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS 
CORPORATION, 
 
   Plaintiffs, 
 
     v. 
 
FOX CORPORATION and FOX 
BROADCASTING COMPANY, LLC, 
 
   Defendants. 

  
 
 
  
  Case No. N21C-11-082-EMD 
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AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN POULOS 

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE        ) 
            ) 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA        ) 
 

 BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared John Poulos, 

who being a credible person of lawful age first duly sworn according to law, deposes 

and states as follows: 

I, John Poulos, having been first duly sworn hereby depose and state: 

1. I am the CEO of US Dominion Inc., Dominion Voting Systems, Inc., 

and Dominion Voting Systems Corporation (“Dominion”).  The testimony provided 

herein is based on my personal knowledge and, if called upon, I could and would 

competently testify thereto. 

2. I founded Dominion in Toronto, Canada. In 2003, I incorporated the 

company in Ontario as Dominion Voting System Corporation. 

3. Dominion develops voting technology that utilizes an auditable, paper 

trail that enables Dominion’s customers to test, verify and audit their election results. 

4. By the end of 2009, Dominion had procured its first contract to provide 

voting machine technology in the U.S. market and incorporated a subsidiary, 

Dominion Voting Systems, Inc., in Delaware. 
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5. Today, Dominion’s business is organized as US Dominion, Inc., a 

Delaware corporation, and its two wholly owned subsidiaries, Dominion Voting 

Systems, Inc. and Dominion Voting Systems Corporation. 

6. Dominion has its headquarters in Denver, Colorado. 

7. In the 2020 Presidential Election, Dominion served customers, 

typically counties, within 28 states and Puerto Rico. 

8. Every state in which jurisdictions used Dominion voting machines in 

the 2020 Presidential Election certified the voting system prior to the election. 

9. Dominion voting machines generated auditable paper ballots or a paper 

trail for votes cast in the 2020 Presidential Election in contested swing-state 

jurisdictions where the machines were used, including Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, 

and Pennsylvania. 

10. In the 2020 Presidential Election, only one jurisdiction in Arizona used 

Dominion voting machines, Maricopa County, and every Georgia county used 

Dominion voting machines. 

11. Dominion does not monitor votes, see votes in real-time, send votes 

overseas, or flip votes. Dominion did not do any of those things in the 2020 

Presidential Election.  It is not technologically feasible for Dominion to have done 

those things. 
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12. Dominion does not provide extra ballots or “dump” ballots, nor did it 

do so in any jurisdiction in the 2020 Presidential Election. 

13. Dominion voting machines used in the 2020 Presidential Election did 

not run or use Smartmatic software or technology. 

14. Dominion did not engage in “corruption” or provide “significant 

benefits” to Georgia officials in exchange for “rushing” through a contract with 

Dominion.  Dominion did not offer to any government official a bribe or “kickback,” 

any benefits to their family, or any assurance that they would win re-election, in 

exchange for contracting with Dominion, approving Dominion for use, or using 

Dominion voting machines in their jurisdiction in the 2020 Presidential Election. 

15. On December 15, 2020, I gave sworn testimony before the Michigan 

Senate Oversight Committee.  Attached as Exhibit “A” is a true and correct copy of 

Exhibit 1611, an exhibit marked by Fox’s counsel at my deposition in my individual 

capacity.  The exhibit contains video of my sworn testimony. 

16. During that testimony, I stated: “It is technologically impossible to see 

votes being counted in real time or to flip them.”  I also stated: “Additionally, 

Dominion does not have any servers in Germany or Spain. No votes are sent 

overseas. Let me be clear.  Ballots aren’t sent anywhere, not overseas, not over state 

lines, and not even over county lines.  All the votes are counted by local bipartisan 

US election officials in the United States.”  These statements are true and correct. 
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I decl are under p enal ty  of  p erj ury  under the l aw s  of  D el aw are and the U nited 

S tates  of  A merica that the f oreg oing  is  true and correct.  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
J ohn Poul os  
 

S ubs cribed and s w orn to bef ore me,  the unders ig ned Notary  Publ ic,  by  means  
of  communication technol og y ,  this  1 6 th day  of  J anuary  2023 .  
 
 
 
              

Notary  Publ ic in and f or the S tate of  T exas  
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Signed on 2023/01/16 12:19:23 -6:00

John George Poulos

Notarial act performed by audio-visual communication

E2207785D8E6

Signed on 2023/01/16 12:19:23 -6:00Signed on 2023/01/16 12:19:23 -6:00
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Michelle Carlock
Commission # 788954-6
Notary Public
STATE OF TEXAS
My Comm Exp. Mar 17, 2025
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A. The rights, privileges, restrictions and conditions attachedto the Class A
Shares shall be as follows

i) The holders of Class A Shares shall not, as such. have any voting rights for the
elections of directors. The holders of the Class A Shares shall, however, be
entitled to notice of meetings of shareholders;

ii) The Corporation may, upon giving not less than thirty (30) days notice, redeem
the whole or any part of the Class A Shares on payment for each share to be
redeemed the sum of $1.00 (the "Redemption Amount’), together with all declared
‘and unpaid dividends thereon. The Corporation shall give notice of such
redemption to the registered holders of the shares to be redeemed, specifying the
date and place of places of redemption. Such notice shall be given by means of
ordinary prepaid first class mail. If notice ofany such redemption be given by the
Corporation in the manner aforesaid and an amount suficient to redeem the.
shares be deposited with any trust company or chartered bank in Canada, as
specified in the notice on or before the date fixed for redemption, dividends on the
Class A Shares to be redeemed shall cease after the date so fixed for redemption,
and the holders thereof shall thereafter have no rights against the Corporation in
respect thereof except, upon the surrender of certificates for such shares, to
receive payment therefor outof the moneys so deposited:

ii) The holders of the Class A Shares may. upon giving notice as hereinafter
provided, require the redemption of the whole or any part of their Class A shares.
and receive payment of the Redemption Amount for each Class A Share, together
with all declared and unpaid dividends thereon, calculated to but, excluding the
date of redemption. Not less than thirty (30) days notice in writing of such
requirement for redemption shall be given by mailing such notice to the Secretary
of the Corporation. specifying the required date of redemption. and on the date of
redemption. the holder shall receive payment of the Redemption Amount by the
Corporations;

iv) The holders of the Class A shares, in priority to the holders of the Common
Shares. shall be entitied to receive and the Corporation shall pay thereon, as and
‘when declared by the Board of Directors of the Corporation, out of any or all profits
o surplus available for dividends, non-cumulative dividends at the rate of 5% of
the Redemption Value of the Class A Sharesperannum.

v) In the event or the liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation.
‘whether voluntary of involuntary. or any other distribution of the assets of the
Corporation among its shareholders for the purposeofwinding up its affairs, the
holders of the Class A Shares shall be entitled to receive the sum of $1.00 per
share before any amount shall be paid to the holders of the Class B Shares of the
‘Common Shares. Except as provided above, the holders of theClassA Shares
shall not be entitied to any further participation in the assets of the Corporation
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B. The rights, privileges, restrictions and conditions attached to the Class B Shares shall
be as follows:

i) The holders of Class B Shares shall not, as such, have any voting rights for the elections
of directors. The holders of the Class B Shares shall. however, be entitled to notice of
meetings of shareholders;

ii) The Corporation may. upon giving not less than thirty (30) days notice, redeem the
whole or any part of the Class B Shares on payment for each share to be redeemed the
sum of $1.00 (the “Redemption Amount’) together with all declared and unpaid dividends
thereon. The Corporation shall give notice of such redemption to the registered holders of
the shares to be redeemed. specifying the date and place or places of redemption. Such
notice shall be given by means of ordinary prepaid frst class mail. If notice of any such
redemption be given by the Corporation in the manner aforesaid and an amount sufficient
to redeem the shares be deposited with any trust company or chartered bank in Canada.
as specified in the notice on or before the date fixed for redemption, dividends on the
Class B Shares to be redeemed shall cease after the date so fixed for redemption. and
the holders thereof shal thereafter have no rights against the Corporation in respect
thereof except, upon the surrender of certificates for such shares, to receive payment
therefor out of the moneys so deposited;

ii) The holders of the Class B Shares may, upon giving notice as hereinafter provided.
require the redemption of the whole or any part of their Class B shares, and receive
payment of the Redemption Amount for each Class B Share, together with all declared and
unpaid dividends thereon, calculated to but, excluding the date of redemption. Not less
than thirty (30) days notice in writing of Such requirement for redemption shall be given by
mailing such notice to the Secretary of the Corporation, specifying the required date of
redemption, and on the date of redemption, the holder shall receive payment of the.
Redemption Amount by the Corporations:

iv) The holders of the Class B shares, in priority to the holders of the Common Shares,
shall be entitied to receive and the Corporation shall pay thereon, as and when declared by
the Board of Directors of the Corporation, out of any or all profits or surplus available for
dividends. non-cumulative dividends at the rate of 5% of the Redemption Value of the
Class B Shares per annum

v) In the event or the liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation, whether
voluntary of involuntary, or any other distributionofthe assets of the Corporation among its
shareholders for the purpose of winding up ts affairs, the holders of the Class B Shares
shall be entitied to receive the sum of $1.00 per share before any amount shall be paid to
the holders of the Common Shares. Except as provided above, the holders of the Class B
‘Shares shall not be entitled to any further participation in the assets of the Corporation.
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B. The rights, privileges, restrictions and conditions attached to the Common Shares shall
be as follows

i) The holders of the Common Shares shall be entitled to receive notice of and attend all
meeting of shareholders of the Corporation and shall be entitled to one (1) vote in respect
of each share held by such holder.

ii) The holders of the Common Shares shall be entitled to receive dividends if and when
declared by the Board of Directors;

ii In the event of liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation or other
distribution of assets of the Corporation among its shareholders for the purpose of
winding-up its affairs. the holders of the Common Shares shall be entitled (subject to the
rights of holders of shares of any class ranking prior to the Common Shares) to receive the
remaining property or assets of the Corporation
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No shareholders shall be eniitled to sell, transfer or otherwise dispose of any share
or shares in the capital of the Corporation without the unanimous prior sanction of
the Board of Directorsof the Corporation, expressed by a resolution passed at a
meetingof the Board of Directors or by an instrument of Instruments in wring
signed by all the Directors of the Corporation.
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April 9, 2019

“The Honorable Amy Kiobuchar ‘The Honorable Jack Reed
United States Senate United States Senate
425 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg. 728 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 201510 Washington, DC 20510

‘The Honorable Gary C. Peters ‘The Honorable Mark Warner
United States Senate United States Senate
724 Hart Senate Office Building 703 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510 Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senators:

“Thank you for your leer dated March 26, 2019 to Dominion Voting Systems. We appreciate your
interest in our company and its products

As a major provider of election products and services to counties and states across the U.S, we
take our commitment to providing our Customers with secure, transparent and auditable certied
election systems very seriously. We also are extremely dedicated to product innovation. Your
letter provides us with an opportunity to describe these commitments in further detail

Election systems are receiving an upgrade in many communities across the United States.
However, while many jurisdictions have updated their systems, others have been unable to
overcome existing barriers to do the same. We believe that additional federal support and
effective public-private collaborations are important elements to overcome some of these barriers.

Please find our responses to your questions accompanying this letter. We welcome the
‘opportunity to further brief you and your staff to the extent you have any additional questions.

Regards,

John Poulos
President & Chief Executive Officer
Dominion Voting Systems
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Company Priorities for Federal System Certification Efforts

Dominion Voting Systems is working closely with states and localities that are seeking to replace
their legacy or end-ofIfe systems by 2020 with certified Solutions that produce paper ballots or
paper aud rails for auditing and resilience. We alsofollow U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(EAC) recommendations to maintain optimal performance of older legacy systems."

Our systems are designed to meet the diverse and ever-changing requirements of state and local
jurisdictions. All systems are tested using an independent, federally-accredited Voting Systems,
Test Laboratory (VSTL) in order to meet certification standards promulgated by the EAC in
‘conjunction with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), as well as specific
requirements set forth by individual states, to include Source code reviews, penetration testing,
post-election auditing and more.2 These certified software packages and systems are the only
versions allowed to be deployed for voting by law.

Dominion has submitted systems for state certification that meet or exceed standards in the
federal VSG 1.1 framework, and our election customers have been working with us to expand
features for security, auditabilty and accessibilty.> We have also been actively engaged with the
EAC and other stakeholders in the ongoing work to finalize VSG 2.0 guidelines. We remain
hopeful that VVSG 2.0 will provide a more effective process for introducing innovations and
maintenance of deployed systems. However, detailed requirements and testing criteria are crucial
to moving ahead with substantive development and certification efforts under VVSG 2.0.

‘Congress may wish to support the EAC in efforts to modernize the current federal framework for
certification and testing of election equipment. The complex pathway from lab to market impacts
the pace at which new or updated solutions can be introduced. While much of the current effort
‘around WSG has understandably focused on establishing thorough and comprehensive testing
criteria for systems, there must also be clear mechanisms for streamlined certification updates,
and security-focused patching

We commend Congress and the White House for recent actions to establish a full quorum of EAC
‘commissioners, which benefits the elections community as a whole. We urge our federal and
state partners to work together to help remove additional barriers that exist for jurisdictions that
want to replace their older or end-o-Ife voting systems. Congress may be uniquely well-stited to
respond to state and local requests for addtional resources.

TUS EAG, 10 Things to Know about Manating Aging VingSystems”Oct. 14,2017.
itshea goidocumenty2017110/4n: gsono about ana:BeGi ystemsvt technolo:astems cybersecurity
#56 ep Amenca VteActof 2002 (HAVA). hits eacaoiasset/ SIHAVAL1 POE
+ Specifcly, ut ImageCastEvauton vaing system was designed according of requremens fo uvrsaly-accessitle
voling Seo Vsuntry Yong Sysoms Gudeines (SG) 11.8 33 and HAVA § 301 (3) (3)
igs hv 36goulotngequipmentving ten-aidelnes
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Company Commitment to Security

Dominion recognizes that maintaining our company security posture requires constant vigilance
and engagement. In preparation for 2020, our companywide security program involves three key
areas: 1) Comprehensive Organizational Security; 2) Product Security and Customer Support,
and; 3) Situational Awareness and Preparedness.

Our company has decades of professional experience in supporting election officials with
administering and securing elections. We are committed to investing in security and innovation
efforts, tracking risk and thveat information, engaging in peer leaming, developing new
capabilities, educating the public about election technology and supporting our customers. We:
work hard to promote a company culture of security and cyber hygiene, with mandatory employee
background screening, training and companywide adoptionofadvanced digital protections.

Dominion employs a “Defense in Depth" approach to our internal infrastructure. Multiple layers of
protection are in place spanning user endpoints, network and systems infrastructure and cloud
systems, along with mult factor authentication. Protection efforts include technology solutions
‘and human reviews. We conduct continuous vulnerabilty scanning and utiize third-party services
for threat hunting and breach detection. Dominion has also implemented email verification records:
for SPF, DKIM and DMARC to protect communications with associates and customers. We have
mandated security awareness training for all employees and routinely do intemal phishing tests.

Dominion has reinforced our in-house security expertise by employing a team of seasoned
professionals with backgrounds in risk management, IT security, engineering and law
enforcement. Our Chief Security Officer, who has extensive federal government work experience,
is accountable for overseeing companywide risk management in conjunction with our IT and
product security teams. We also use third-party providers, including federal government partners,
to help inform and assess companypractices and mitigate risk across our networks and systems.
Valuable feedback thatwe receive from our customers guides this mission.

Dominion actively engages in coordinated emergency planning and information-sharing via the
USS. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Sector Coordinating Council (EISCC) for Election
Infrastructure and Information-Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISAC). We served as Chairofthe
EISCC from 2017-2018 and we currently lead the IT-ISAC Election Industry Special Interest
Group (EISIG). Our company conducts security briefings and training sessions with state and
local election officials who use our systems to educate and inform them of best practices for
securing their voting equipment and chain of custody process. We are making great strides in
enhancing our nation's situational awareness and collecive readiness posture.

We are working closely with states and localities seeking to replace their legacy or end-of-life
systems by 2020 with federally-certfied solutions that produce paper records for auditing and
resilience. We offer hardware maintenance service and certified software/firmware updates on

“A ofthe systems that we produce generate voerveifiaie paper recep or balls.
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a regular basis, and we follow EAC recommendations designed for election officials to maintain
optimal performance of older, legacy systems. *

Dominion presently adheres to a variety of federal and state reporting requirements, including the
EAC’s mandatory requirement for reporting system issues in federal elections.® We have
established clear internal protocols for handing incidents and working with government partners
in appropriate fashion, per guidance from DHS. ISAC membership provides an ideal path for
voluntary information-sharing with federal partners, including clear information-handiing practices.
for Protected Critical Infrastructure Information (PCI) & other Cl-related sharing.*

Dominion is currently working with other industry companies via the IT-ISAC Elections Industry
Special Industry Group (EISIG) to identify options for establishing a voluntary Coordinated
Vulnerability Disclosure (CVD) program designedto strengthen the security and resilience of our
products. This work expands upon existing federal and state processes for certification, testing
and reporting on risks and vulnerabilities regarding election infrastructure using an independent
process.* Government partners at all levels can help by supporting and incentivizing voluntary
industry participation in this program.

Like other areas of technology and critical infrastructure, we have a well-established personnel
oversight and supply chain standardization process, which creates repeatable, reviewable
outcomes to reduce risk. In keeping with company security practices, all Dominion certified
Software isdeveloped in-housebycompany employees. We screen new hires toidentity potential
security concerns among personnel involved in product development and we conduct rigorous
intemal testing of new software. All purpose bull tabulators are assembled in the U.S. and
submitted to the EAC and state election authorities for further review, testing and certification.
Like other voting systems manufacturers, our company provides a detailed “bill of materials" to
the EAC as part of required submissions for federally certified systems, which includes all
‘component manufacturer and sourcing information for hardware.

We are also tracking the progress of the DHS National Risk Management Center's newly-
established ICT Supply Chain Risk Management Task Force in order to better understand how
its recommendations can be applied to efforts for protecting election supply chains.

£US EAC, 10Thing o Know abou ManagingAgngVotngSystems.Oct 14, 2017
ios vu acqoutscuments 2017101 4en ings to-know abe menacingaang cingsystems vain echocloqy:
Votingsstemeybersecuntyl
E5005ERC Tesing & Cartcation rogram Manual Version 20°
ios wi acgoulassels ISCer anual 7815FINALpdfSee US. Dept of Homeland Secor. “ncdent Handing or ElectionOfficials”2018.
+320 U'S Dept of Homeland Secu, How t Sub Cra Inrasrctre Information (Ci) for PCI Protection,
tos vngh gosubmiicirotecton. See aso PCIl Program Procedures Manual.
ips vn dhe coushesioeiasiespublcstionslck rogrampocedutes nanual-00 p-
$e Hop Amenca Vote Act (HAVA)of 200 recognizes th vadiiona separavon hat ha exited etween he federal
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Company Investments & Innovations
Dominion’ product innovation priorities reflect the values of our state and local customers, vith
a focus on providing secure, reliable, quality systems that offer cutting-edge features at
reasonable cost. This evolution includes product features such as encryption, mult-factorauthentication and trusted-user protections, 2s well as an audiing module for election officals
who want to publicly sharing post-election ballot images and other data with the public.
Company commitment to R&D has ranged from 10 to 20 percent of revenue over the past few
years. A key measure of our commitment to excellence is best exemplified by the fact that
Dominion has gone from a ingle sate certification to 30+ state cerfications in ess than a decade.
Dominion offers various typesofvoting solutions, all ofwhich produce paper ballots or paper audit
trails, We must note that election officals make the final determination with ther voters and other
key stakeholders as to the specific type of voting method they prefer in their jurisdiction. Our
systems can support the use of hand-market paper ballts,aswel a other voting methods. Every
method requires its own set of policies and procedures to ensure security and integrity in the
process. Jurisdictions must also ensure federal protections for equal voling rights and accessible
‘options for disabled voters, military and overseas voters, language minority voters and others who
may require some form of assistance in casting their ballot."

Dominion’s election management software currently assists election officials in designing and
producing ballots according to industry best practices, including the EAC's recommended design
guidelines. 2 Our systems allow for ballot production in 22 different languages in varying formats
for official, sample and UOCAVA ballots, provisional ballots and absentee/vote-by-mail ballots.
Our systems allow for the export of machine-readable data in JSON and other formats while
maintaining voter privacy, including Cast Vote Records. They fully comply with requirements of
Risk-Limiting Audits (RLAS) and other forms of routine, post-election audits.

We currently offer a balot-marking device that produces a barcode summary for tabuiation, in
adiiion to a human readable ballot summary for voter verification. While we are confident in the
ability of our BMD system to ensure trustworthy and accurate election results, we are well aware
of perceived concems regarding the use of marked balls that feature barcodes. As a result
Dominion is working with election officials to offer different options, including ballot marking
functional without the use of a barcode summary.
Finally, along with our state and local government customers, we are eager to learn more about
the defense department (U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) decision to buid
a public voting system prototype, which reportedly endorses migration to an open source,
federally-supported hardware architecture for secure voting.
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Delaware J
The First State

I, JEFFREY W. BULLOCK, SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE STATE OF
DELAWARE, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THE ATTACHED IS A TRUE AND CORRECT
COPY OF THE CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF "DOMINION VOTING
SYSTEMS, INC.", FILED IN THIS OFFICE ON THE SEVENTH DAY OF JULY,
A.D. 2009, AT 10:25 O'CLOCK A.M.

A FILED COPY OF THIS CERTIFICATE HAS BEEN FORWARDED TO THE
NEW CASTLE COUNTY RECORDER OF DEEDS.
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CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION

OF
DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS, INC.

FIRST: The nameof the Corporation is: Dominion Voting Systems, Ine.

SECOND: The addressofthe Corporation's registered office in the State of Delaware is
Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange Street, in the City ofWilmington. Countyof New Castle.
“The name of is registered agent at such address is The Corporation Trust Company.

THIRD: The natureofthe businessor purposestobe conducted or promoted by the
Corporation i to engage in any lawful at or activity for which corporations may be organized
under the General Corporation LawofDelavare.

FOURTH: The total umber of sharesof stock which the Corporation shall have
authority to issue is 3,000 sharesofCommon Stock, $0.001 par value per share

“The numberof authorized sharesofCommon Stock may be increased or decreased (but
not below the numberofshares hereof then outstanding) by the affirmative vote ofthe holders
ofamajorityofthe stock ofthe Corporation entitled (0 vote, iespective of the provisions of
Section 242(b)(2)of the General Corporation LawofDelaware.

FIFTH: The name and mailing addressof the sole incorporator are as follows:

NAME MAILING ADDRESS
John Poulos 215 Spadina Avenue, Suite 200

Toronto, Ontario
Canada MST 2C7

SIXTH: In furtherance of and not in limitation of powwers conferred by statue, it is
farther provided:

1. The business and affairsof the Corporation shall be managed by or under
the direction ofthe Board of Directors

2. Electionof directors need notbeby writen ballot.

3. The Boardof Directors is expressly authorized 10 adopt, amend, alter or
repeal the By-Lawsof the Corporation.

SEVENTH: Except io the extent tha the General Corporation Law of Delaware
prohibin the elimination or limitationof abilityofdirectors for breaches of fiduciary duty, no
director ofthe Corporation shall be personally idle to the Corporation or is stockholders for
monetary damages for any breach of fiduciary duty 2s a director, notwithstanding any provision
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oflaw imposing such lability. No amendment to or repeal of this provision shall applytoor
have any effect on the liability or alleged liabilityofany directorofthe Corporation for or with
respect (0 anyactsor omissionsofsuch director occurring prior (0 such amendmen.

EIGHTH: The Corporation shall provide indemnification as follows:

1. Actions, Suits and Proceedings Other than by or in the Rightof the Corporation
“The Corporation shall indemnify each person who was ori a party or threatened to be made a
party to any threatened, pending or completed action. suit or proceeding, whethercivil, criminal,
administrative or investigative (other than an action by or in the rightof the Corporation) by
seasonofthe fact that he or she is or was, o has agreed to become,a director or officerof the
Corporation, or is or was serving, or has agreed to serv, at the requestof the Corporation, as a
director, officer, partner, employee or trustee of,or in a Similar capacity with, another
corporation,partnership,joint venture, trust or other enterprise (including any employee benefit
plan) all such persons being referred o hereafer a an “Indemnitee”), or by reasonofany action
alleged to have been taken or omitted in such capacity, against all expenses (including attomeys"
fees). judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably incurred by or on
behalfofIndemnitee in connection with such action, suit or proceeding and any appeal
therefrom, ifIndemnitee acted in good faith and in a manner which Indemnitee reasonably
believed to be in, or not opposed to, the best interestsofthe Corporation, and, with respect to any.
criminal action or proceeding, had no reasonable cause o believe his or her conduct was
unlawful. The terminationof any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, setlement,
conviction or upon a plea ofnolo contendere or its equivalent, shall nat, of sel, create a
presumption that Indemnitee did not actin 200d faith and in& manner which Indemnitee
reasonably believedtobe in, or not opposed to, the best interests ofthe Corporation, and. with
respect to any criminal action or proceeding, had reasonable cause to believe that his or her
conduct was unlawful.

2. ActionsorSuits by orin the Right of the Corporation. TheCorporation shall
indemnify any Indemnitee who wasor isa party to or threatened to be made a party to any
threatened, pending or completed action or suit by or in the rightof the Corporation to procure a
judgment init favor by reasonof the fat that Indemte is o was,or has agreed to become, a
director or officerof the Corporation, or is or was serving, or has agreed to serve, at the request
ofthe Corporation, aadirector, officer, partner, employeeor trustee of, or in & similar capacity
with, another corporation, partnership, joint venture, rust orother enterprise (including any
employee benefit plan), or by reasonof any action alleged 10 have becn taken or omitted in such
capacity, against all expenses (including attomeys fees) and, to the extent permitted by law,
amounts paid in setlement actually and reasonably incurred by or on behalfofIndemnitee in
connection with such action, suit or proceeding and any appeal therefrom,ifIndemitce acted in
good faith and in a manner which Indemnitce reasonably believed to be in, or not opposed to, the
best interests of the Corporation, except that no indemnification shall be made under the Section
2in respect ofany claim, issueor malier as to which Inderitee shall have been adjudged to be
Hableto the Corporation,unless, and only tothe extent, that the CourtofChancery of Delaware
shall determine upon application that, despite the adjudicationofsuch liability but in view ofall
the circumstancesof the case, Indemnitee is fairly and reasonably entitled to indemnity for such
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‘expenses (including attorneys’ fees) which the CourtofChanceryofDelaware shall deem
proper.

3. Indemnification for Expenses of Successful Party. Notwithstanding any other.
provisions of this Article, o the extent that an Indemnitee has been successful, on the merits or
otherwise. in defenseof any action, suil or proceeding referred to in Sections 1 and 2of this
Aiicle EIGHTH, or in defenseof any claim, issue or mater therein, or on appeal from any such
action, suit or proceeding, Indemnitee shal be indemificd against al expenses (including
attomeys' fees) actually and reasonably incurred by or on behalfofIndemitec in conneetion
therewith.

4. Nolification and Defenseof Claim. As a condition precedent to an Indemnitec’s
ight 10 be indemnified, such Indemnitee must notify the Corporation in writing ts soon as
practicableofany action, sui, proceeding or investigation involving such Indemiec for which
indemnity will or could be sought. With respect to any action, suit, proceeding or investigation
ofwhich the Corporation is so notified, the Corporation willbe entitled to participate therein at

its own expense andor to assume the defense thereofatitsown expense, with legal counsel
reasonably acceptable (0 Indemnitee. Afier notice from the Corporation to Indemniteeof ts
election 500 assume sich defense, the Corporation shall rot be liable to Indemnitee for any
legal or other expenses subsequently incurred by Indemnitee in connection with such action, suit,
proceeding or investigation, other than as provided below in this Section 4. Indemitee shall
have the rightto employ hiso her own counsel in connection with such action, sui, proceeding
or investigation,but the fees and expensesofsuch counsel incurred after notice from the
Corporation of its assumption of the defense thereofshallbe a the expenseof Indemnitee unless
i) the employment of counsel by Indemnit has been authorized by the Corporation.
(ii) counsel to Indemnitee shall have reasonably concluded that there may be aconflictof interest
or position on any significant issue between the Corporation and Indemnitee in the conduct of
the defense of such action, sui, proceeding or investigationor(i) the Corporation shall not in
fact have employed counsel to assume the defense of such action, suf, proceedingor
investigation, incachofwhich cases the fees and expensesof counsel for Indemnitce shallbeat
the expense of the Corporation. except as otherwise expressly provided by this Article. The
Corporation shall not be entited, without the consentofIndemnitee, to assume the defense of
any claim broughtbyor in the rightof the Corporation or a to which counsel for Indemnitee
shal have reasonably made the conclusion provided for in clause (ii) above. The Corporation
shall not be required to indemnify Indemnitee under this Article EIGHTH for any amounts paid
in settlementofany action, suit, proceeding or investigation effected without ts written consent.
“The Corporation shall not settle any action, suit, proceeding or investigation in any manner
which would impose any penalty or limitation on Indemnitee without Indemnitee’s written
consent. Neither the Corporation nor Indemnitee will unreasonably withhold or delay ts consent
to any proposed settlement

5. Advanceof Expenses. Subject to the provisionsof Section 6ofthis Article
EIGHTH, in the eventofany action, sui, proceeding or investigation of which the Corporation
receives notice under this Article, any expenses (including attomeys’ fees) incurred by or on

behalfof an Indemnitce in defending an action, suit, proceeding or investigation or any appeal
therefrom shall be paid by the Corporation in advance of the final dispositionof such matter;

-3-
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provided, however, that the paymentofsuch expenses incurred by or onbehalf of Indemnitee in
advance of th final dispositionof such matter shall be made only upon reccipt of an undertaking
by or on behalfofIndemnitec to repay all amounts so advanced in the event tht it shall
ultimately be determined that Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified by the Corporation as
authorizedi this Article; and further provided that no such advancement ofexpenses shall be
‘made under this Article EIGHTHifitis determined (in the manner described in Section 6) that
i) Indemnite did not act in good faith and in a manner he or she reasonably believed o be in, or
not opposed to, the best interestsof the Corporation, or (if) with respect to any criminal action or
proceeding, Indemnitee had reasonable cause (0 believe his or her conduct was unlawlul. Such
undertaking shallbeaccepted without reference to the financial abilityof Indemnitee to make
such repayment.

6. Procedurefor Indemnification. In order to obtain indemnification or
advancementofexpensespursuant to Section 2, 3 or $ofthis Article EIGHTH, an Indemnitce
shall submit 0 the Corporation a written request. Any such advancementofexpenses shall be
‘made promptly, and in any event within 60 days afer receipt by the Corporationof the written
request of Indemnitee, unless (i) the Corporation has assumed the defense pursuant to Section 4
ofthis Article EIGHTH (and noneofthe circumstances described in Section 4ofthis Article
EIGHTH that would nonetheless entitle the Indemiteeto indemnification for the fees and
expensesofseparate counsel have occurred)o ii) the Corporation determines within such
60-day period that Indemnitee did not meet the applicable standardofconduct set forth in
Section 1,2 or$ ofthis Article EIGHTIL as the case may be. Any such indemnification, unless
ordered by a court, shall be made with respect to requests under Section 1 or 2 only as authorized
in the specific case upon a determination by the Corporation tht the indemnification of
Indemnitee is proper because Indemnitec has met the applicable standard of conduct st forth in
Section 1 or 2, as the case may be. Such determination shallbe made in each instance (a) by a
‘majority vote ofthe directorsof the Corporation consistingofpersons who are nota that time.
parties to the action, suit or proceeding in question (“disinterested directors”), whether or not a
quorum, (b) by a committeeofdisinterested directors designated by majority vote of
disinterested directors, whether or nota quorum, (c) if there are no disinterested directors, or if
the disinterested directors so direct, by independent egal counsel (who may, (0 the extent
permitted by law,be regular legal counsel 0 the Corporation) in awritten opinion, or (4) by the
stockholdersofthe Corporation.

7. Remedies. The right to indemnification or advancementofexpenses as granted
by this Artie shall be enforceableby Indemnitee in any court of competent jurisdiction.
Neither the failureof the Corporation to have made adetermination prior to the commencement
ofsuch action that indemnification isproper in the circumstances because Indemitec has met
the applicable standardofconduct, nor an actual determination by the Corporation pursuant to
Section 6 of this Article EIGHTH that Indemnitec has not met such applicable standard of
conduct, shall be 2 defense to the action or createa presumption that Indemitee has not met the
applicable standardofconduct. Indemnitee’s expenses (including attorneys” fees) reasonably
incurred in connection with successfully establishing Indemnitee’s right to indemaification, in
whole or in part, in any such proceeding shal also be indemnified by the Corporation.

oie
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8. Limitations. Notwithstanding anything (o the contrary in this Article, except as
set forth in Section 7 ofthis Aniclc EIGHTH, the Corporation shall not indemnify an Indemitee
pursuant to this Article EIGHTH in connection with a proceeding (or part thereof) initiated by.
such Indemnitee unless he initiation thercof was approved by the Board of Directors of the
Corporation. Notwithstanding anylhing to the contrary in tis Aticl, the Corporation shall not
indemnify an Indemitee to the extent such Indemnitce is reimbursed from the proceeds of
insurance, and in the event the Corporation makes any indemnification payments fo an
Indemnitee and such Indemitee is subsequently reimbursed from the proceedsofinsurance,
Indemite shall promprly refund such indemnification payments (0 the Corporation to the extent
ofsuch insurance reimbursement

9. SubsequentAmendment. No amendment, termination or repeal of this Article or
of the relevant provisionsofthe General Corporation LawofDelaware or any other applicable
aves shal affectordiminish in any way the rights ofany Indemnitee to indemnification under
the provisions hereofwith respect 0 any action, su, proceeding or investigation arising out of
or relating to any actions, transactions or fcts occurring prior to the inal adoptionofsuch
amendment, termination or repeal.

10. Other Rights. The indemnification and advancementofexpenses provided by this
Article shall not be deemed exclusive of any other rights to which an Indemitee secking
indemnification or advancementof expensesmaybe entitled under any law (common or
statutory), agreement or voteofstockholders or disinterested directors or otherwise, both as to
action in Indemnitee’s official capacity and as to action in any other capacity while holding
office for the Corporation, and shallcontinueas to an Indemitee who has ceased to be adirector
or officer, and shall inure 0 the benefit of th estat, heirs, executors and administrators of
Indemitce. Nothing contained in this Asticle shall be deemed to prohibit, and the Corporation is
specifically authorizedto cnt into, agreements with officers and directors providing
indemnification rights and procedures different from those set forth in this Article. In addition,
the Corporation may, to the extent authorized from time to time by its Board of Directors, grant
indemnification rights o other employees oF agentsof the Corporation orother persons serving.
the Corporation and such rights may be equivalent 0, o greater or less than, those set orth in
this Article.

11. Partial Indemnification. If an Indemitee i ented under any provisionof this
Article to indemnification by the Corporation for some or a portion of the expenses (including.
attomeys’ fees), judgments, fines or amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably incurred
ly or on behalfofIndemitec in connection with any action, sui, proceeding or investigation
and any appeal therefrom but not however, for the total amount thereof, the Corporation shall
nevertheless indemnify Indemnitee for the portionofsuch expenses (including attoreys’ fees)
judgments, fines or amounts paid in setlement to which Indemnitee is entitled.

12. Insurance. The Corporation may purchase and maintain insurance, at its expense,
10 protect itselfand any director officer employee or agentofthe Corporation or another
corporation. partnership. joint venture, trust or otherenterprise (including any employee benefit
plan) against any expense, lability or loss incurred by him in any such capacity, or arising out of

ef
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his status as such, whether or not the Corporation would have the power to indemnify such
person against such expense, lability or loss under the General Corporation LawofDelaware.

13. Savings Clause. Ifthis Article or any portion hereof shall be invalidated on any
ground by any court of competent jurisdiction, then the Corporation shall nevertheless indemnify
each Indemnitce as to any expenses (including attorneys’ ees), judgments, fines and amounts
paid in settlement in connection with any action, su, proceedingor investigation, whether civil,
criminal or administrative, including an action by or in the right of the Corporation, to the fullest
extent permitted by any applicable portionof this Article that shall not have been invalidated and
to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

14. Definitions. Terms used herein and defined in Section 145(h) and Section 145)
of the General Corporation Law of Delaware shall have the respective meanings assigned to such
terms in such Section 145(h) and Section 145(i).

NINTH; The Corporation reserves the right to amend, ater, change of repeal any
provision contained in this Certificateof Incorporation, in the manner now or hereafier
prescribed by statute and this Certificate of Incorporation, and all rights conferred upon
stockholders herein are granted subject to this reservation.

EXECUTED this 7th dayof July, 2009.

_ Js! John Poulos
John Poulos, Incorporator
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Section 1 ~ Background and Financial Capability
File 1-1 Org Structure

11 Describe the history of your business and organizational structure.
Describe the organization and ownership structure to include parent
companies, divisions, subsidiaries, headquarters, and regional offices. List
key personnel including personnel that would supervise implementation of
the proposed SVS and provide a CV or resume for each person uploaded
as “Organizational Structure.”

Dominion Voting
Dominion is a company that has distinguished tel whilepursuing excellence in
customer scrvies by implementingatechnical culture focused on achicving the highest
levelsofaccuracy. reliability and transparency. In 2010. Dominion decpened is roots as
alcadinys company in the clections industry with the acquisition ofassets from both
Premier Voting Solutions and Sequoia Voting Systems. Today. Dominion’s human
resource pool of more than 240 cmploxcs. consistingofseasoned lection veterans and
engineering experts has well over2.000 yearsof combined elections experience
conducting accurate and sucessful clcctions withour customers

Dominion i headquartcred in Denver. CO, with office locationsin Toronto. ON.
Jamestown and Endicott NY. McKinney. TX. and San Leandro. CA. Dominion is
straccally positioned in all 4 U.S. continental time zones to Support is customer base
ofaver 3.000 jurisdictions. Dominion is onc ofthe largest and most trusted providers of
clections technology solutions i the United Statcs and the world. As an example during
the USS. Presidential Elections in Nosember 2016, rughly 35% of egisicred American
Voters cast ther ballots using our equipment.

Below we provide the Exceutive-level organizational chart for Dominion

Dominion Vating Systems. Inc. isa corporation and is wholly owned subsidiaryof US
Dominion. Inc..which is incorporated unrthe asof the State of Delaware. USA
Dominion Voting System. Inc. docs not haveany subsidiaries.

Somme Join Stem actors
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On July 13. 2018 Dominion Voting wasacqirsd by US Dominion Inc. US Dominion.
In.’ ovnership iscomprised ofStapl Srct Capital Management LP. (55). which
owns controlling intrest as well he Dominion Voting Sysims. ne. management fa.
SSC sa U.S based hinted partnership organised undor te laws of he Ste of Devore
SSCs primary offi location 1290 Avenueaf th Americas, 11h Floor. New York. Now
York 10104

Staple tres Capita Management |frpag

Dominion Voting Team Members | |CEI
CL

SHAREHOLDERS EI reer
[re

ii |

Ke persons that will provide igh level implementation and ongoing support wil
include the following indi duals

Prec Re Project Responsibiies
Executive Sponsor]| Nicole Nolet
Program Management| Vice Prosidentof | Championing the project

Operations + Obiains nocded budget approval
+ Accepting responsibility for problems escalated by

project eam and Projet Manager
+ Sorves asa strong advocateforthe project throughout

he organization
+ Managesdatod resources

Account Manager | Barmy Herron. + Proc Visen
Regional SalesMansgorGeongia | + Communications Linison
Account Manager | + project Deliverables Oversight

Biter RESoom vata yam Frm 20132
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Project Manager|JasonFrank. + Managesoven projet
Implementation
Manager + Escalaes. when coded. riskso issues that could or

do impact tam performance, projec ime linc. scope.
qual. andlorbudget

+ Reports projet satus and progress
+ Creates and maintains project ask plan, manages

scops and change contol proses
+ Coordinates tasks among all arcsofhe organization

that are involved orimpacted by th proce:
Ser ma ses Dy tts mp sts

Comoro Retaans | + Manages resouree taskassignments
Manager + Managescontact laboras applicable

+ Trackingand reportingof projec plan setts
Operations Projet Scott Tucker + Escalaes. when ncoded. riskso issues that could or
anager CustomerRelations do impact team performance. projecttime line, scope,

Manager quay. andlorbudset
+ Coordinates tasks among all arcs ofthe organization

that are imalscdorimpacted by the project
+ Lows erm customer suppor eprsenative

sine I CSE—
pecialist Infrastructure Specialist + Responsible fordevelopment /tet environments,

+ Responsible for troubleshooting technical sues
+ Technical lison betwen the customer and project

wan
+ Provide technical suppor a the project cam

Traming Specials| Cath Smothers . easton round ble consveerofBons |+ Parson custome rund al nsss
OperationsTraining tay necde+ Development and customizationoftrining plan
Mitch Keddrell, «Scheduling
TrainingSpecialist ort+ Sof

+ Trning coordation with internal and extemal staff
Li — tau Horses, Chel 1a Oversightofkosecurity declopmentand

- - implementation
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—_— Ko Stn, vi _ae | oS Oumarnde
GovemmentAffairs a

SESTE | Tob vecgonget. | route pesoopetadoenpimenstonmats |” Sea atoottoman
nn—

+ ProdmonitortoneSAT
+rt——
Soportend ionsci

KNOWiNK
About KNOWING
UGH 13leppard S Lo, Misa wit regionenn
ie hae sree nd lame staff eicated o confurn, ting and soon
your devices. Our headquarters in St. Louis includes a large warehouse facility to
configure, kit and ship your Poll Pads. Our warehouse manager and his team haveor 33508 te ete esrpan
Commi rsh rae for frac am sy 0 occ prods
The iPad, carrying case,printers and printer paper are all commercial-off-the-sheif
(COTS) hardware. This allows the State to quickly receive their Poll Pad kits whileaom
Experienced election administrators, trainers and IT professionals

“The Poll Pad solution is supported by a dedicated team of former electionome re abe ath Simasin ntea son oer 120 years
of combined election administration experience. Our team offers the benefit ofa vendor
with experience on both the government side and vendor side, allowing us topriest paares
Unquestionably secure application

riction nf peat of rac anc sing om ct hag 1 ake otheaoesatay oo ok Pe sono. ot, oeSt
California reviewed the entire line-by-line code of the Poll Pad application, found it
secure, and certified the Poll Pad for use in California elections. United States
Jurisdictions are also benefiting from our relationship with Elections Canada; specifically,
that the Communications Security Establishment, the Canadian aquivalent of the U.S.amwa aot Sa er
and determined that it is functional and secure.
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+ Franklin County, Ohio
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Dominion Voting Systems And The Election Process

December 2020
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This Presentation Covers

About Dominion

HowThe Voting Process Works

Case Study
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About Dominion Voting Systems

Q Dominion Voting Systems is proud to serve election officials in 28 states plus Puerto Rico

ies So
LSiS i ra = Eo

ih ea ad =
US.COMPANY  260+EMPLOYEES 1200+ CUSTOMERS 1000004 TABULATORS

Dominions customers are olection officials in “rec and “blue” states
:

Fano0s 0026258



Dominion Voting Systems IS NOT...

Founded inCanada, Dominion isnowaU.S. company headquartered
© Forsign-owned | in Denver, CO. thas been majority owned since 2018by a New York

private equity firm.

dro Dominion has no ties to Venezuela, Cuba, or China. This has been
pscid ‘coniirmed by independent third-party fact checkers and U.S.

‘government authorities, including the Department of Homelandgovernments Security.

Dominion and Smartmatic are two diferent companies. Theydo not
Tiedto have any relationship or financial ies. Smartmatic confirms it never
Smartmatic | owned any shares or had any financial stake in Dominion" and never

provided [Dominion] with any software, hardware or other technology.”

Source: 7.Smarmatcdoes notown OuminicnVotingSystoms Nov.17.2020 a
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Dominion Voting Systems DOES NOT...

>¢ Administer mail-in > Runelections
voting

: Conduct signatureRegister voters
xX J x checks

Have unauthorized access to or control over
xX voting machines and tabulators

Local election officials have complete controlover the entire voting process. Dominion is in
no way involved in the chain-of-custody that secures voting machinery, or the ballots
themselves.
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Dominion Voting Systems Supplies Local And State

Election Officials With:

Ballot MarkingDevices(BMDs) Tabulators

Ballot MarkingDevices (BMDs) Tabulatc machinesthat
pa produce tally allots.

per ballots. HE nssmeeansazn:
i gsCI

.
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Why Use Machines?

Ballot Marking Devices (BMDs) Tabulators

To create paper-based To count paper-based
ballots. ballots.

BMDs facilitate cru. oni. Tabulatorsfacilitatea. 7. coun =.
[Ballot Marking Devices correct for voter issues with Studies have shown thal hand counting of votes in
hand-marked ballots such as not fully filing in a bubble: postelection audito recount procedures can result in
orover-voling. | error ates of up to 256.

BMDs facilitate a. coss bie 101g. Tabulators facilitate cif -ic::. eporting.
[More than 35 million Americans with disabiltes are With nearly 230 millon eligible voters Iving inthe United
| eligible to vote in the United States. Voting technology States, reliable, secure technology i a necessity for
has faciitated independent voting for people with determining election results quickly and efficiently.
moni. communicate, an physica mparments. |
Souce: es Uot on Cuma RLU, But 38 Se Cn 0 £10, Cons on
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Dominion Systems Are Government Certified

The U.S. Election Assistance po
Commission (EAC) is the DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS

independent federal agency that CORP

oversees a rigorous certification ee
process for all voting technology

manufacturers. ems 2 TT

} mn, 28.In addition, 28 states and Puerto Poy [oy de} -
Rico have independently certified hyis

Dominion equipment according to Nis

their own regulations and —
requirements.

Sowers £10 5
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Dominion Systems Meet Rigorous Technological Standards For Federal

And State Certification

Federal Certification: Voting systems must meet U.S. EAC Voluntary Voting System Guidelines

(sc) (“VVSG") for federal certification, including VVSG standards for secure software design.

4L/NA + Voting Systems Testing: Voting systems are tested by an independent, federally-accredited
Voting System Test Laboratory (“VSTL").

Jo] * Software Independence: Voting systems must be software independent, meaning they must be
</% " aucitable, and the system tabulation record cannot be based sola on ts Software

+ Software Updates: Certified software packages are the only versions allowed to be used for
=3 voting. All major changes require a new round of certification.

+ System Validation: Hash values are generatedby the VSTL for system files, which can be
—@ validated during pre- and post-election audits.

State Certification: Voting systems undergo additional rounds of testing and standards compliance
at the state level.

| Dominiondesignsand buildsitsown softwarecode. it does not usecodefromother companies.|
Source. AC, Sate Reduremensnd he US: ction AstancaComission Voting Sytem Tost andCraton Program, 59.,2020 0
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Dominion Systems Meet Stringent Vendor Disclosure Requirements For

Federal And State Certification

A Federal Certification: Voting technology manufacturers must disclose ownership and

system source code reviews to the U.S. EAC.
+ Bill Of Materials: Voting technology manufacturers must submit a Bill of Materials,
including all component and hardware sourcing information.

+ U.S. EAC Quality Monitoring Program: Voting technology manufacturers must report

any system malfunctions in federal elections to a U.S. EAC oversight program.

State Certification: Voting technology manufacturers must meet additional state
S71 reporting requirements.

Q + State And Local Quality Monitoring: Voting technology manufacturers submit
mandatory state and local disclosures for confirmed or suspected breaches and
cybersecurity incidents.

Sno: ConfiocnHobsAi US. EAC DVS- EAC Sec CdsRowRor US. EACMacuser Rostato 0
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Elections Officials In Counties:And States Conduct Logic: And Accuracy
EL=tREET CSTCe(

Logic and accuracy tests of voting systems and ballots are generally done in public and serveadual purpose:

Demonstrates that the voting system is Can be observed by the public and
8) working accurately andreliably 2s @3 biparisanteams of poiical party

intended. representatives.

I TTT

Athens-Clarke County onsy,' RITE COUNTY
hia Goveninsind fiction fy Kansas

rb Ap ot Vong StemQusfcnTesRega Nine

Sowees oes GiGm. 5:75 6 Lop nan SECoun os
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Federal Agencies And Officials Have Confirmed The Legitimacy Of Votes;
BelRR HET LT

fi £ here was no indication or evidence tht there was any sortof There s noevidence that anyvoting
hacking or compromise of election systems on, before, orater systom deletedor ost votes, changed
November3°..That's confirmation that thesystems used in the votes, or was in any way compromised”
2020 election performedasexpected, and the American Etootion Infrastructure Government
eople shouldhave 100% confidence in their vote.” Coominating Council Exams
~ Chis res, Trump-appointed former director of the Committee ane Sector Coordiniting
Cybersecurity andInfrastructureSecurity Agency Count

We,as the only federal agen§& & There's boon one assertion hatwou bosystemic aud anatnat fee reon tederatageney
wouldbe the cli that machines were programmed essentially to Elie
skew the election results. An the DHS and DOJ have looked nfo REAR
that, and so far, we haven't seen anything to substantiate tha." Se
-Wiiarn Sars, Trump-appointed US. Attomey General voting systems certild by the EAC."

US. Eicction Assistance.
GCommieion

Sowoes 8 0 Mut S85,FrTo ms i Fresh US. 0 n
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Local Election Officials Administering The Election Process With

Doniinion Machines Have Certified The Accuracy Of The Results

§ § coors mstoricest § fe racuous ings  iams -insomeof nese awsuts rest ht Thay
Satonide ud reafmed that Insanity. Fver ream, Mada-up, ifort cabal However many words can use to
hostato now secur paper ay how crazy somo of hose thingsar.NotingwasShipped overseas, novosalt voting ystom were awichcs Woihand auc ina proved ro voteswerdswiched -1 mean
accuratelycounted aod hatin andof seishovebeen enough 1omakepeople understandrat So
Toportd resus” 1h dea that somehow there was amachine Swichingvotes id’happen.
brad Rattensperger, Gabriel Stern, Voting System implementation Manager, Georgia Secretaryof
Georgia Secrean of Soe ES

§ moevienco owrtiminly sons thoysisin Mrcopn Coety 6. Forus heroin Yok Cony twas import
isaccurateandprovided voterswitarola election. The Gominion toga tight and dobalevewogot
Tabulationequipmentmafmandatory requirements duringlogic and igh. foalconfdent hawhatwooro
accuracy testing efor ih Presidential Preference Election. hePrimary Sendingto he tae does accurately fect
Eloconand tho Gener!Election And atoachof these 2020actions, Th voters in Yor County”
1h hard count auc showee ha machines generatedanaccurate count frayPapen
int Hick, Chaitman of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors Commissioner

Sarco:Ce ofS, MILE, A Cm G31 w
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Courts And Elected Officials Have Rejected Challenges To Election
ECTS 5% 5

§ & (vs Court nasbeen presentedtwit srainedtiogal § win todays cisionbyJuco Mattnew
arguments without merit and speculative Brann, a longtime conservative
accusations. and unsupportedbyevidence. nthe. Republicanwhom|know tobea fair and
United Statesof America, thiscannotjustity the unbiased urs, to dismiss the Trump
disentranchisementofasingle voter, etalone a the campaign's lawsuit, President Trump has
voters of it sixth mostpopulated state.” ‘exhaustedall plausible legal options to

atthe hallenge theresult o the presidential
Judge Matthew Brann, U.S. District Court for the ¢ -

Middle District of Pennsylvania race in Pennsylvania.
-US. Senator Pai Toome (R-Pa,

cating an etection untair does not make it so. Charges require specificallegations and then proof. We have
neither here.”

- Judge Stephanos Bias, Trump-Appointed US Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit

Sarco:Uv St dre “
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Respected Commentators‘Have Stated There Is No Evidence To Support
‘The False Claims Made About Dominion

£ § An tectonic pause would not workin the United Sates, where voting Sutso artnere's no good
proceduresandmethods varynotonly from state to state but even  & evidence of voting proviems
county to county(infact, sometimes even between precincts inthe that would come close to Mr.
‘same county) So, notice how the fraud narrative difers here: We are to Biden'sleadof73,000 votes in
believe that there were hundreds of thousands offraudulentpaper Pennsylvania or 145,000 in
ballotsreadytobesecretlyinserted nto the count, by chance, the Michigan.”
“algorithm broke.” ~The Editorial Soard, Wall

Andres C. McCarthy, senior fellow at National Review Insitute Street Journal

£ & [The Dominion Systems machinescreate paperrecordback-ups for each vote, making wholesale vote
manipulation all but impossible. Confronted with this realty, the faise claims about Dominion crumbled under
their own weight andseemedtofadeaway.”

Paul Rosenzereig, senior fellow inthe NationalSecurity and Cyber Security Program at the R Street
Institute

Sac: yim StJr Neh UA os ws
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Local Poll Workers «= Not:Dominion = Oversee Election Day-Machine
Preparation And Voter Check-1n"

7 an
77 &Pl anFiozton Dar.|

(Domina coms ratamdt|
Cement dens Tis O— er ®—ere

cer turns on theprecincttabulator “zero results” to SEF Fer
Machine " Sal Shs
o ® En NE,

&

It 2 Pollworkerscalled scrutineers’ reviei the zero results
Eh AL tape before opening the polling stationtovoters.

Bw|| Sellgm
IreSnaoCHon 00S Lath TronTeco or post-electiondG
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Poll Workers At The Registration Desk — Not Dominion — Hand The Voter A

Paper Ballot Or An Activation Card

Depending on whethera precinct uses hand-marked ballots or Balot Marking Devices, the nex! two steps take diferent
forms.

Hand-Marked Ballot I Ballot Marking Device

mmm====== | {Dominiondocs not |O—wri OF } aminteracivation |
Lsdninisterbalicts. 5 | = 1cards. od

23 1p dE
2 1 HY Af EE= CE1 Ri iad

I § o
as oo [LEE

1 EEEen
1

After checking the voter rolls to identify the 1 After checking the voter rolls, a poll worker
correct ballot, a poll worker hands the voter a hands the voter a one-time use activation card

paper ballot and an approved writing utensil, such | Programmed to display that voter's correct
as a Sharpie. . ballot.

"
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Voters Mark And Review Their Ballot

Ballot Marking Devices ('BMDS') ae a useful, fully accessible way of capturing vater intent whie stil producing a paper ballot
BNDS help to reduce errors that may not be caught using hand-marked ballots, such as mis-marked ballots, or over-voting

Hand-MarkedBallot 1 BallotMarkingDevice
Nomi ~~oO [I Y— Jeli

1 J] EZ 1 | abate votes. 1
1 Ep =f
| | hcl \
. =, |

| | [Pe1 i A
1 8
“The voter marks his or her candidates on the paper I The voter selects his or her candidateson the touchscreen.
ballotThe vaer reviews the blot | Atorconiming at he ches ao cores the Balt Marking

Device prints out a readablepaperballotwi he voter
5 chocoswien out The voter reviews the alt. ®
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Paper Ballots Are. Reviewed By Voters And Preserved By Election Officials.

Hand-Marked Ballot 1 Ballot Marking Device
m—— i
i i ERT RET
LE ! 1 EEE
IX em—Ti i Shue |
Rt| i

| E— ! ® ai ing
| aE OE 1 ~ {Dovices :
| —z a  prodice iegible |
jos i | pe Hextwitntne |
| — i - {voters coices |
fle i ! |printed. }

im ol |ibd
Paper ballots are preserved by local officials for audits and

recounts, as needed. ®
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Voter Takes The Marked Paper Ballot To The Precinct Tabulator

Ballots—both hand-marked and those printed on paper fom a BMD—are counted by tabulator machines, Tabulators are
stand alone (notconnectedto the internet)and are secured, operated, and controlledbyelection officials—\OT
Dominion.: © =

= Voomimonioren 1
cperatoorhave |

| unauthorized sccese |
LIAS,wd

The voter inserts the paper ballot into the tabulator, and it drops into the

secure box. These paper ballots provide apapertrail for later reference if

necessary.
©
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Ballots Are Kept In A Secure Lockbox Overseen By Local Poll Watchers

From Both Political Parties — Not By Dominion

| Dominion does}

Oi0“ =
LEE by

es Ten

Ballots are securely Representatives from both
stored in a ballot box political parties are present in
unil pols close. the room for oversight.

=
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At The End Of The Day, Local Poll Workers — Not Dominion — Close The

Polls And Machines And Print The Tally Results Sheet

| Borrinion doesnok| hava access tothe |oO Oo, ©——EEE
wi x

7 5

bi gv V_4
Using specialized security clearance, a local poll ‘The machine prints the
worker turns off the precinct tabulator machine. precincts tally results.

2
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Poll Workers — Not Dominion — Review The Tally Sheet And Compare The

Counts At The Voter Registration Desk

§Bominion doss |
OQ ———on, |

fe iSF we Local election
< officials are

responsible foroo pon
reporting

ous] election tallies.
Scrutineers compare the number of results on

the tally sheet to the counts at the voter
registration desk.

=
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Certification Of Election Results

Post-election canvassing allows election officials to identify
and resolve discrepancies, validate vote counts, and take
actions to ensure the completeness and accuracy of vote totals.
for certification

@) ; .\ Post-election audits can include reconciling ballots issued and
4 cast, verifying chain of custody or other procedures, and validating

i=] vote tabulation

Certification is the official confirmation of results. The chief state
> election official, governor and/or board of canvassers typically

oversee this final step. Deadlines vary by state.

Soe Caray seSoca =
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ASE $300

Georgia's Historic Hand Count Of Every Ballot Case In The Presidential

Race Showed The Accuracy Of Dominion's Machines

Hci ig Georgia election workers hand-
Ray c. countedtheentire5million
eg Re a CT SY 8 Rag votescast,all on paper, in theLEN Aals TRey BUSEEET CS ame AL | presidential race.
TIE pe Oa

EC iM A A 4 The vote margin between the

2 Z L og pa hand count results and the
i. = RI f a.| machine count results varied by
7. wg ce _ ® fonly.0099%.
EI a Thisdifferentialiswellwithin |

1 the 29% expected marginof |
| human error thatoccurs |

Lwhenhand-counting ballots. _}Source: HEC, MogaVermor| Gly ges sta Scr ft Gc %
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EXHIBIT

2341

PARTICIPANlS: Meade Cooper - ; Meade Cooper - meade.cooper@foxnews.corn; Ron Mitchell -  

Sent 2.02041-06 01 :34:30 PM EST FROM : Ron Mltchell •  

I Getting the lowdown on Sepn .J. 
· ····- ······· ··- ········- ······· ··--········-········- ········-········· 

Sent 2020°11-06 01 :49:09 PM EST FROM: Ron Mitche.11 - '; 

Sent 2020-11-06 02 :09;21 PM EST FROM: Ron Mitchen-  

Now we both have spoken to Tommy and I feel really g00d about Tucker and la.ura. l think Sean will 
see the Wisdom of this track eventually, but even this morning he was still looking for examples offraud. 

Sent 2020-11°06 02 :10:02 PM EST FROM: Ron Mltchell •  
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From: Scott, Suzanne </O=EXCHANGELABSIOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)CN=RECIPIENTSICN-85BFE6824750416436BDAOFT8D10843E-
SUZANNE SCO>

To: Wallace, Jay (FoxNews)
sent: 11/4/2020 12:12:04 AM
Subject: Fu: Cris Ruddyattacking Fox

fyi

From: Shah. Raj <Raj Shah@foxcom>
Sent: Wednesday. November 4, 2020 12:10 AM
To: Murdoch, Lachlan <lm@fox com>: Dirh, Viet <Viet Dinh@fox com: Scott, Suzanne.
<Suzame Scot@foxcom>
‘Subject: Re: Chris Ruddy attacking Fox

Lots of conservative criticism of the AZ call Tweet from Gov. Ducey.

Doug Ducey
@dougducey

Its far too early to call the election in Arizona. Election Day votes are not fully reported, and we
haven't even started to count early ballots dropped off at the polls. In AZ. we protected Election Day.
Let's count the votes — all the votes — before making declarations.

https twitter com/dougducev/status/132385173540893082275=20

From: Raj Shah <Ra].Shah@fox.com>
Date: Tuesday, November3, 2020 at 11:2 PM
To: "Murdoch, Lachlan” <Ikm@fox.com>, "Dinh, Viet" <Viet Dinh@fox com>, “Scott, Suzanne”
<Suzanne Scott@foxcom>
Subject: Re: Chris Ruddy attacking Fox

Trump campaign's Jason Miller attacks Fox's call on AZ:

Jason Miller @JasonMillerinDC

WAY 00 5000 10 be calling Arizona way 100 s00n. We believe over 2/3 of those outstanding Election
Day voters are going to be for Trump. Can't believe Fox was so anxious to pull the trigger here after
taking 50 long to call Florida. Wow.

https /fwitter com/JasonMillerinDC/status/1323844198580264954

From: Raj Shah <Ra] Shah@fox com>
Date: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 at 8:07 PM
To: "Murdoch, Lachlan” <Ikm@fox.com>, "Dinh, Viet" <Viet Dinh@fox com>. "Scott, Suzanne”
<Suzanne Scott@fox com>
Subject: FYL: Chris Ruddy attacking Fox
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Media Matters is seizing on comments from Newsmax CEO Chris Ruddy on the Michael Berry racio show
moments ago blaming Fox for a potential Trump loss. The weet from MFA and Chris Rudy's ful comments.
below:

MEDIA MATTERS PRESIDENT

Angelo Carusone @GoAngelo
Newsmax CEQ Chris Ruddy already attacking Fox News, saying: “I think, | am shocked about what
Fox news has done. | think if Trump loses and its a close election. blame Chris Wallace and Fox
news.”
https /itwitter com/GoAngelo/status/1323784604000702467

CHRIS RUDDY COMMENTS

Christopher Ruddy on Michael Berry Radio Show hitps:/mmsts eves con/transeript asp?StationlD=76956
DateTime=11/3/2020°6206.09.34°20PM& playclip=tnue& pbe=search?o3a® e2b(wwallace)

Chris what has surprised you the most about this election cycle before you awn news Max you were a member of
the media yourselfI think the the print media you've been around this process you've watchedelections what
about this election cycle has surprised you the most

CHRISTOPHER RUDDY: what's interesting when you started off the seament Michael talking about Fox news
1am shocked about what Fox news has done and you and I are on the same page about Chris wallace |
thinkif Trump loses a close election blame Chris Wallace Fox news because that debate was very pivotal
had it was DonaldTrump versus Biden and Chris wallace animal Criswell did everything to make the
President look bad and that's oneof the top people Fox. Kristin welker is a liberal nbe reporter| sortofknow
Ive talked to her she let 2but she did a 200d job she moderated the debate fairly the second debate and Donald
“Trump clearly wanted and I think that debate was very hard for them a lotofearly voting took place and then
after people in the second debate which is a fair debate there was a huge search anline how do | change my vote
of Goode searches Yeah but I think it’s the the amount | ge it that the liberals don't like Trump ABC CBS nbe |
setthat

you know my friend Todd Starnes said perhaps best when he said after that Fox news has lost its way
there's sill some good programming on there but I think that has opened up a lane for you and your team
and I think that's healthy 1 think you make Fox better I think you make the restof the media better and it's
better formofof the Republic works when we have proper journalism and you have to have competition in
Journalism in order to ensure the best quality journalism

RUDDY: well I think you needed diversity and they certainly movement I mean we saw in this situation and
effort where they didn't even want to put up the president's Twitter put amassed just for the should close that
down new York Post which had an article looking into some of the Hunter Biden Steph just looking nto it that's
saying that they were certainly buying everythin happened within there and they were closed down by Twitter is
a very dangerous thing woing on in the American media al for the sakeoftrying to destroy Donald Trump and
Newsmax vision no was we had 10 million people tuned into Newsmax TV were tarred by every major cable
channel | know we're down in Tesas on spectrum on Xfinity direct TV channel 3 49 dish to 16 every major cable
systems around the country is now carrying us 70 million homes | think it'sa reason why we've been wowing in
minutes OK Mo Over we have a show with my cocould be a numberofother people have come over Benny
Johnson on Newsmax Sean Spicer | mean its incredible lineup
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“This message and ts attachments may contain leall privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely
for the named addressees). Ifyou are not an addressee indicated in this message(or responsible for delivery of
the message to an addressee). you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you
should permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any
contentof this message and its attachments that does not relate o the oficial business of Fox Corporation. or its
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by anyof them. No representation is made that this
email or its attachments are without defect
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From: Shah, Raj </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=33A7EC98BFB14AC1 B1 B80D99A31 D1 CDE-
RAJ. SHAH> 

To: Shah, Raj 
CC: Schwartz, Elliott; Griswold, Alex 
Sent: 11/4/2020 10:39:19 AM 
Subject: Overnight Analytics Review - Election Night Coverage 

SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYTICS ON ELECTION NIGHT 

TOP LINE ANALYTICS 

• From last night into this morning, Twitter showed a sharp spike in conservative criticism of Fox (about half 
of the top 100 tweets) driven by Decision Desk race calls and complaints about other Fox coverage. 

• The most shared FB posts and online articles mentioning Fox do not show the same trend, as only a much 
smaller slice of these pieces are from conservatives critical of Fox. However, these metrics lag and may 
move in this direction later today. We will monitor and update. 

TWITTER ANALYTICS 

Fox News and top Fox News talent received 1,321,354 mentions on Twitter across all of Election Day and up 
until 9 AM ET Wednesday. 

400k 400k i .1-bons 

121.354 

I
o 1,1,E mans 

1' ' 970,082,680 

z00k -zoa rI .. .::. . : .. lit 

3.Nw 04 O 08SX) 1600 2O, 4.N- D49D

The top Twitter mentions of Fox News were overwhelmingly negative. Two-thirds of the top 100 tweets 
mentioning Fox News did so negatively. About half of the negative tweets were general attacks from 
conservatives that didn't mention a specific complaint ("Fox News is in the tank for Biden," "Fox News sucks 
now," etc.) Of conservative tweets making specific complaints, the most common were: 

• Fox News' early call of Arizona for Biden 
• Fox News early call of Virginia for Biden 
• Fox News featuring liberal commentators, such as Juan Williams 
• Fox News' Decision Desk being run by registered Democrat Arnon Mishkin 

Six of the sixty-eight negative tweets were from liberals attacking Fox News for being in the tank for Trump or 
mocking Fox News' exit polls showing voters endorsing liberal views. But 85% of all negative engagement was 
from tweets sent by conservatives. 

Negative/Positive Reasoning Tweets En a ements % of Total Engagements 

Negative Arizona race call  17 
78'

230 2086
~o~~~~ 
/o 

Arnon Mishkin 2 9,080 2.42% 

Exit polls 4 28,940 7.72% 
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Florida delayed race call 2 4,120 1.10% 
General conservative attack 32 106,410 28.37% 

Liberal commentators 4 12,550 3.35% 
Pennsylvania delayed race call 1 5,820 1.55% 

Support for Donald Trump 2 9,850 2.63% 
Virginia race call 4 13,420 3.58% 

Negative Total 68 268,420 71.56% 
Neutral/Positive Total 31 106,660 28.44% 

Deleted 1 N/A N/A 
Grand Total 100 375,080 100.00% 

FACEBOOK ANALYTICS 

There have been 6,083,537 million interactions with posts mentioning Fox News across all of Election Day and 
up until 9 AM ET Wednesday. 

Unlike Twitter, negative commentary about FNC on Facebook is far less widespread. Only four of the top 100 
posts most engaged Facebook posts mentioning Fox News are negative commentary from conservatives. The 
total engagements from posts critical of Fox make up just 5.1% of total engagements. 

For context, 18 of the top 20 Facebook posts after the Chris Wallace debate were negative commentary from 
conservatives. 

Terrence K Williams' 

491.0< POST VIEWS 'A6.4K TOTAL VIEWS 

L_. Q3) 7a.9K Q 463K 0 E.3K 

Terrence K Williams video: #8 most engaged FB post mentioning Fox. 131,408 engagements 
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Rile Nevar,ax .- 
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to NE-:.. - 

CULTURE 

Conservatives Turn Against Fox News Over Election 
Coverage, Change Channel to Newsmax 

3.1K Comments 1.6K Shares 

Newsmax post of a Newsweek article: #42 most engaged FB post mentioning Fox. 22,436 engagements 

The Babylon Bee O 

Jet Dk!" DoneklT..* 

r c~ 

1 0 
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rotes 90 10 t e oraetl stile vote outcome sad one role .s 5800a1ed to 

: ox News Cal s Ar-zona For Eden After 1 Vote Counted 

tayd l F 14K 619 Comments 1.5K Shares 

Babylon Bee satire piece: #55 most engaged FB post mentioning Fox. 16,186 engagements 

n— - Sha-)Iro 0 

Outrage Erupts Online Over Fox News Declsion To Call Arizona For Biden. AZ 
Governo- kesponds. I The Daily Wire 

Sec ::es on the 2020 US Election. x 
Sep 

O , 8.7K 3K Comments 1K Sharer 
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Ben Shapiro post of Daily Wire article: #67 most engaged FB post mentioning Fox. 12,761 engagements 

ONLINE ARTICLES 

Also nlike Twitter commentary, criticism of FNC election coverage has not been widespread in articles posted 
online. Of the top 100 articles mentioning Fox since polls closed on Election day, only five were critical pieces 
about Fox from conservative outlets. The five pieces did not do particularly well in engagement, making up just 
8% of the total engagements received. 

The most engaged piece, from The Daily Wire received 23,455 engagements, which wouldn't fall in the top 10 of 
most engaged pieces from FoxNews.com last night. 

Outrage Erupts Online Over Fox News' Decision To Call 
Arizona For Biden. AZ Governor Responds. 

Nov 4.202: _ . . . . . .

Daily W iie i; ; , : 23,455 engagements 

Jon Heltzel - . . . 

C onservative Opinion piece 11,370 engagements 

POLITICS 

'Way Too Soon' Trump Campaign Rages Over 
Fox's Arizona Call, Urges Other Outlets Not To Call 
The State For Biden 

Daily Caller piece: 3,996 engagements 

Red State Observer  Fiece; 1,896 engagements .............................................................................................. 
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f)  twitchy US NEWS MEDIA ENTERTAINI: _'1 T CART' 

'Speaks for all of us'! Brit 
Hume 'visibly annoyed by 
Fox News' hesitance to call 
certain races 
Forted at 12:21 am on November M1, 2020 by Doug P. 

Twitchypiece: 1,135 engagements 
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Exhibit

2385

From: Roberts , John (FoxNews) </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPI ENTS/CN=CF27 432461 D348E5898E406713F63BD4-
ROBERTS, JO> 

To: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Wallace , Jay (FoxNews) ; Sammon, Bill (FoxNews) 
11/5/2020 9:31 :57 AM 
Hi Jay and Bill ... AZ 

Just wanted to l et you know t hat I /we are taking major heat over the AZ call . The Campa i gn 
ins i sts that that Trump has the votes for h i m to wi n. That may or may not be true but 
hang i ng onto the ca l l that was made o n Tuesday n i ght - as the gap i s narrowi ng i s rea ll y 
beginning to hurt us as a netwo rk. I am hearing f r om people t hat I have neve r heard from 
befo re , and not just f l ame t h rowers . Our v i ewers are a l so chanting "Fox News s u cks" , 
something I have never heard before anywhere , excep t perhaps at a democratic rall y. 

Jus t wanted to i nform you , 

J ohn Roberts 
Chi ef White House Co rrespondent 
Fox News Chann e l 
+l 202 - 365 - 2550 
@johnrobertsfox 
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sight ._and you have to think that the campaign knows more about where their votes are than any analyst. AZ
will flip. Then the issue goes back to PA —assuming Tramp holds GA. NC looks safer.

“This thing is not over yet and all media needs to be more responsible and quit talking about all Biden needs is
Nevada

Thnow that you have to support yourfellow employees. but the ramifications of such an early prediction by Fox
forAZis huge When that happened Tuesday night_ the narrative changedacross the country. The Trump
campaign was really pissed and that was before Wisconsin and Michigan started to move.

really think that Fox reputation as fair and balanced is being impacted1 realize that the network strategy is to
move more to the middleasother major channelsare so far let...but this is huge. Fox can’t afford to miss this

Yes. the country wants this election aver... but seriously our formof democracy is now in question if we don’t
set this right. These states areall close_andwhile a networkcallinga state is notofficial... it mightaswell beas
the average Joe does not understand the certification process

Back off AZ... the earlier that you doi the less damage.

My twocents. | support you guys. Butthisisreally uncomfortable. Justbeing honest

Bret Baier
Chief Political Anchor, Fox News Channel
Executive Editor, "Special Report w/ Bret Baier"
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From: Bicam, Shannon </0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)CN=RECIPIENTSICN=C138A1C0485A480 B064GEAASBAIOET1
SHANNON BRE>

To: Wallace, Christopher: Wells, Justin
sent: 11/4/202011:17:14 PM
Subject: RE: Arizona News..

“Theyrc FURIOUS-and I'm checking outof social mediafor awhile. Hey. Mad People. please note: Tm not part of the
Decision Desk and made nopolsor rac calls. Signed. EEEEocaceccscckkkkkkk

From: Walle. Cliistopher
Sent: Wedinsday. November4. 2020 11:15 PAL
“To: Wels. Justin “justin lls « FOXNEWS COM>: Bream. Shannon “shannon bream « FOXNEWS. COM»
Subject: RE: Arizona News.

Wel nobody else has Arizona puting us in a pickifbiden ts sonia

From: Wells. Justin
Seat: Wednssdy. November4. 2020 11:12 PM
“To: Brean. Shanon<shannonbicam oFONNEWSCOM:
Ce: Wallace. Christopher ~Chistopher Wallace « FONNEWS. COM
Subject: Re: Anzom News.

Certainly worth it It helps wrap your head around everythin that could transpire

Holy cow. our audience is mad at the network. @

On Now 4, 2020, at 11:05 PM. Bream. Shannon <shannonbream fosnews com> wrote:

Thank you! Wil watch on commercial:

From: Wells. Justin
Sent: Wednesday. November 4. 2020 1144 PM
“To: Bream. Shannon <shiannon bicam a FONNEWS, COM: Wallace. Cliistoplr
<ChnstopherWallses«FONNEWSCOM>
Subject: Arizona News.

1's possible it could happen just after midnight when another batch comes in. Certainly possible!

“Thisexplainerfrom Komacki at MS s really wood. Worth watching Even Maddowisworried

hitps:/ twitter com jasonrantz/status/ 13241034721 12301602521
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PARTICIPANTS: Tucker Carlson -  Tucker Carlson - ; Unknown -  

Sent 2020-11-06 12:12:57 Tucker Carlson 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:14:21 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  

. 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:14:33 Tucker Carlson  

 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:16:00 AN iknown  

 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:16:57 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  

 
 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:24:17 AN - . iknown .  

 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:24:22 AN iknown  

 

 

 

Sent 2020-1 . . . :. :. - : .. . . Tucker Carlson  

 

Sent 2020-11-06 11 ` - iknown  

 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:43:09 AN iknown  

 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:43:12 AN iknown  

 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:43:27 . Tucker Carlson  
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Sent 2020-11-0612:43:47 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  

 

 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:43:51 AN iknown  

 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:43:52 AN .. . iknown 

No worires 

Great mono though. The viewers will want it. People have started attacking Sean 

Sent 2020-11-06 12:44:55 AN iknown  

Only you and Lou are still loved at this point 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:16:20 AN . . .. _.iknown -     

Great a 1 

:. 11-06 01:16:48 .. ::: : . Tucker Carlson   

That had a very specific audience. 

Sent2020-11-06 01:16:53 AN . iknoN 

 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:17:17 . Tucker Carlson  

We worked really hard to build what we have. Those fuckers are destroying our credibility. It enrages 
me. 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:18:00 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  

They are destroying Fox's. We still have a brand of our own and tonight's show should protect it. But 
yeah it's insane. NYPOST has also turned on trump... 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:18:17 AM u ::: : . fucker Carlson -  

What?!? 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:18:30 AM UTC FROM: Tucker Carlson -  

How?? 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:18:56 AM UTC FROM: Unknown .  

https://nypost.com/2020/11/05/trump-to-speak-from-white-house-as-vote-count-lea ns-toward-biden/ 

Libr =•,'2 
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Sent 2020-11-06 01:18:57 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  

AA6F868 E-FEC2.-4886-6790.-288A2 B4447C,,.pl ucl i n Pav loadAttach ment 

"Downcast Trump makes baseless election fraud claims in White House address" 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:19:02 AM u i .. mum: unknown -  

WASHINGTON — President Trump repeated his unfounded claim that political foes were trying to steal 
the election from him during a briefing on Thursday evening as he trailed his opponent and remaining 
swing states were leaning toward a Joe Biden presidency. 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:19:37 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  

Just one reporter not edit page so might be too early to declare something but interesting nonetheless 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:20:12 Tucker Carlson 

Very interesting. 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:20:21, Tucker Carlson 

I'm starting to think there actually is a conspiracy. 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:20:36 Tucker Carlson 

Had a confeeence call with Laura and sean a minute ago. 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:26:58 AM UTC FROM: Unknown 1  

I'll call after. I'll let you focus on the show. Good pacing so far tonight 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:27:14 AM UTC FROM: Unknown .  

Liked "Had a confeeence call with Laura and sean a minute ago. " 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:27:22 Tucker Carlson 

They're highly upset. 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:55:16 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  

A podcast could be an avenue to connect with that audience that is upset with Fox. 100k subscribers at 
$5 a month for a TC app/website hosted by Fox would bring in $6 million a year. Between 
podcast/newsletter/ocassional column with promo on Fox/Twitter etc I'm sure we could get those 
subscribers. 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:55:32 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  

Also that Philly guy was sort of nuts but for sure will help with that audience as well. Clip is already 
doing well online 

Sent 2020-11-06 01:55:56 AM UTC FROM: Tucker Carlson  

He was super nuts. 

Sent 2020-11-06 02:51:36 AM UTC FROM: Unknown  
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Sent 2020-11-06 02:51:45 AM UTC FROM: Tucker 
Carlson  A combination of incompetent liberals and top leadership with too much pride to back down is what is 

happening. 

Not true. 

Sent 2020-11-06 03:59:18 AN iknown  

The more days this election drags on the worse it is for Fox. At this point it would help the network for it 
to be called ASAP. Can't imagine what weekened coverage will be like. 

Sent 2020-11-06 03:59:47 AN - . iknown  

but I guess Nevada being called is the worst as Arizona then contributes to win. PA win is cleanest 

Sent 2020-11-06 04:00:22 AM UTC FROM: Tucker Carlson -  ; 

True. At this point we're getting hurt no matter what. 

Sent 2020-11-06 04:57:36 PM UTC FROM: Unknown  

It's a hard needle to thread, but I really think many on "our side" are being reckless demagogues right 
now. 

Sent 2020-11-06 04:58:16 PM UTC FROM: Unknown  

idk exactly how you want to handle all of this. It's going as poorly as possible. 

Sent 2020-11-06 05:05:57 PM UTC FROM: Tucker Carlson  

Of course they are. We're not going to follow them. The sun will rise tomorrow and we want to wake up 
intact. I always think that. 

Sent 2020-11-06 05:06:37 PM UTC FROM: Unknown  

theres are the days I'm glad I work in media. I want to get back to thinking about ratings and good TV 
and ignoring activists. 

c- nt 7n70-1.1-06 05:06:41 PM IJTC FROM: Unknown  

Liked "Of course they are. We're not going to follow them. The sun will rise tomorrow and we want to 
wake up intact. I always think that." 

Sent 2020-11-06 05:08:14 PM UTC FROM: Unknown  

*these are 

Sent 2020-11-06 05:09:35 PM UTC FROM: Tucker Carlson  

The downside of the news business is that a lot of the time, you don't get to choose the news. But 
you're required to react to it. So actually we do earn our salaries. 

Sent 2020-11-06 10:10:00 PM UTC FROM: Unknown  

One thought I had today is a joint venture of sorts between a Tucker Carlson LLC and Fox News. 
Podcasts generally are free and are ad-supported. We could have a Fox backed podcast promoted on 
channel etc that has one free episode a week. At the same time, we repurpose tuckercarlson.com to 
host the podcast and create a TC podcast app. This would all be done by Fox News. Then on the site 
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Sent 2020-11-06 10:51:55 PM UTC FROM: 
Unknown  and app we host another episode that airs every week that is only available to subscribers. We could let 

Fox get the ad money from the free edition and you would get the lion's share of money from the 
subscriptions. So one free episode a week and one paid episode. The free episode effectively serves as 
promo to get the most dedicated fans to subscribe. Obviously lots of details would have to be worked 
out, but I know you've always preferred a model where you get a cut of subscription money and this is 
is a way to do it. 

One the bright side --- Trump has a pretty low rate at success in his business ventures. 

Sent 2020-11-06 10:53:32 I _ Tucker Carlson -  

That's for sure. All of them fail. What he's good at is destroying things. He's the undisputed world 
champion of that. He could easily destroy us if we play it wrong. It's so obvious.  
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